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4. FOREWORD 400

This Basebook reflects The concerted efforts of 11 scientists from 10 states in a t)
compilation of household and demographic data on 2,580 rural families in the South. It

was a horrendous task for these scientists of different disciplines and backgrounds to

develop a unified model and procedure to conduct research in different geographical areas.

It vasAndeed a rare opportunity for me to have been a part of the development and

conduction of this 'project from my Initial involvement as a principal investigator to my

current involvement as administrative advisor.

The scientists should be commended for the agony and hard work shared by all in

overcomtng the!yleiplicity of problems inherent in group or regional research. However,

the outcome of this publication represents reward for their perseverance,, acumen and

dedication to a commitment.

It is hoped that this Basebook will serve its readers as a source of enlightedment

concerning poyerty in the rural South and the need and inspiration to dp further research

on the subject.

Sidney H. Evans

Administrative Advisor
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As indicated in section Imo, specific responsibilities were divided among the institu-

tions. Technical committee work in developing this document was greatly.facilicated by

the use of the North Central Regional Research Publication No. 217: Patterns of Living

Related to Income Poverty in Disadvantaged Families. With this document as a,coumon

reference model, we were able to concentrate more fully on timely repotting of the survey

data. While fine Iication of the volume has been delayed nearly six months beyond the

original sched the ten state-level surveys have been completed about 18 months and the

machine readab e data tapes have been available about 12 months. During this period

several compute runs and reruns were expertly processed by Alton Thompson and associates

of North Carolina ABIT University. Interpretations of these ruMs4;.vere debated by section

authors and the coordinating editor before final interpretations and drafts were agreed

upon. Consistent with the committees a4roach to analysis, editipg has been assisted

greitly by Marguerite'llowie and colleagues, South Carolina State College; Line Godfrey,

University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff; and Ruby Johnson, Alabama A&H University. The summary

was drafted in collaboration with Jackie Whitehead and Melvin Walker of FOrt Valley State

College. Each of the sections has benefited from the dedicated checking of text and

tables by Gete Sekele and the innovation and endurance of Pushpa Sapra on the IBM

Displaywricer. Credit foi formating the camera-ready copyalso goes to these two research

assistants at Alabama A&H University. Finally, responsibility Tor all remaining errors

and omissions rests with the. coordinating editor.

4 A
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Gerald C. Wheelock

Coordinating Editor
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AN OVERVIEW OF TN HinoRy OF RR-1

The Historically Black Land-Grant Colleges,

though established under the Morrill Act of

1890, did nbt start receiving United States

Department of Agriculture research and extension

funds until 1967. It' funds became available

to the agricultural units at the respective

colleges. Most of these colleges allocated

these funds for the development of research

projects in pure agricultural sciences; only a

few colleges allocated small portions for

people-oriented research in rural development.

Under the influence of Drs. Edward Moe abd Paul

Jehlik, then Rural Sociologists with the Co-

operative State Research Service, USDA, the late

Dr. Cozy L. Ellison, former Dean of the School

of Agriculture, Fort Valley State College, and

subsequently Coordinator of 1890 Research

Programs with CSRS, encouraged all 1890 schools

to establish social science research projects.

institutions, for participation. pe second
meeting of the committee was heAd at' the

.University of Wisconsin, Madison, in September,

1977, in conjunction with the Annual 'Rural

Sociological SoElvy Meetings. :Dr. Gerald

Wheelock from Alabama A&M University also

participated in the deliberations: Dr. J.S.

Dhillon was unanimously elected ChMirman of the

coliittee. Subsequent meetings were held at

South Carolina College in Novemker 1977, 'Ott

Valley State College in January 1978, and Dallas

in March 1978. During this period Dr. Alfred

f~Parks of Prairie View A&M University) Dr. Sheng-

Yung Li of Virginia State College, and Dr. Levi

Jones of Tennessee State University had also

joined the project. A proposal. entitled

"Isolation of Factors 'Related to Levels and

Patterns of Living in the Rural South" was

deve toped as a result of these meetings.

At the same time, Dr. Moe &ring hisvisit in -The resear-ch - proposal ±was_iresented to the

February 1976,..to Florida A&M University, and

May 1976, to South Carolina State College

emphasized the need for social science resear-

chers at 1890 schools to establish channels of

communication among themselves. He suggested to
1

Dr. J.S. Dhillon at Florida A&M University that

he talk with Dr. Melvin Welker at Fort Valley

State College. Both Drs. Walker and Dhillon

were studying rural poverty and there were

elements of similarity in the two projects.

Dr. Dhillon visited Fort Valley State College

later that year. After 4 1/2 hours of meetings,

they decided to explore the idea of a regional

research project in the area of poverty with

other 1890 researchers. Dr. John Noland of

Southern University and Mrs. Marguerite Movie of

South Carolina State College expressed interest

in collaboration. The first meeting to discuss

the regional research concept was held at

Florida MM University in July, 1977. In addi-

tion to the above referenced four social

scientists, Mrs. Kathleen Hanna from South

_Carolina State College, Ms. E. YvOnne Beauford

'wfrom 'Fqrt Valley State College, -and .CSRS

representatives Dr. Edward Moe and Dr. McKinley

Mayes participated in that meeting. The regional

research concept was defined and its signifi-

cance and relevance discussed. It was agreed,

that invitations be extended to other 1890

iv

Association of 1890 Research Directors at their

spring meeting at Alabama A&M University on

April 11, 19784 for approval by Dr. Dhillon,

Dr. Walker, and Ms. Yvonne' Beauford. After

considerable discussion the proposal was

approved. Dr. Howard Robinson of North Carolina

State University was asked to serve as the

administrative advisor to the Regional Research

Technical Committee.

In June 1978, at the resignation of

Dr. Dhillon as Chairman of the Technical Commit-

tee, Dr. Walker was unanimously elected the new

Chairman, a position which he still holds. At

various times between 1978 and 1979, the follow-

ing institutions also joined the regional

project which was officially designated by CSRS

as RR-1:

Alcorn State University ;:g..76;s. M.S. Dhaliwil

& Woong Kyu Cho

University of Arkansas

at Pine Bluff

North Carolina AU

State University

Tuskegee Institute

Kentucky State

University --

the present membership

ten 1890 institutions.

5.

Dr. Line Godfrey'

Dr. Alton Thompson

Dr. Avery Webber

Dr. [tinker Patel

of RR-1 consists of
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Across the nation, there exists inqualities

among families not only in income distribution

but in the ability to acquire the necessitfeof,

life. Although much poverty resetrch has been

conducted and many programs have been establish-

ed as a result of such research, answers apeto

the causative factors of poverty are still

elusive. Howeyer, we do know that, whether one

becomes rich or remains poor, the values that an

individual. holds, the attitudes one possesses

towards self 'and others, belief in oneself and

the community in which one is involved, one's_

age,. sex,-.race, and habits as well as one's

family and community environment are contri-

buting factors. This 14-state Southern regional

research project entitled "The Isolation of

Factors Related to Patterns and Levels of Living

in the Rural South," examined the relationship

, of the above factors with one's success in

escaping poverty.

Respondents selecgd were heads ofrhouse-
h

holds. In two-parent families, tht hush and was

considered the head. To maximize response rates

and representativeness, sample data were collec-

ted by personal interviews. To minimize field

survey costs and insure comparability of data, a

two-stage cluster sample design was standardized

for all ten states. Stage one was a systematic

random sample of three racially mixed (minimum

of 400 Blacks), low-income (lower 35%, rural 70%

or more) counties in each state. . Star twoWi

a realm clustef sample of eight houses per

cluster. a mini of thirty sapple clusters

per state (240 h seholds) was allocated among

the three counts s id proportion to thefr size.

.Each state's rese rch staff traihed inprviewers

in their. three 'counties'. During the.swirvey,

field supervisors kept close contact to ensure

that the proper procedures were being"followed.

Once.the field work was completed, the intervie4

schedules_ were coded,,and data Are transferred

to op scan 'sheets, Prom these, computer' tapes

were centrally processed at yorth.Carolina A&T

University, and preliminary Funs were made.

14_,..After final data cletning; tapes were distri-

c bated. The analysts . used the 'Statistical

Package for the Social Scistnces,(SPSS).

In genikal the0 types of family characteris-

; r

SUMMARY

.tics examined were: demographic characteris-

tics; perceptions of community and life

satisfaction; agency. utilization and client

satisfaction:. attitude's, values and beliefs

toward s and the "community; and consumer

behavior. These characteristics were analyzed

by using state-by-state percentage distributions

and cross tabulations with the poverty index.

Relationships were tested. with Chi square,

Cramer's V and, yearson's correlation

coefficient, / .

In this report; descriptions for family .

Atuations are based on 10 separate state level_

percentage distributions of sample data for more

than ,150 attributes. For selected attributes,

the high and low, percentages (by state) are

preseted below.'

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARAC.ARISTICS

Male heads of household: 77% (AlabAma) vs, 62%.*

(Florida)

Household heads others than white: 64% (South

Carolina) vs, 26% (Tennessee) and less than'2%

(Kentucky)

Respondents 45 years ,of age and older: 66%

(Mississippi) vs, 51% (Oneuck)1

Married heads of households: 82% (Kentucky)

vs. 52% (Florida)

Nonfarm residence: 41% (Florida) vs, 72%

(Mississippi)

4

OCCUPATION CHARACTERISTICS
I<

Respondent'A father.was a farmer: 48% (Georgia)

vs. 34% (Arkansas)

Respondent was a farmer: 1646 ( Mississippi) vs.

7% (Arkansas)

Children.of respondents who are farmers: 5,6%

(Kentucky) vs. 0.8% (Alabama)

oo
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1

espondents' fathers wfthaless than 8 years of Respondents' evaluations of their well-bki*
akhooling:, 64% (Alabama) vs. 42% (Kentucky)

Respondents with Less than 12 years of

schooling: 74% (Mississippi) vs. 46% (Virginia)

using a ladder of one to nine: 4 ,

4test week - seven to, nine: -8% (Tennessee) vs..

52% (AlOama.and Kentucky)
.

Children above 18 with less than L2 years of ..Worst week - seven to nine.: 14% (Mississippi')

schooling: 44% (Kentucky) vs. L9% (Viiginia) vs. 3% (Kentucky)

Respondents' fathers with five or more children:

70%.0e(North Carolina) vs. 55% (Arkansai lend

Virginia)

Respondents with five or more children: 60%

(Alabama) vs. 39% (Virginia)

Respondents. below the poverty line: 56%

(Mississippi and Kentucky) vs. 26% (Virginia).

, I
COMMUNITY AND LIFE- SATISFACIPION

Most peopleisatcend 'church - agree:. 70% or more

(South Cardtina, North CaroIina,'Alabama; and

Arkansas) vs. 59% or less (Georgia, Virginia,

,Tennessee, 'and Kentucky)

Few people make the money - agree: 48% or more

(Tennessee and Kentucky) vs. 30% or less (South,

Carolina and North CaroLina)

Advise Children to leave communi*- agree; 66%

(Kentucky) vs.. 32% or less (South Carolina and

1abamal

ler-Crime is perceived as tee main agree:

30% or more (KentIcky and Tennessee) vs. 14% to

27% (an other states)

Civil Right Act has made life better - agree:

60% or more (South Carolina, North Carolina,

Alabama, Mississippi, and Arkansas) vs. 42% or

less (Tennessee and Kentucky)
, -

Blacks and4Whites get along here - agrei:

76% or more (ALI except Kentucky) vs. 36%

(Kentucky)

It may be noted that.aLl of these community

satisfaction percentage distributions vary

directly r with the propoition of the. population

that is black.

Most weeks - seven to nine:N.3$% (Tennessee)

21% (Kentucky)

Future expectation

, 76% (Mississippi

(Kentuclq)

e

vs,.

- five years - seveoto nine:

and Virginia) vs. -'56%

.

416.

Father, when respondent was a child - seven fitC46

nine:. 36% (Virginia and' Tennessee) VS. 11%

(Kentucky) 4

AGENCY ulnipphaION AND 4'-.%1,IENT

SATISFACTION

Employment Security: Utilized, 2% (Kentucky)

vs. 23%(Tennessee); Rated, very good.or good,

27% (Mississippi) vs. .100% (Georgia)

Food ,Stamps: Utilized, 'Irk (Virginia) 40.449%

(Kentucky); Sated, good or very good, 6.2%

(Arkansas) vs. 89% (Virginia)

"; or

Faraers Home Administration:/ 'Utilized, 5%

77406ma) vs. 16% (South Carolina); Rated, very

good or good, 78% (North Carolina) s. 96%

(Virginia) .

Social
1
Secur4ty: Utilized, 26% (North Carolina)

vs. 43% (Missebsippi) Rated, very good or good,

82% (Georgia) vs. 96% (North, Carglina and

Mississippi)

.

.

$

4 ,

Commission on, Aging: Utilized, '110 or. less

(North Carolfha, Mississippi; Georgia, Virenia;

Tennessee an Klpincky) vs. 4% (Arkansis);.6

Rated, verynood or good, 80%. (Arkansas) vs.

Carolina,'

Tennessee,

100% (Soup Carolina, North

MississttnV Georgia, Florida,

Kentucky)

1 2

. ,

.

Health Services: 'UXili;ed, i4 (Virginia and-

Kentucky) vs. 25% (Florida); Rated very good or.

good, 75% (Virginia) vs. 97% {MiOlssippf and

Georgia). -

ti ,
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. .

Mental Meech: ,ttilfzed, less than 10VirgInia

and Kentuck. vs. 4% (South Carolina,'

Mississippi, snd,Arkansas); Rated, veirlood or

good, 50% (North Carolina) vs. 100% (Georgia,

.Florida,' Virginia, Tennessee)... Kentucky pot

utilized.

Veterans Administration:" Utilized, 7%

(Arkansas) vs, 15% ( Florida); Mated, very=good

or good;'45%.(Kentucky) vs. 96% (South Carolina)
.

ATTITUDE ; VALUES, AND BELIEFS

Attitudes towards self:

Positive self esteem 63% (Arkansas) vs. 40 to

43%.001sissippi and Kihtucky)

Fatalism tendencies: 11% (South Carolina) vs.

28%.(Keritucky)

Future - time orientation: 49% (Tennessee) vs.

30% (Mississippi)

Attitudes. towards work:

A duty: 89% (Kentucky) vs'. 79% (North Carolina)

Burdensome: 34% (Georgia) vs. 16% (Tennessee)

Independence:

(Alabama)

86% (South Caroline) -vs 65%

Limited job opportunities is a serious

employment problem: 78% (Kentucky) vs. 15%.

(North Carolina)

Lack of training la a serious employment

\..)problem: 50% (Kentucky) vs. 23 .(Arkansas)

Not knowing the right people is a serious

employment problem 46% (Tennessee)

(North Carolina)

vs. 20%

Lack of job information is a serious employment

problem: 38% (Alabama) vs. 12% (Florida)

Lack of transportation is a serious

problem 34% (South Carolina)

(Tennessee) s

employment

vs. 12%

Race discrimination is it ,serious employment,

xii

"t

7.60Souch Carolina and Alabama! :s.l
4% ntycky),

Age discrimination is a serious employment

problem: 23% (Alabama) vs. 69s (Arkansas)

Sex discrimination Is a serious employment

problem: nis (Alabama) vs. 3% (Kentucky)

r.

CONSUMER BEJ{AVIOR AND INCOME

Grow vegetables: 80% Ad, 81% (Virginia and

Kentucky) ,vs. 66% (Mississippi and Arkansas)

Raise animals for meat: 47% (Kentucky) vs. 21%

(Florida)

Raise goats and cows for milk: 25% and 12%

(Kentucky and Alabama) vs. 7% or less (all other

states).

Chickens for eggs: 40% (Kentucky) vs. 10%

(Virginia)

Buying groceries without food stamps: 93%

(Georgia and Virginia) vs. 51% (Kentucky)

Look for sales: 97% (Kentucky) vs..84% (North

Carolina)

Buy groceries locally: 97% (Kentucky) vs. 75%

(North Carolina) and 56% (South Carolina)

Get fair prices: 94% (Kentucky) vs. 70% (North

Carolina) and 54% (South Carolina)

Rent homes: 24%,(FlorLda) vs.'9% (Virginia)

Residence values $25,000 or less: 61%

(Kentucky) vs. 23% (Virginia) and 24% (South

Carolina)

HOmestead occupies less than one acre: 28%

(Kinnicky) vs. 49% (Florida)

Residence with five or less" rooms: 68%

(Kentucky) va. 40% (Virginia) and 52% (North

Carolina)

Income 58,000 or less: 66% (Mississippi) vs.

34% (Virginia)

13
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ISOLATION OF FACTORS .RELATED TO LEYELS AND- PATTERNS OF
LIVING IN LOWANCOME AREAS HE RURAL SOUTH:

A EASEBOOK'
64
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1. INTRODUCTION

Statement of Ill-Problem

For more than decades, considerable efforts

and resourcvs have been devoted to prograis

designed to improve the quality of life of

families having long histories of impoverish-

ment. While it is difficult to assess the

impact of these programs on an individual's

ability to advance beyond the poverty threshold,

the use of income criteria reveals that some

families have managed to break the cycle of

poverty, while others with similar characteris-

tics, resources, opportunities, and environments

have not. This phenomenon raises the following

questions; (1) what are the sociodemographic

and economic characteristics of those families

in poverty? (2) what are their feelings,

beliefs, aspAiations, and expectations with

respect to their life conditions and possibili-

ties for positive change? (3) what are the basic

factors influencing one's ability to escape the

vicious cycle of poverty? (4) how do those

persons escaping poverty differ from those not-

escaping? (5) what programs can be developed to

promote and increase the number of families

escaping from poverty?

Considerable research in this area has

tended to be unidirectional, focusing upon the

seemingly negative aspecti of the poverty

families to the neglect of e positive aspects.

A more fruitful approach to the study of poverty'

would be based on a holistic view, emphasizing

the multidimensionality of poverty and impoveri-

shed families. Furthermore, in addition to

focusing statistically on the family at one

point in6time, an investigation of this nature

should focus attention on the longitudinal

career of the family system. Study in this area

should take into consideration changes in the.

family over time with emphasis on the dynamics

of interaction in the family system as related'

to the larger social system.

Most poverty family research has been pure-

ly descriptive with little explicit reference to

a Theoretical problem. The most crucial voids

with respect to poverty family research are in

the sociodynamic familial ,processes which

include interaction among family members and the

dynamics of linkages between the family and

other social systems in the larger American

society. Studies of these processes should

complement those of structural analyses by

providing answers to.questions, yet to be under-

stood and researched. by social scientists,

concerning the pervasive nature and causes of

rural poverty. The structural analysis oI the

characteristics and composition of the viral

poor remains basic to such research and would

serve as the foundation to understanding the

sociodynamic processes whiCh occur.

To study the sociodynamic processes of

poverty in family life, one might follow the

lead of Reuben Rill (1971) who advocated the

integration of systems theory and the family

developmental framework for the systematic,

comprehensive study of the family. In order to

relate the possible influences of the social

environment on the internal operations or

functions of the family and to describe how

families cope with these influences, the family

can be viewed as.an open social system in an

interdependent relationship with its environment

which is composed of other interdependelit open

social systems (Gross, 1966; Thompson, 1967; and

Buckley, 1967). As a social system, the family

has goals, resources and mechanisms to achieve

these goals, and criteria for assessing output.

The family is also an economic unit that

acquires, allocates, and integrates its

resources. One of the fundamental problems of

the fail as an open social system is that Of

coping with uncertainties and influences coming

from elements of its input /output environment,

especially as they'relate to the family as an

economic unit.

General Ob ectives

Given the present state, of social science

research in rural poverty and the gaps that need

14
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to be filled, a cooperative regional project

with such magnitude as the one formulated here

should provide a more complete profile Of rural

poverty in the south. TbiA profile should serve

as a base up6a which researchers and decision-

makers could draw Information instrumental to

effective and purposeful program planning. Id

order to achieve this, the general objectives of

this regional research were as follows:

1. to reexamine the extent and level of

poverty and income inequality in the

rural South;

2. to study the social, behavioral, and

economic characteristics of

individuals and families in relation

to generational and intergenerational

poverty;

3. to identify those societal, local, and

personal influences (including

national, state, and local programs)

which differentiate between those

individuals who escape poverty and

those who do not;

4. to generate policy recommendations and

define strategies for the reduction of

poverty; and

S. to refine, test, and develop methodo-

fogies, techniques, and strategies for

the study of low-Income populations.

2. PROCEDURES

Ibis 3asebook is a produgt of the regional

research project entitled "Isolation of Factors

Related to Levels and Patterns of Living in the

Rural South," otherwise known as RR-1 which is

the first regional project organized by 1890

Land -Grant Institutions. The original proposal

is funded by 10 separate 1890 Land -Grant

Universities and tuskegee /nstttute.

Questionnaire development, sampling design,

interviewer training, data collection, data

coding and cleaning, database tape production,

and, now, casebook publication have been the

result of intensive efforts to do credible

regional' research. Principal investigators for

RR-1 include members of several disciplines,

2

ti

primarily socidlogists and economists, from 1.890

Land-Grant Institutions and TUskesee Institute.

USDAICSRS scientists, principally Edward Moe,

Ph.D; Mainley.Mayes, Ph.D; and more recently',

David 3rownPh. R; provided extensive adminis-

trative advice and moral support. While no USDA

regional research funds have been available

.the project, coordination aMong 1890 Lam:I-Grant

scientists and their research directors has

evolved into coopefative state funding .of the

project. Researth directors, Howard Robinson,

Ph.D; and Sidney Evans, Ph.D; of North Carolina

A6Tiniversity, and Melvin Walker, Ph.D; of Fort

Valley State College, have been particularly

helyful to the projigt. They served as Adminis-.

trative Advisors lind Technical Committee

Chairmen respectiveli, for five years. While

scientists at all 1i90 Land-Grant Institutions

were invited to consider implementing the

project, researchers at Florida API, Fort Valley

State (Georgia) and South Carolina State !Apia-

ted the development. Ten contiguous southeastern

states composed the final research sites. They

are Alabama, Arkansas, Floridi, Georgia,

Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.

Sampling

The objectives of the study called for a

representative sample at regional, state, and

county levels. To insure comparability, the

methods were standardized for all states. A two-

stage sample design was used; one sample was

drawn for each of 10 states. The first stage in

each state was a systematic random sample of

three racially mixed (minimum 400 black popula-

tion), low-income (lower 35%), rural (70%)

counties. The second stage was a random cluster

sample with clusters allocated in proportion to

size of each of the three counties. The princi-

ples of equal probability of selection method

(EPSEM) and cluster sampling in proportion to

size were used in both stages (Kish, 1965: 82-

92). In the first stage, probability of a

county's selection was in proportion to its

population size within each state's sampling

frame of rural low-income counties. Further-

more, to insure a range of comities with respect

to racial composition, the counties listed in

each state's sampling frame were ordered by

percentage white. The three counties were

sampled systematically with a random start

located between zero and one-third of the total.

15



population of all counties on each state's list.

The sample interval was equal to one-third of

the total porilation. The sample frame of

counties for each state and data detailing the

selection of counties were included in Table Al

of Appendix-A (Wheelock, et/ al., 1981).

Cluster Sampling, Size, and Household !Astir%

While cluster sampling lowers the cost of

sampling and data collection per household, the

household variance is Larger, resulting from the

irregular homogeneity of households in clusters

(Kish, 1967:148-151). Random cluster sampling

was selected as most practical and the following

procedures were devised.

National geological survey maps (2
o

series)

with a lg minute by 15 minute grid superimposed

were used, to define the "open country" sampling

frame of clusters for eath county. Numbered

faersectiOus on this grid constituted the total

sample frame of cluster starting points. An

appropriate sample of numbers drawn from a List

of random numbers was matched to starting points

on the sample frame. Since the cluster area

sampling technique assumed an equal distribu-

tion of the population, counties with towns of

1,000 or more population were given special

treatment. The "town" strata and the "open-

country" strata were allocated clusters in

proportion to.theirpopulation share. The town

strata were separately defined with the use of

town maps from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Each street i'otersection vas numbered to consti-

tute the sampling frame and numbers representing

the sample clusters were drawn from a list of

random numbers.

From this 'point, all maps were centrally

processed at Alabama A&M University using a

systematic serpentine entry into sample

-clusters. The serpentine procedure insured a

standardized method of defining entry into each

sample cluster. The entry procedure was to

rotate clockwise around the sample cluster

starting points. Randoniness of entry and EPSEH

were maintained by using the original random

order of a cluster's selection.

For each county and to& 1980 census enu-

meration maps were secured the U.S. Bureau

of the Census. Starting points and openended

cluster outlines were transferred to each map.

Appendix A provides a more detailed description

of the procedure.

Even with cluster sampling, considerable

interviewer training in reading maps and loca-

ting hodseholds was done. For economy in the

data collection stage, cluster size was fixed at

eight households. For simplicity in implementa-

tion, the first eight households, within the

defined, but open-ended boundaries*' of each

cluster were designated as sample households. A

minimum of 30cIusters and 240 households.were

sampled per state. To further minimize the

discretio; required by several interviewers per

state _(approximately 50 interviewers region -

wide), 10 centrally-trained sampling teams (one

for each state) located the clusters, listed the

households., and, in most cases, photographed the

sample homes. Interviewers were then supplied

with verifiable descriptions and photographs of

the hoses in which they were to conduct inter-

views. The only discretion left to the inter-

viewer was to locate substitute households in

the event of refusal or evacuation by the sample

households. The sample rues prescribed that*

any substitutions would be the next household

adjacent to the open-end of the original

cluster.

Representativeness of Sample Counties (Table

2.1)

A total of 162 law-income rural counties

was defined for the 10 states. The rural

criterion (at least 70% rural) is fixed for all

states, but the economic criterion is relative

to the distribution of median incomes for rural

counties in saCh state. Only 35%' of the rural

counties in each state were included, those with

liplowest per capita incase.

Before sampling counties, each state's list

was stratified into counties with all white

populations (less than 400 blacks in 1960 or

1970) and mixed white and black popUlations.

Regionvide, 97 counties had mixed populations,

so the criteria were relaxed to include Kentucky

counties with any black population. Technically,

.he Kentucky counties sampled were defined as

having all white populations and the remaining

state samples included only counties with mixed

populations. In the remaining states, the nine

sample frames included 96 counties - 27 sample

counties and 69 nonsample counties.

These two sets of counties were assumed to

be derived from a population of counties having

a common variance. In Table 2.1, population

means for the two groups of counties are presen-

ted for (1) perciat black population (19707

3
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(2) per capita, income (1974), and 0) percent

families by race below the poverty level (1970).

The 27 sample counties had an average of 44.7%

black population in 1970 compared with 48.2%. for

the balance of the sampling frame. Mean per

capita income of the two groups differed by only

S75, '52555 vs. 52480. The means for percent

white and black families below poverty were also

nearly identical, 18.5% vs. 19.3k.for white.

families and 58.6% vs. 59.5% for "black families

in the sample and nonsample counties,

respectively.
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Using the t-test to means of inde-' 4

pendent samples from a population of counties

with a canon variance, the two-tailed probe-

'billty that the means, for these variables

differ, as they did, was less than .05. There.:

fore, the hypothesis of equal means for the two

samples (H : Me142) is not rejected. Similarly,

although de data aretnot shown, the hypotheses

of no differences in means foi the percent

employed itr agriculture (1970),,the percent over

age 65, and the percent _under age 18 are not

cted. For the two samples,. only the means

f r total population and percent employed in

an ther county in 1970 were significantly

di ferent at the .05 level. The 27 sample

co ties. had a mean, population of 17,200

c mpared with 12,400. The larger sample counties

had an average of 22.9% out-of-county commuters

compared to 29.6%. On the average, samp1

counties had larger populations and a smaller

percentage of commit:tem Theat.differenoes are

direct results of the sampling method, i.e., a

county's chance of being sampled is in-direct

proportion to its population size. Except for

the necessity to commute, this size difference

does not appear to Influence economic opportuni-

ties available to residents in the two sets of

counties. At .least with respect to economic

dimensions, it appears that we can conclude that

, the selected counties are representative of

low-income, racially mixed, rural counties of

the region. .

The 62 all- white, rural low - income counties

in the 10 states were not significantly

different at the .05 level from t104' sample-
. frame counties with respect to the 1470 percent

engaged in agriculture or per capita income

(1974). The white counties hla a significantly

larger percentage of white families below

poverty (35% vs. 18%). However, when blacks and

whites were taken together in the mixed racial

counties, the percentages were about equal. The

all-white counties had significantly. more

residents over age 64 and fewer under age 18.

While the all-white counties had a smaller mean

population (11,067) than either of the racially

mixed samples, they had only 24% out-of-county.

commuters in their labor force. In sum, the.

white counties appeared to have'had an older,

more settled labor force thin the predominantly

black counties, but _with comparable 4mean

incomes. No attempt was made to generalize from

the racially mixed county sample' 'to the all-

white counts

1.7
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Representativeness of 10-State Sample (Tables

2.2 & 2.3)

Technically, the samples from 'which data

were collected in this survey were two-stage

random cluster samples at the state level. This

section shows an attempt to evaluate the repre-

sentativeness of these samples relative to

Census of Population counts for the same

counties in each statel -

This evaluation ,4i based on the percentage

of the population whiCh was black. The percen-

tage of/ completed interview schedules by the

race of respondents was tallied as the data were

,collected in each state during the second half

of 1981. County population counts by race-for

the 1980 Census of Popillation were also
e ,avap.able. Standard errors were estimated for

the'sample data. For example, random samples

with a minimum of 240 households (one state) and

an expectation that 45% of the sample would be

black would have a standard error of 3.h.

Excluding Kentucky, standard errors ranged from

2.9% for Florida to 3.22% for Missisiippi.

According to sampling theory,. 67% of a set of

random samples could be expected to fall within

one standard error of the population mean, 95%

. within two standard errors, and 99% within three

standard errors. However, the random cluster

sample techniques employed yielded larger errors

and variances than were expected with simple

tandOi sampling of households. At the time of

this analysis, the data (within fluster and

between cluster variances) required to estimate

the standard error expected of cluster sampling

- - were not available.

In Table. 2.2, it may be observed that the

sample estimates for only two states (20% of

samples) fall within + one standard error of

their population means. They are Alabama and

' Tennessee. Estimates for two more states (40%

)

of samples), North Carolina and South Carolina,

fall within + two standard errors. Finally, all

0 states have errors within 3.5 standard errors

the, expected proportion. The Spearman's rho

( ank-order) correlation between the percent

back for the 1980 Census and percent black for

he survey. sample was .87. In short, the

samples' fit with their population parameters

appeared to be very close in spite of the

greater variances expected of random cluster

-apple techniques. '4

Fuithermore, when all IC samples were

combined, 37:3% of the 2,554 respondents, were

black. This compared with 39.1% of the total

population- (553,850 in 1980) for these 30

counties.. The 1.8% difference was within two

standard errors (+1.9%) crf the total population

proportion.

Table 2.2. 211-1 Survey vs. 196k c..asus cuuoc of Fee.ng
.4' Black by Scare.

I.
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6
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*sunhat' of standard errors for vhieh che survey 2 black

*Ulla:a from the Census (1980)

At the county level (Table"2.3), it was be

observed that 11 of 30 counties had sample

estimates within one standard. error of their

population parameter for percent black. Another

nine for a total of 67% were within two standard

errors and five more for a total of 83% were

within three standard errors. As expected, the

standard errors were typically larger than would

be predicted for a simple random sample. Similar

to the state samples, the rank-order correla-

tions for the sample proportions and the census

percent black were .88 for all 30 counties and

the 27 cdunties excluding
44

about. .82 for

Kentucky.

There is a possibility that prior knowledge

of percent black for 1970 idfluenced field

selection of cluster naming points based on

map reading in the field or household substitu-

tion procedures. If this were the case, it would

be expected that the samples would yield percent

black estimates more in line with the 1970 than

the 1980 census counts. While the differences
a
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are very slight this does happen. Excluding

Kentucky, eight of the coll2 i7 estimates were

closer to the 1980 population parameter while 12

were closer to the 1970 population parameter.

Seven counties showed equal differences between

1970 and 1980. While it would be morel-

satisfying toigind this comparison reversed, the

differences were very adbtle and were unlikely

to affect analysts. The . product.- moment

Correlation for this sample and 1970 census data

were .883; and for 1980 census data it was .879

(Table 2.3). Thil hypothesis may be. further

toasted by age variables or family site variables

talien, from both the survey and the census for

which prior knowledge was not a factor.
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Until other population parameters can be

compared with sampleesttmates it is tentatively

concluded that the samples were generally repre-

sentative at the local, state, and regional

levels. While some Individual samples, deviate

considerably from their population parameters,

the high correlations between the two measures

suggest that correlation analysis will not .be

greatly distorted by a few deviant samples.

Training Plan

An initial "training of trainers" concept

was recommended and used to relax the logistical_

and financial constraints inherent in the

attempt to standardize training for la state

level interviewer teams. For that purpose, a

"training 'of trainer's" workshop was held in

Atlanta during June of 1981. The trainers, upon

'NI completion of the' program, were responsible for

`ttataing alt interviewers in their respective

states. Researchers knowledgeable the

project and with particular skills and inte est

in the training area were selected as instruc-

tors for the workshop. This core group of

instructors desIgned the training. manual and

curriculum and assumed responsibility for

-implementing themorkshop.

Selection of Trainers

Each of the. ten participating states sent

at least one representative from each college or

university. The following criteria were used in

selection of the trainee: 1) familiarity with

the regional instrument, 2) overall grasp of

objectives, 3) previous interviewer experience,

4) prior experience in either teaching or con-

ducting workshops, 5) a general understanding. of

sampling principles, 6) good interpersonal and

communication skills, and 7) ability to run the

training prograin their respectivestat4.

Training Workshop

The "training of trainers" workshop was

limited to thirty people. This was critical to

the proposed approach of practicum work. A two-

day workshop was conducted.. A specially deve-

loped training manual provided structure and

curriculum for the workshop. Role playing exer-

cises for both the workshop and the field train-

ing were included. Also the manual served as an

interviewer's guide to the interview schedUle..

I9



Ample opportunity was provided for group discus-

sion of assignments.

State Level Training of interviewers

Upon completion of the "training of

trainers" session, the regional project had a

Cadre' of trainers equipped to train interviewers

in their respeitive states. Each trainer was

thoroughly familiar with the content and usage

of the training manual and was judged capable of

organizing and providing interviewer training.

To support the interbfewer training process

and to handle problems that arose in the field,

a 10 state telephone network was established. ,

This mechanism was needed to .fix problems

identified in local training and fieldwork and

to disseminate the solution to all states.

Data Coding and Analysis

Data from the precoded questionnaires were

edited and transferred to optical scan sheets by

each state research team. Each state's sheets

were sent to North Carolina A&T University where

the sheets were checked, and data cards were

punched. Subsequently, state by state disk and

tape, files were created and delivered to each

state in July, 1982, The 10-state disk files

were used at North Carolina A&T University to do

the state level frequencies and cross-tabulation

analysis for .this Basebook. Each state is ini-

tiating analysis with subsets of the data files.

The data sections (3.4) that follow are

presented in the order found in the question-

naire ( retponsible state):

3. Demographic Characteristics (Arkansas)

4. Community and Life Setisfactipn

(Tennessee)

5. Agency Utilization and Client

Satisfaction (South Carolina)

6. Values Attitudes and Beliefs

(Mississippi)

7. Consumer Behavior (TUskegee, Georgia,

and Virginia)

North Carolina and Alabama were responsible

for technical support in interpreting the data

and in compiling and editing the Basebook.

In each section, the variables presented

were related to the poverty index. In the case

of categorical or nominal level data, Cramer's V

measure_ of association and chi square test of

significance (Downie and Heath, 1974: 203) were

used Co evaluate the relationship. Cramer's V

4

may ranged from 0.0 (indicating no relationship)

to i.0 (indicating perfect congruence) and thus

indicated the degree of congruence among catego-

ries of the..two.mariables- Since congruent

categories may vary from state to state, the

cross tabulations with signiaicant relationships

were examined and compared to ,determine the

consistencyof tAe relationships among and

between states. These observations are made at

the end of ,each section. For convenience, in

certain instances, standard product moment

correlation coefficients have also been used.

For most items in the interview schedule,

state-by-state, percentage freilency distribu-

tions were included in sections 3, 4,'S, 6, and

7. The response categories are usually mutually

.exclusive and exhaustive therefore the percen-

tages usually total 100Nr. Exceptions are noted

in the text. Epee nonresponses and irrelevant

subsamples were excluded from some tables, the

base number (N) used for percentages varies.

3. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Levels and patterns of living of a popu-

lation may be conditioned or, indeed, defined by 4111P

the household characteristics, income, and other

social:and educational aspects of the environ-

ment. For this study, a "household" was defined

as a social unit, comprised of those riving

together in the same dwelling place. The head

of household was restricted to the householder

responsible for--incomemalntenaneefor--thase

living within the household. The attributes of

the heads of households and their families in

the 10 southern states sampled in this regional

study provided a background for other patterns

of living dimensions.

Descriptive tables were prepared to report

frequency distribution within each of the 10-

state samples. The states were ordered by

percent white households, in hope of seeing the

potential significance of race in this study.

Furthermore, the order of the states also

appeared to be meaningful in a geographic

context. South Carolina and North Carolina are

together. Alabama, Mississippi, and Arkanlas

areadjmcent states and the three lowest in the

nation in terms of per capita income. Florida,

Georgia, and Virginia.are more urban and better

off than any other state in the South. Finally,

Kentucky and Tennessee have more than a border

20
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in common. Thus ordered, each table should:

reveal only ecological relatIonahips that eWist

between tire rAse percentages in th6 samples and

the state by state-frequency distributions for

each variable. Also, a table at the end of each

section summarizes the relitionship between the

variables presented and the poerty index.

Sex.of Heads of Households (Table 3.1)

The extent to ich males or females were,

heads of households dingfia greatly in Alabama

(77%; 23%), Arkansas (73%; 2TX), Virginia (71%;

29%), and Tennessee (71X; 29%). Florida had

approximately equal percentages .(52%; 48%) of

males and females, respectively, as beads of

households, and more females (48%) than 'any

other state. Male heads of households ranged

from 52X for Florida to 77% for Alabama.

Table 3.1. Sex of Needs of Households

State. Hata /mule Total

South Caroline
North Caroline

Alabama
Nissiesippi

. Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

wit

X X
44.6
42.2
23.4
34.3
b.1
29.0
47.9
28.6
28.7
41.4

5S.4
57.8

76.6

63.7
72.9

71.0
52.1

71.4
74.0
58.6

X

100.0 312
100.0 249

100.0 252

100.0 24$

100.0 25$
00.0 248

100.0 240
100.0 259
100.0 247

100.0 263

liable 3.2. Race of lead of Household

Stineu Black Slate Other Total

South Caroline
North Carolina
Alabama
Hieeissippi
Askew*
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Iennesees
Kentucky

x

64.4
47.0
45.6
38.7
38.8
37.3
37.1
33.6
25.5
1.5

X

35.6
47.4

52.8
60.1

61.2
62.5
62.9

-66.4
74.5

98.5

0.0 100.0 312
5.6 00.0 249
1.6 100.0 252

1.2 100.0 248 .

0.0 100.0 255
0.0 100.0 248
0.0 100.0 240
0.0 100.0 259

0.0 100.0 247

0.0 100.0 263

Race of Heads of Holseholds (Table 3.2)

The percentage distribution of race showed

a range V less than 2% blacks for Kentucky to

64% blfcks for South Carolina. North Carolina

had Airly equal percentages of both black and

white heads of households. There were more white

than black heads of households in all other.

8

states. .Only North Carolina, Alabatha, and Nis -

"..sissippi had "other" groupings of ,race.

Age of Heads of Households (Table 3.3)

_ .

Ih all states, the median age for respon-

dents'was 45 years or over; the proportions 45

years old and'ovet ranged from 51% in Kentucki,

to 66% in Mississippi. Only Arkansas'reported

more than 35% in the 65 years or older category.

About 14% of Kentucky heads were 24 years or

younger. No other state sample reported more'

than ,9% in this AV group. \

Table 3.3.
4

480 of Reads of Households

States 17-24 25.44 45-66 6s Total

South Carolina
North Carolina
Alabama
Niesiseippi
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

X X X X x" N
3.8 33.7 36.5 26.0 100.0 312
5.6 40.6 32.5 21.3 100.0 249
2.4 36.1 30.2 31.3 100.0 252
6.5 27.8 35.5 30.2 100.0 248
9.4 26.7 28.2 35.7 100.0 255 .

4.8 31.5 32.3 31.5 100.0 248
5.8 34.6 29.2 30.4 dtio.0 240
3 33.6 37.5 2M1 100.0 259
1.6 38.7 33.9 2S. 100.0 248
13:7 35.0 27.0 24.3 100.0 263

.

Table 3.4. Marital. Statue of leads of Houenholde

States

Not
Mar- Mar-

ed t vied tied
Hilts-. Sene-
sced rated Total

South Carolina
North Carolina
Alabama.
NieeiseiPla
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia

.Tanneeese
.Kentucky t

X X
24.7 5.8

13.3 8.8
16.7 6.0
23.4 7.7
19.2 5.1

19.0 4.0
23.3 7.9
20.S 5.0

15.0 4.8
11.0 1.5

X
59.6
67.9
68.3
61.3

67.8
66.S
51.7
70.3
70.4

82.)

X I X N
5.1 100 312

4.0 6.0 100 249
5.2 4.0 100 252
4.8 2.8 100 248
5.1 2.7 100 255
6.0 4.4 100 248
9.2 7.9 1C9, 240

1.9 2.3 leJ 259
6.9 2.8 :30 247
3.0 2.3 100 743

Marital Status (Table 3.4) P.

Percentages reported represented the

marital status of the heads of households.

Percentages for married heads of households

ranged from 52% for Florida to 82% for 'Lennie*.

Widowed heads of households ranged from 11% for

Kentucky to 25% for South Carolina. Small per-

centages of heads of housbholds were never

married, divorced, and separated.

Farm, or Nonfarm Residence (Table 3.5)

Heads of households were categorized as

BEST co AVAILIME
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" A:

having farm or nonfarm residence. Farm categiry

ranged from 10% for .Florida to 28% for Mips's-

si§pi., The majority of the. heads of households
. .

was nonfarmer.residents in all states.

Table 1.5. tarn oi Nonfom Residence

111.

NM.

.

States Far0 m Nonfarm Torsi

Sluch Carotin
Odttlf Carolina
Alabama

Mississippi
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

111M.

24.4
24.9

16.3

27.8
15.9
14.3

9.5
14.3

17.9

11.5

75s2
75.1

83.7
72.2
$4.1

85.7
90.5
$5.7.

82.1
$8.5

.100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

N
310
237

231

24$
246
23$

231

258

240

243

4m,
' '
Table 3.4. Number of Chiidren by Respondents" Fathers

1

States 1 -4 5-9 10-14 15 Total

2 2 : 2 N
South Carolina 30.4 49.4 18.7 1.3 100.0 299
North Carolina 21.$ 48.6 18.8 2.9 100.0 239
Aiabann 31.0 48.3 19.2 1.2 100.0 244

Mississippi 40.1 35.8 20.9 3.4 1 .0 235
Arkansas 44.9 37.4 15.0 2.8 10 .0 254
Georgia S7.3 47.2 14.3 1.3 1 239
Florida 38.s. 40.4 19.0 1.6 100. 237
v tram la 44.7 43.1 9.9 2.4 100 253
Tennessee 36.1 44.9 17.2 1.6 100.0 238
Kentuelk 39.2 43.9 16.2 0.8 100.0 260

Humber of Children 6y Father (Table 3.6)

k,v

. Heads of h;useholds were asked.to state the

number of children thiir fathers had. Fathers

with one to four children ranged from 30% for

Worth Carblina to 45% for Arkansas and Virginia.

Fathers w

t

th 10 or more children ranged from 12%

for Virg niatto 24%for Mississippi. Fathers

with five 'to nine children ranged from 36% in

Mississippi to 50% in South Carolina and was the

modal category for all states except

Mississippi; Arkansas, and Virginia.

Number of Children by Household (Table 3.7)

Heads of 'households were asked for the

number of children born to them or' spouse.

Number of gildren ranged from one to 18. While d

30% to 45% of the heads'of households were rais-

ed in families with one to four children (Table

3.6), 40% (Alabama) to 63% (Vivinia) of the

children reported by households fere raised in

families with one to foui children. While_ 3.2%

3:
a

to 2.% of the state samples reported that their

fathers parented 10 or more childreii (Table 3.6),

while 6% (Tennessee) to 20% (Alabama), of the

current households parented 10 or more children.

It should be noted that current households may

Ike counting children by two parents.

Table 34. Number of Children by Household

States 1-4 5-9 10+

foul
Children

gt.

South Carolina 41.9 46.5 11.5 100.0 1018

North Carolina 47.1 38.0 14.6 100.0 '60

Alabama 40.1 40.4 19.5 0100.0 910

Kisaisaippi 42.6 42.5 14.9 100.0 768

Arkansas 56.2 30.9 12.8 100.0 690

Georgia 55.6 37.0 7.2 100.0 660

Flolds 44.9 16.4 100.0 802

Virginia 63.3 30.9 5.8 100.0 611

Teonessaa 50.9 42.8 6.2 100.0 692

Kentucky 48.3 41.

1%1:173

10.3 100.0 719

7.1

05,4

Table 3.6. Respondents' Parents: Educational Arial/mule
.01 Father (Years Completed)

1

States 0-7 8-11 12.
'

13t Total

South Carolina
North Carolina.
Alabama
Maaiasippi
Arkanaaa
Gtoigia
Florida
Virginia
Tannaaaae
Kentucky

,

50.0
62.1
64.2
54.8
56.8
59.8 .
48.4

51.0
55.2
42.4

29.1
24.9

47.6
24:5

26.0
27.4

26.4

23.7

24.9
44.9

.

.20.,Z 9

13.0
18.2
20.8
17.3

12.8
23.1
25.5
20.0
12.6

9.0
6.9
5.9

10.4
5.9

8.5

12.2
6.0
9.3

1.5

2 N'

100.0 134

100.0 132
100.0 187
100.0 106
100.0-454
100.0 164

100.0 1.53

100.0 -16,
100.0 223
100.0 189

,

Edudational Attainment.of Father (Table 3.8)

4
Heads of households were asked to give the

highest grade of school completed by their

fathers. In all states except for Florida (98%)

and Kentucky (.42%), 50% or more of eke fathers

had seven grades or less of schooling. The

proportions ranged up to 64% for Alabama. The

proportions for high school education ranged

from 13% for Kentucky to 26% for Virginia.

Florida had.25%, and Alabama had 18%. Higher

levels of educationN{13 years and beyond),

ranged from 2% for Kentucky to 12% for Florida.

Educational Attainment of Head bf Household

(Table 3.9)

Heads of households wire,asked to give the

highest grade of school they had completed. In

22
1
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all statelt,except Virginia (55%), fewer than 50%

of the heads of household completeehigh school.

Mississippi (26%) and Kentucky (399!) had the

lowest percentages of-heads of households with a

12th grade education. Heads'of households with..

education beyond 'high school railiked from about

21% for Florida, Virginia, and Tennessee to a

low of fe% for Kentucky. Heads of household not

completing eight years of education ranged from

18% in Florida to over 30% for Alabama.°

tattr.9.91. Responds:its' Characteristics: 14nearlesal
AtraleiggAinf Head of lousebold Wars
Conplead)

potion of his father. Farmer or farm manager

_ was the modal occupation reported for their

fathers in all the states. The proportions

. ranged from 34% for Arkansas to 48% for Georgia.

Laborers --nonarm and farm -- were se4d and '

third in average frequency of occupations for

fathers of.heads of households. Craftsman or

foreman and professional or technical workers

were fourth and fifth in average frequency.

Proportions of their fathers in remaining

52

occupations ranged from .3% (clerical and

service worker) for Flori and Alabama to 7%

(operative) for South Carolina.' Overall, a

majority of fathers in all states were engaged

in farming or labor, nonfarm. k
Sigite 1-7 8.11 12 13 Total

N.

South Carolina 24.1 34.2 41.0 12.3 100.0 307
North Carolina 24.1 33.2 42.6 14.0 100.0 241

Alabama 30.6 45.4 .43.7 13.5 100.0 245

Klaalealfpl 25.8, -18.3 15.8 9.0 100.0 244

Arkansas 25e#4'1, 33.0 41.1 11.7 100.0 245
Georgia 22.6 3S.1 41.8 16.9 100.0 241

Florida 17.9 33.0 4%,41 21.4' 100.0 234
Virginia 19.2 26.0 53:7.1. 20.8 100.0 249

Tennessee 19.4 34.3'. 46.21- 20.6 100.0 242

Kentucky 25.0 36.3 38.7 5.9 100.0 259,

Table 3.10. Family Characteristics: Idneatleael Artaleneat

of Children AlroVa LS (Years Cesplated)

starves 12. 15. /oral

I I i N
South Carolina 75.0 16.0 ,100.0 631

North Carolina 71.0 14.0 100.0 452

Alabama 76.0' 14.0 1,... 100.0 536

Hiaalaatppl 67.0 9.0 100.0 475

1! '6=Askanaaa 45.0 12.0 100.0 511

Georgia 71.0 14.0 100.0 428

Florida 72.0 10.0 100.0 476

Virginia 81.0 22.0 -100.0 384

tannseace 71.0 18.0 100.0 434

Kentucky 56.0 7.0 100.0 435

Educational Attainment of Children 18 and Over

(Table 3.1G)

The range of children whd/had high school

education was 81% for Virginia to 56% for

Kentucky, and those with 15 years or more educa-

tion ranged from 7% for Kentucky to 22% for

Virginia. In contrast, no more -than 54% of the

heads of households 'or 26% of their fathers

graduated from high school"

Occupational T4es of Fathers (Table 3.11)

Each head of htusehold was asked the'
-

Ocdupational Types of Heads of . Households

(Table 3.12)

Each head of household was asked his/her

occupation. Proportions of heads of households

in professional, technical,, and kindred work

ranged from 7% for Kentucky to 22% for Georgia.

This was the modal category for four states

although Mississippi showed a bimodal distribu-

tion between the professional and farmer manager

categories. Labor, nonfarm ranged from 3% for

Mississippi to 25% for Arkansas. This was the

modal category for Alabama and Arkansas. Farmer

or farm manager anged from 7% for Arkansas to

17% for MississIV' i. Operatives involved in T--

manufacture ranged from 3% for Florida to 10%.

for Georgia and South Carolina. In spite of

emphasis on industrialization in "the Sunbelt
s

during the 60s and 70s oniS, Scud Carolina

respondents reported operative as the modal

occupational categoryefor this low-income rural

sample. Private household worker ranged from 3%

for Mississippi to 22% for Kentucky.

In general, the _frequencies of heads of

households employed in the remaining occupa-

tional types were indeclining order: service

worker, craftsman or foreman, manager or

administrator, farm laborer, clerical ore es

transport equipment operator, or hou ife.

Very small proportions were 'other ".

Occupational Types of Adult Children Not at.Home

(Table 3.13)

Professional, technical, and kindred worker

was the 'modal response given by heads of house-

holds for their adult children's occupation in

seven states. Percentages ranged from 17% for
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'Table 3.11. Respondents' Parents: Occupationbl Type of Facher

. % .

Prof. Sales Crafts-' Opera- Trans- 4-Farmer
Tech. 4 Man, 4 man or tive Equip. Labr. Or Farm Farm

States Kind. Adm. Clerk- foreman Mani. Oper. NF Iftr. Labr:'
Serv.
Wkr. Tocal

...-7.

°' X Z Z Z Z % N %. Z :

SC , 5.4 4.1 3.0 7.8 7..J 2:0 5.1 .41.7: 22.0
NC 4.5 4.9 3.7 '5:3 . 4.5 1,6 .7.8 45,1' 18.1°
AL 8.1 2.8 3.2 8.9 2.8 0.4 20.2 A5.2
MS 8.7 2.2 0.9 2.2 ' 0.9 0.9 3.0

e
45.2 31.3

AR 5.9 ,5.5 . 2.8 3.9t

:1
2.0 17.3 4.1 2361

GA 6.6 3.7 1.2 9.4 ..- 48.4- 2.9 11.5
FL 12.3 4.3 0.4 14.5 0.9 .1,3 22.1 40.4
VA 10.0 5.2 2.0 10.4 2.0 2, 13.5 46.6p
TN 11.6 5.4 1.2 7.5 3.3 1. 13.3 -38.6 13.3
KY 3.1 1.6 5.1 7.4 2.3 3.9 . 27.2 46.3

/
1.

Z

8.1

6%6,

0.9
4,4

1.9

Z

1.7

3.7

0.4
4.8

1.2

3.7

3.0
4.0

4.6 '-`

1,2

z N - -___

100 295 .

100 243

100 248
100 230

100 255

100 Z44

100 235
100 251

100 241
100 257

. 1

Table 3,12. Respondents' Characteristics: Occupational Type of Head. of Households

Prof. Sales° Crafts- Opera- Trans.- Farmer
"tech. 4 Man. 4 man or tive Equip. Labr. or Farm Firm Serer Rae. Rae.

States Kind. Adm. Clerk 'Hartman Mani. Oper. NF Mgr. Labr. Wkr. WEr. Wife -Zeta!

. .
X Z . Z 2 Z 2 Z Z Z Z ZZZ.N.

' SC 15.2 8.4 5.2 . 1.1 15.5 3.6 6.1 11.7 13.3 5.2 9,3 0.3 100 30%
NC 13.3 4,6 3.8 4,6 13.3 ' 1.7 7.1' 14,6 6.3 12.5 '15.0 3.3 100 240

AL 16.4 9,2 2.4 10,8 4.4 3.6 20.0 15.2 2.0 2.8 8,8 4.0 100 250

MS 16.5 2.5 5.5 4.6 8,0 2.5 3,4 16.5 12.7 13.9 3.0 11:0 100 237

AR
116

12.2 5.5 7.1 8.3 5.1 24,8 7:1 9.1 3.5 10.6 4,4 100 254__4.4

GA 22,1 8.2 3,6 8.2 15.6 4.5 13.1 13.8. 1.6 5.7 3.3 0.4 100 244

FL 19.2 5,r 9.0 7:7 3.4 2.6 16.2 7.7: 3.0 9.4 10.3 6,4 100 .234

VA 18.8 8,2 4,12.1 15,2 7.0 2.3 7.0 12.1 0.8 lf1p9 5.5'. 0.0 100 256

TN 19.2 10.0' 3.8 7.5 11. 2.9 10.8 12.5 3.8 11.3 3.8 3.3. 100 240

KY 6.f 4,7 8,2 5.5 7.1 2.8 20,1 10.2 0.8 8.3 22,4 3.1 lop 254
,

to

Table 3.13. Family Characteristics:( Occupational Types of Children Not at Rome*

Prof. Sales .f Crafts- Opera - Trans- Farmer
'tech. S Man. S man or tive Equip. Labr. or Farm Vera Serv. Bac.

Priv,

Ilse.

States Kind, Adm, Clerk., Foreman Mini. Oper. NT Mgr. Labr. Wkr. Wkr. Wife Total

X z z 2 Z 2 Z 1 Z Z Z Z Z Z -N

SC 19.8 6.9 1k612 3.8 9.6 4.4 15.7 1.1 0.8 5".2 1,1 9.1 100 363
NC 21.7 2.9 13.66.... 3.9 12.6 2.6 14.9 3.6 1.9 7,4 2.3 6.5 100 309

AL 15.8 6.0 10.6 ' (1.9 9.1 3,4 20.2 ,0.8 0.3 , 3.1 0,8 15.3 100 386
MS 21.3 6,9 12.2 2.8 7,5 2.8 10..2 3.9 1.7 2.4

.
0.6 16.6 WO 362 p

AR 4. 17.3 2.8 9,6 4,4 3.1 1.5 34,3 1.3 0.8 4.1 12.9 6.4 100 388
GA 23.6 6.0 9.9 4e2 e, 7.3 6.0 17,2 '1.5 1.2 9,4 1.2 4.5 100 331
FL 16.8 8.6 15.4 7.6 ".. 2.2 3.5 8.5 ,11.9 0.3 6.3 0.9. 15.8 100 316
VA 22.7 5.2 12.9 4.5 14.7 0.3 3.8 2.4 0.3 18.2 2.1 9.1 100 286
TN 21.5 4.9 15.0 5.9 11.5 2.1 12.5 3.1 0.3 9,0 3.8 5.9 100 288
KY 9.6 4,8 10.8 4.0 12.9 3.6 16.9 5.6 0.8 10.0 2.4 16.9 100 249

*Students. military and welfare percentages Occluded from Table but included in total number.

r"-A ivd,NBE;A'
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S.
Florida to 24% in Georgia. In Alabaih, A;kansas,

and Kentucky, the modal category was nonfarm -

labor with 20%, 34%, and 17%, respectively. An

intergenerational---treni---Upifdi-%:ifieie two

occupational categories was evident in these 10,

state samples. The number of samplei_reporting

the profeisioul.cetegory as. modal increased

two, South amerMorthCarolina, 'while Kentucky

became a nonfarm, labor mode). category.

Kentucky reported--an equal 17% as hdusewife.

While' the professional end honfarm labor

categories generally increased 'their share of

the labor ,force. other skilled or semiskilled

categories continued to increase theieshare at

the expense of farmer, farm manager,- fain labor,

and household worker categories. Ad expected,

"housewife" was listed more frequently for the

adult children group than the earlier houdehold

head 4generesion. It these proportions were

redistributed among the other occupations the

trends discusbel would be even stronger.
N,

Age of Adult Children Living at Home (Table

3.14)

Among children over 18 and living at hole,

a low of 62% in Florida.to 82% in Arkansas were

24 years or younger. For age group 25 to 34;

the range' was 7% for Arkansas to 28% for

Virginia._ The smallest group was 45 years and

over, with a maximum of 15% for Florida and 1% ,

minimum for Virginia.

Table 3.L4. Age of Adult Children Living at Vona

#State 18 -24 25 -34 3544 45, 2o14

2 '2 2 2 N
South Carotins 44./ 22.0 5.9 7.3 100.0 119
Notth Carolina 66.2 24.6 4.6 2.4 100.0 65
Alabama 67.9 20.4 8.4 3.6 100.0 64

Mississippi 64.6 21.6 10.2 3.9 100.0 79
Alkalies& SL.9 7,2 5.4 9,4 100.0 9S
Georgia 74.3 17.6 3.2 4.6 100.0 62
florid& 61.6 15.3 ''6.6 15.3 100.0 56
Virginia 62.6 26.1 % 1.3 100.0 75
Tennessee 63.1 25.2 5.6 6.2 100.0 67
Kentucky 64.0 20.0 6.3 6.2 100.0 86

d

Age of Adult Children Not Living at Home (Table

3.15)'

Proportions reported in Tibl repre-

sent ages of Children over 18 ars and not

living at home. Children between e ages of 18

and 24 ranged from 16% for F da to 22% for

12

*

4

Kentucky. The 25 .to 34 age level was the modal

-category for all states, excqpt for Arkansas.'

_Egt_ell states the 45 and ovOr age level ranged

/ from lit for' Kentucky to 309e for Arkansas.

While About 2/3 or more of all adult children at,.

home were '18 to 24 years of ,age about 80% or

more adult children in all states were 25 years

or Older 4(iable 3.14).

II
sT;bto 3.L5. as. of Adult Children Not at Moue

'A

,States L8 -24 2534 55-44 45. Total

I I N

South Catoltns 19.8 36.1 24.4 19.7 100.0 5L2

North Carolina 19.4 42,3 24.i 14.2 100.0 y67

Alabama - 17.4 35.1 23.6 22.4 100.0 452

Mississippi 20.3 36.1 22.0 22.6 .100.0 396

Arkansas 17.6 28.1 23.8 I0$5 100.0 416

Georgia 31.4 30.1 fV.04 100.0 366
Florida

.1E5
16.0 34.6 24.9 24.5 100.0 418

Vittinia 16.9 40.2 26.8 td.t 1.00.0 304

Toni 16.7 38.3 27.9 1.7.1 100.0 347

Kentucky 22.3 39.0 27.9 101,6 100.0 334

Table 3.16. iota& Reported Incas, of All Children Over
$1.000 (Roundel to Nearest 51.100)

States 1-9 10-19 20-24 30 -49 50-90 Total

2 2 2 2 2 n
South Carolina 42.1 35.5 10.5 7.9 3.9 100 76

North Carolina 68.1 25.5 6.4 0.0 0.0 LOO 47

Alsbses. 37.2 45.3 12.8 4.1 00 100 146

Mississippi 57.1 23.8 1lo.3 2.4 2.4 100 42

Arkansas 41.3 41.3 9.8 4.9 2.7 100 184

Ceorgii 42.1 36.8 19.5 6.2 4.1. 100 114

Florida 43.2 37.5 8.0 3.4 3.1. 100 Sit

Virginia 3r.0 36.L 18.5 5.6 6.5 100 LOS

Tennessee
Kentucky

44.L
64.9

40.6
23.7

L0.9

7.2

2.1
3.1

2.L
1.0

LOO 229
LOO 97

a

1

Income of Children Over $1,000 (Table 3.16)

Heads of households were asked to report

incomes of their children. Only 42 Mississippi

respondents reported while a high of 229 Tennes-

see families indicated estions of . their

children's incomes. About 38% of Alabama and

Virginia families ranging tore high of 68% in

North Carolina, reported aggregate incomes for

their adult children of less than $10,000. Only

South Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia sample

households reported aggregate adult children

incomes of more than $30,000.

Family Characteristics: Poverty Status (Table

3A7)

Using 1980 poverty guidelines based on

family size and income, the percentages of

25 BEST COPY AMIABLE
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states' samples bel.64 the povmrty level ranged

fihi 26% to 29% for Virginia, Georgia, and

Tennessee to 56%1..flr Miss4tssipp4.andKentitcky:.

The Jive reRiainlYtr'scates showed 451i'to 47%

>elm./ poverty

411 ",..itatusy nonfarm. residence, Oith few children a

7

v '

"I

ficance using, chi, square which is ikr.qi*Aete.

for use with nominal level data presentee fibre. _ .

(Downie and'Heath,'1,74)',

. Inflil stases, households with maleheags,

high educational-atiainment% high occtipathon2

Table, 3.11. Family ?ovarty Uses,

Scs as
A;povis.

Poverty
Below

rovaicy Total

South roilit
Notch Ca liaa
Alabacc
Misslaal)pi

54.2

St.5
53.4
la.'

45.8

66.6
55.6

1634
too.°
loco
too.°

Arkansas 54.2 45.8 100.0
Ceorgls 72.0 28.0 too.o
Florida 33.0- 47.0

°
Yirr.nia 73:6 ' 100.0
Taws's, 71.2

\\4t.5
18.6 100.0

Kentucky ,55.4 100.0.

Iof white race were more'likelr.to be .atiove.,
Imverty lhoUeeholds. Only the Kenthcky'saople .

ralationshipfor wdita-lleads and

the I...Arkansas, :Georgia, Mississippi sabple-

relationship for nonfarm \residence were not

312- **significant at the .0S level. Regardibg age, f
u*
tst all states but North, Carolina, where'45 to'64
248

240
year olds were poorest.Oqusellolds With heads 65*

239 and over were-most likely' lo be in pOverty.

23° six. States; above poverty level households we're246

243 more prevalent among 25 'to AA year-old besdS.
24$ -a_

however,,iii South Arkankas,;,1

Demographic Measures and ..Poverty Ihdex

(Table 3.1.8)
\17

For each, state's sample, poveity status

(Table 3.17) was 'cross-tabulated with selected

variables presented above. Cramer's V (Or phi

in the 2x2 case), a chi square' based statistic,

was employed to index the degree of association.

Its magnitude ranged frdit .00 (no association)

to 1.00. Cramerse V was used as test,for signi-

Tests

Carglina, ,Georgia,

and Mississippi, 45-to. 64.year olds Oerp145e

prosperous. This age of head- povetlty relation

ship was significant in all states. tie marital

status poverty index was also significant. fur

all states. Specifically,, the percent Married'

was relatively higher in all states for above

poverty households.- -Except
Florida, Georgia, and Arkansas, the divorce rate,

was higher also ,among above poverty level house;.'

holds, Below poverty households were charac-

teried bymwidowedujor "sejibrated",for "petits'

status" in all itatps. .

Table 3.18. Summary of Chi Square Phi/Crameet V Statistics to Identify Significant

Relationships of Demographic Measures with Poverty Index

and

ar

Demographic Measures SC NC AL MS AK GA

Sex .28* .16* .19*

Race .42* .41* .32*

Age Level .25* .26* .27*

Marital Status - .32* .29* .21*

Fans or Nonfarm Residence .34* .16i .17*

Number of Children by Father .30+ .9.* .32

Number of Children by Household .36* .40* .38*

Educational Attainment of Father

of Respondents .40 .38 .4tor .46 .42* .35

Educational Attainment of Head

of Heads of Households .50* .48* .47* .42* .43* .35*

Occupational Type ofiVather oft
Respondents .33* .36* .30 .21 .38* .29*

Occupational Type of Heads of

Households .53* ..48* .49* .41* .43* .41*
.

.'26* .24*

.2210"- .36*

.26* .38*

.24* .32*

.X3* .09

.26 .34+

.35*. .34*

.21*

.22*

.25*

.01

.31

.28+

*Chi square

+Chi square

test significant at the 0.05 level of probability

test marginally significadt from 0.10 level of prob'abiltity.

8EtT CfPY AtfAILAOLE

26 1.

FL VA 111

.43* :31* !:29** -.26v

.47* .24* .23* .01

.28* %35* .32* .19*
.

.53* .33* 732* .24*

.05 .23* '.24* .19 ;,

.35* .35* .34+ :33*

.46* .36* .46* .30

.-44* .47* .37+ .43*

.58* .39.* .47* .46*

..35* .34* .28* .24

. .

.56* .45* .48* .42* ....

2 13

0
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4 COMMUNITY AND LIFE SATISFACTION

A focus upon community life satisfaction is

critical in assessing and isolating factors

related to levels and patterns of living between

and among poverty and nonpoverty families.

Perceptions of and reactions to the social

environment of interaction may influence current

..,.) and future levels and patterns, of living

(Thompson, 1967; Blau and Duncan, 1967).

The following concerns are covered in this

section: (a) a discussion of concepts used; (b)

a dacussion of the instrument; (c) presentation

of data responses;.and (d) significant associa-

tion between responses and th poverty index.

The material will proceed as indicated.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Social Environment: The Community

. Much research based on the concept of

communityspace wherein a family lives and

theoretically interacts- -draws heavily upon

loonies' Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, publish-

ed in 1887. Sinie lais dichotomy of community

and society was presented, social scientists

have numeral's definitions of "community" leading

to considerable confusion. Accordtng to Hillery

(1955), there are more than ninety (90) defini-

Lions of covanunity ranging from Gemeinschaft-

Gesellschaft and the often used terms of

rural-urban (Redfield, 1947) through the various

ecological approaches (Bewley, 1958) to the

discussion of local social systeis (Stacey,

1969). The latter approach bypassed' the enigma

of defining, community and focused instead upon

interrelationship's of institutions in specific

localities,

Because of the proliferation of definitions

and var,,ious criticisms of the term "community,"

this study focused,upon the social environment

in which the families liverend coped, drawing

upon the theoretical positions and research of

the following: Thompson and McEwen, 1958; Bott,

1971; Thompson, 1967. The social environment of

interaction, according to the literature, offers

..a_ wide range of social -situations- -employment, Q

education, crime, human reletiOns, and religion

- that influence levels and patterns of living.
ley

Within the social environment in which families

live and ,cope, they experience integration or

alienation and have specific notions about their

14

quality of life.

Integration and Alienation O

Integration is the feeling of belonging or

being a part of the social environment and/or

community; more concretely, integration refers

to one's generalized, pervasive sense of "self-

to-others belongingness" (Srole,, 1956). More-

over, integration is a "barrier-free" system

(Kitano, 1974); where constraints are at a

minimum. .

The concept of alienation, howe;er, is at

the opposite end of the continuums The defini-

tion for alienation is complex because the word

has been given so many enotations throughout

the last _two centuries changing from Beget.1

(1965) through Marx and Engels (1965, 1970, 1957

and 1962), giving the word a multi-dimensional

definition.

For the purpose of this discussion, aliena-

tion will be defined as percei0ed constraints

and barriers that affect one's sense of integra-

tion into his/her social environment, thus,,

impacting the quality of life and patterns and

levels of living.

Life Satisfaction and Quality of Life

One of the primary approaches towards

understanding quality of life, and life

satisfaction as it pertains to community 'or

social environment, and human interaction, is to

ascertain how an individual perceives his life

(past, present, and future). Consequently, the

selection of an appropriate instrument, with

which to operationalize, becomes an essential

element in the determination and understanding

of those facto used by an individual

useassessing quality of life: Moreover, the use

of social indicators in reflecting various

aspects of the quality of life (Wilson, 1969;

Liu, 1973), is further representative of social

and personal changes that occurred during stages

of an individual's life cycle. Cqughenour (1975)

suggested that circumstances occurring at

different stages of an individual's or family's

life cycle directly

preferences of qUality of life. Derived from

this concept was the fact that an individual's

judgement and identification of self are largely

determined by the relationship or statushe/she

has within society, and the values learned from

his/her environment (Sherif and Cantril, 1947).

influedte their notion and

2.



It is on the basis of this learning process that

the individual defines elements of his ,own

status and overall self-evaluation. ,

The use of each given theoretical concept'

(Social Community, Life Satisfaction and Quality

of Life, and Social Iqtegration and Alienation),

was deemed essential in interpreting and

explaining the patterns of response for this

segment of the study.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND RESPONSES

In development of the interview instrument,

social environment, integration, and alienation

were operationally defined separatel froi life

satisfaction. A twenty seven item Likert-type

instrument was developed to measure respondents'

perceptions of their community environment,

integration, and alienation. The social environ-

ment according to the literature, offers a wide

range of social sifUations. Therefore, the

,instrument focused upon the social environment

of interaction in five areas: employment,

education, crime, human relations, and religion.

These areas, according to the literature, are

important in the development of one's status

level and pattern of living.

The pretest instrument included items that

were both closed and open-ended. The instrument

was tested in one rural county in each of the

10 participating states. After critically

assessing responses to each pretested item, the

. committee concluded that items from existing

Likert scales provided better measurement of the

sample's perception of their social environment

following appropriate modifications. The items

included were taken from scales developed by

Guttman (1950), Likert (1967), Rill (1953), and

Neal aneSeeman (1962). Scores for responses to

each item ranged from one to five. The instru-

ment was again pretested in 10 states. At this

point, several variables were eliminated because

they lacked dissimilarity in their association

with other variables. The remaining- 27 state-

ments, with.at least two items for each of the

areas of social environment,' clompristibn

instrument. The statements were r ly

arranged within a section of the total interview

schedule (Items 23-47, 77-.78). The order is

indicated by the number in the list that

follows. In an attempt to coptrol response

patterns, a few statements opposite in nature

were distributed randomly among the 27 items.

Items in,the regional instrument which fell

under the subcategory of religion were:

29 Different churches here cooperate well

with one another.''

41 The churches here are a constructive

factor for better community life.

44 Most people get their families to

Sunday School or Church on Sunday.

The development of these questions was

influenced by Laumann (1969) and Abelson (1954).

The second group of items in the instrument

relating to employment, were:

40 A few people'here make all the money.

77 Did or would you adviseyour children

to leave thll community to be

successful?4

78 There are enough Jobs for young people

in this community.

Publications from Aiken and Rage (1966) and

fausky and Dubin (1965), contributed to the

construction of the employment variables.

r- The items pertaining to crime were drawn

from Cohen (1969) and Merton (1938) and include

the following:

25 This community is very orderly and

peaceful.

26 The main problem in this community is

crime.

..36 It is dahgerous to.walk dqwn the

streets in this.Community.

47 I am often afraid that criminals will

Inuit in my home.

The human relations items that were'

included in the community satisfaction

instrument were:

23 Friends are hard to find in the

community.

26 A lot of the people here think they are

too nice for you.

27 The Civil Rights Act of 1964 has made

life better for people in this

community.

28 Families in this community keep their

Children under control.

31 Some people can get by with almost

anything while others take the rap for

any little'misdeed. 06
33 Most people try to use you.

34 Blacks and Whites get along well in

this community. `

35 Most people here show good Judgement.

37 This community lacks real leaders.

42 I feel very much that I belong here.

28
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43 You must spend money to be accepted in

this pommunity.

I feel welcome going to public

activities in this community.

46 No one seems to care how this community

looks.

In. designing the set of human relations items,

research drew upon pertinent sources: (Srole;

Neal and Seeman) In addition, variables 27 and

34, relating to the Civil Rights and race

relations, were influenced by Hyrdal (1962),

Bogardus (1928), and Kitano (1974).

Resources used in developing education

variables were Hack and Hawley (1971, 1968).

Variables related to education were:

24 Our schools do a poor job of preparing

young people for life.

32 Our schools do a good job in preparing

students for college.

39 Our high school graduates take an

active interest in making this

community a better place in which to

live.

The 27 item, Likert-type scale was intro-

duced to the sample by the enumerators with the

following statements:

Think of each of the statements that I am

going to read to-you as relating to the people

of the entire community, both in town and on

neighboring farms. If you think the statement

fits this community very well, respond Strongly

hull, if it applies only partially, answer

ham, if you cannot see how it relates in one

way or another to this particular community,

answer Uncertain, if you think it is not true

respond Disagree, and if iedefinitely is not

true, answer Stroligly Disagree.

Frequency distributions and factor analysis

of the responses are presented in Tables 4.1 and

4.2. A summary of the relationship of these

items with the Poverty Index is presented in

Table 4.3.

Another segment of this investigation

included.a series of inquiries developed to

determine a generalized perception of quality of

life. The measure used to'acquire this informa-

tion was an intensity ladder (ordinal scale),

adapted from a 1946 study by Cantril. _The nine

step ladder, lowest to highest, to whith

interviewees responded was reduced to three

response categories for each of the seven

self-evaluations presented in Table 4.3.

45
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Community Satisfaction (Table 4.1)

The table presents the combined strongly

agree and agree responses by state for each of

the 27 variables. The variable with the great-

est percentage of agree responses was "feeling

of belonging".

The responses ranged from 88% agree for

Kentucky to 95% for North Carolina and Tennes-

see. The variable with the lowest agree

response was "enough jobs for young people in

community". A low of 6% in both Kentucky and

Virginia and a high of 15% in Tennessee agreed.

In comparing the aggregate responses of each

state, Alabama had the highest mean agreement

score of 53% and Virginia the lowest of 47%. It

should be noted that this agreement score

included responses to both positively and

negatively worded items.

In comparing the across state mean scores

for each variable in Table 4.1, variables indi-

cating integration showed strong agreement; for

example, a feeling of belongingness to community

averaged 91%. On ocher variables suggesting

nonintegration or alienation, such as "some

people get by while ethers take the rap," there

was only 61% agreement.

Community Satisfaction and the Poverty Index

(Table 4.1)

Table 4.1 presents the results Of the

Pearsonian correlation (r) of community and life

satisfaction by the poverty level index. Those

states where Pearsonian correlations are signi-

ficant at the .05 level are indicated. Varia-

bles that are indicated by a positive sign, :Ire

significantly alone agreed upon by households in

poverty than those not in poverty. Conversely,

where those variables that are indicated by a

negative sign, are significantly less,likely to

be agreed upon by households in poverty than

those out of poverty where no signs are 'shown.

She correlations are not significant at the .05

level.

A brief overview of the 27 variables

revealed 12 variables significantly related to

the poverty index at the 0.05 level of proba-

bility in five or more states. For analysis,

the variables were divided into five sub-

categories - religion, employment, human rela-

tions, crime, and education; delineation of the

crime category. In eight of the 10 staJ , the

each sub-category will follow:

29,
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Table 4.1. Community Satisfaction: Percentage of Responses "Strongly Agree" and "Agree" and the Direction of
Significant Correlations (.05 level) Between toiMunity Satisfaction and the Poverty index

variables SC

Different churches cooperate well (29)
Churchas are constructive (41)
Most people sttend church or sunday school (44)
Pew people make the money (40)
Advise IbildVea to Ieeve community (77)
Enough jobs for 7aIng people in commute, (78)
Community is very orderly and pesceful (25)
main probiss in community is cries (30)
Dangerous streets/co welk (36)
Afraid criminals will break in home (47)
People think they are too nice for you (26)
Civil Rights Act has mode life better (27)
Familieschildren modes control (28)
?eople getting by while others cake the-
rap (31)

Most people cry to use you (33)
Slack sad whites get glens veil hers\(34)
?eople show good judgement (35)
Coemunity lacks leaders (37)
People give bed esne if different (38)
Feeling of belonging (42)
Spend money-to be sccepted (43)
Feel welcomed at public activities (45)
No one seems to care how community looks (46)
Friends hard to find in community.(23)
Schools do s poor job preparing young
people (24)

Schools prepare students for college (32),
Dish school graduates take an interest (39)

80

84

70'

28+
32
8

76

26+

a,
8+
73-
65

45

40+

76

79

45
33
94
13+

76+
20+
40+

32

56

35

*Mean 44

NC Al. MS AR GA FL VA TN X!

82 83- 74 86 78 78 77 82 61

85 93- 844 90 $4 86 87 87 82

70 75- 62 73 59 67 59 58+ 51

30+ 41- 35 43 44+ 39+ 46+ 72

34 30+ 34 48 49 46 40 33 66
15 10 10 12 12 8+ 6 16 6

82+ 88 61+ 80* 85 82 85 85 56
26. 20+ 27+ 14 20+ 26* 19+ 30 62

20. 17 20+ 17 17+ 12 17+ 17+ 37
41+ 32 33, 28 49 37+ 29 46+ 73-
25+ IS+ 28+ 31 17+ 31 17+ 21 29

60 76+ 66- 644. 46 56> '49 42 '15

694, 71 58 68 66 67 68 71 57

55. 60+ 54 60 57 56» 65+ 86
62* 37* 38+ 42. 30+ 39 36+ 37+ 30

84 91 79 89 86 80 86 -81 36
79 86 61 79 73 72- 74 73 66.

< 47 46+ 58. 44 43 52 39+ 42+ 70--

424 4.1 42 35+ 36 51 39+ 33* 57

95+ 94 89 90 91+ 88 89+ 95 88
15+ 17+ 15 16+ 10 18+ 16 11 11

88 88 77 90 42+ 83 84+ 86 86
17+ 27+ 23+ 23+ 24+ 26* 18 16* 44

34+ 28+ 434 46 37+ 41* 30+ 36» 43

31 44+ 40 38. 45 41+ 33+ 41 42

61 59 - 51 67 42 - 66 47- 51 43

49 56 - 45 57 39 45- 30 -.19 33

51 53' 50 53 49 52 47 50 52

In the category of religion, items 29, 41,

and 4 revealed little association with the

poverty index. In Alabama, all three items were

negative and in Mississippi two were positive.

Only one other significant positive sign was

present (Tennessee).

In the employment category, item 40, "few

people make the money", six states -- Arkansas,

Florida, North Carolina, South Carotins,

Tennessee, and Virginia - showed a positive

association with the poverty index. Item. 77

showed poverty households La only one state

(Alabama) to more oftea advise children to ;wive

the community for employment. Only in Florida,

poverty households Are more likely to believe

jobs were sufficient for young people (item 78).

items 25, 30, 36, and 47 were grouped into

poor were more likely to agree that it was dan-

BaT
pnw j
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serous to walk in the streets, and in seven of

the 1.0 states the 'poor were more likely to feel.

crime was the maim problem. Only in Kentucky

the rich sere more likely to be afraid that

criminals will break into their homes. The

majority In all states agreed that their commu-

nity was very orderly and pesCefal. For at

least two of the three crime items (30, 36, 47)

in all states but Kentucky and Arkansas, the

poor were more likely to agree than were the

shove poverty households that crime is a

problem. In three of these states, however, the

poor were also more likely to agree that their

communities were very orderly and peaceful (item

25). .Uhile it appeared that; in. same samples,

the poor tend to straddle the fence, most of the

evidence suggests that the aboVe poverty

households feel much less vulnerable to acts of

30
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crime, than do the poor in these low-income,

rural counties.

The next 14 items related to human

relations. In all states except Kentucky, the

poverty households were more likely to indicate

alienation by agreeing that friends are hard to

find in the community .(23), that people think

they are too nice for you (26), and that most

people try to use you (33). At the other extreme

(integration with community) only two of the

state samples, Georgia and Virginia, found the

poor to agree more frequently that they have a

feeling of belonging (42) and feel welcome at

public activities (45). Tonnies' Gemeinschaft

aspect of community appiars to be more consis-

tent with the experience of the poor in rural

areas of these two urban states than in the more

rural states.

Variables 24, 32, and 34 related to

education. Schools do a poor job preparing

young people" (24) showed agreement to be posi-

tively associated with poverty income in two

states (Alabama and Florida). Conversely, agree-

ment with the item "schools prepare students

for college" was negatively a omiated with the

poverty index in Alabama, Georgi , and Virginia.

Agreement with "high school graduates take an

interest in making this community a better place

in which to Live," was also negatively associa-

ted with the poverty index in Alabama and

Florida. The pattern of dissatisfaction with

the schools among the poor, was consistent in

Alabama and Florida samples.

In general, the crime and human relation

item correlations with the poverty index were.

most consistent. In at least eight of 10 states,

low - income households; felt more vulnerable to

crime and more alienated from others than did

higher income households.

Factor Analysis of the Community Satisfaction

Variables (Table 4.2)

Principal components factor analysis for

the 27 community satisfaction variables indicate

that in five or more states 19 of 27 variables

rendered loadings of .35 or larger on the first

factor. These variables are considered to have

Table 4.2. Summary of First Factor Loading of Community Satisfaction Scale

Variables SC

2

Different churches cooperate well .S2

Churches are constructive .61

Most people attend church or sunday school .35

Feu people cake the money .46

Advise children to leave community .02

Enough Jobs for young people in community .13

Community is very orderly and peaceful .47

Main problem in community is crime .41

Dangerous streets to walk
Afraid criminals vat break in home .45

People think they are too nice for you .60

Civil Rights Act has made life better 4.33
Families-children under control. .53

People getting by while others take the rap .45%
Most peopIetry to use you .67

Slack and vhites get along well here .55

People show good judgement .50

Community laths leaders .55

People give bad name if different .54

Feeling of belonging .49

Spend money to be accepted .S1

Feel velcomed at public activities .37

No one seems to care how community looks .S6

Friends hard to find in community .71

Schools do a poor job preparing young people .46

Schools prepare students for college .S2

High school graduates take an interest .37

2 of Variance 59.00

18

NC AL MS AR GA FL VA TN KY

.S1

.44

.10

.57

.26

.10

.32

.44

.43

.51

.57

.16

.47

.43

.67

.39

.35

.45

.68
.44
.47

.38

.56

.46

.31

.21

.13

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

.32 .35 .29 .51 .42 .31 .49 .03

.29 .30 .34 .47 .37 .27f .44 -.17
.18 .22 .42 .37 .16 .28 .20 .05

.49 .55 .36 .39 .48 .36 .53 .54

.29 .11 .18 .11 .21 .04 .14 .23

.07 .1I .11 .17 .11 .14 -.02 .06

.36 .45 .44 .47 .47 .28 .41 .67

.51 .45 .33 .29 .28 .44 .35 .68.

.49 .53 .37 .33 .40 .38 _.33 .58

.41 .30 .22 .30 .29 .29 .37 .66

.66 .57 .37 .58 .61 .63 .59 .40
-Al -.18 .00 -.06 .12 -.13 .05 .02

.41 .53 .42 .48 .48 .50 .33 .66

,49 .47 .37 .46 .35 .46 .43 .48

.58 .71 .32 .58 .64 .65 .57 .30

.25 .42 .18 .42 .33 .17 .20 .29

.46 .30 .52 .61 .41 .46 .44 .49

.37 .31 .24 .34 .48 .34 .46 .40

.62 .61 .54 .57 .66 .65 .64 .43

.31 .0 .55 .40 .52 .39 .34 .0

.49 .45 .40 .40 .52 .54 .55 .09

.27 .34 .59 .50 .38 .24 .50 .03

.49 .50 .52 .45 .54 .56 .35 .11
.41 .52 .46 .46 .57 .53 .44 .58
.3k .36 .26 .25 .28 .18 .31 .27
.16 .08 .22 .20 .22 .02 .24 .38

.19 :14 .36 .33 .20 .09 .26 .32

47.80 41.70 38.30 36.50 41.70 39.90 39.00 42.20 38.50

31 rr t.-111 r. t7i:
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significant loadings. The percent of va nce

accounted for by the first factor exceede 36%

in all 10 states, with six states (Alabama,

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South

Carolina, and Tennessee) having explained

variance of 41% and over. South Carolina had

59% of its variance explained.

. Items not. 19ading on the first factor

include all three. of the education variables,

two of the employment variables, two human

relation variables, and one religion variable

(church attendance). These items constitute

second factors in several, but not all, states.

The education variables form a rather consistent

factor, as is evident in Table 4.1 where the

responses to one negatively and one positively

worded item evaluating the job schools are doing

complement one another in every state. A second

cluster of two items that does not fit in the

first factor involves race issues. "Blacks and

whites 7;4'ts along welt here" is one of the most

agreed upon item (76% co 91% in Table 4.1) to

each state except Kentucky, thus reducing the

variance to be allocated by factor analysis.

Even so, four states exceed a .35 Loading on

factor one. The other item, "Civil Rights Act

has made life better" is much more controver-

sial. No state's responses load on the first

factor, and the agreement scores (Table 4.1),

except for Kentucky, ranged ,widely from 42% to

76.

Life Satisfaction and the Poverty Index (Table

4.3)

In examining life satisfaction the measure

used involved an intensity Ladder (an ordinal

scale adapted from Cantril, 1946). The Ladder

Table 4.3. Self evaluation of Life Satisfaction: 'percentage of Responses on Top Mtge Steps (of 9) and the Direction oi
Significant Correlations between Lift faiefection end the Povetty index'

Variables SC NC AL MS AR GA ct

.'hero WTI you
on ladder during
best week in
past rear'

Low 1/
?tedium 2/

High 3/
Cramer's V

Total

Aura VATS you
on ladder during
vorst creek in

page year'

Low
Medium
High

Cramera v
Total

where on the
ladder were you
tout of the
tine'

Lou
Medivu
High

Crameee v
Total

(ARTS On this
ladder VATS 7e1

five (5) years
ago'

Lov
Medium
High

Cramer's V
Total

:'here on this

ladder do you
expect to be
five (5) roesa
from now'

Low
Medium
High

Craser'a V
Total

9.8

36.8
53.4
47»

(307)

6.0

38.8
55.2

.33-

(232)

6.0
42.0

452.0
.29-
(250)

6.1

36.0
57.7

.22-
(239)

11.3

28.7
60.1

.26-

(240)

5.1

38.0
56.9

.27-

(237)

7.7

35.0
57.2

.41-

(234)

3.4
36.8
59.9

.12,

(239)

3.8

28.6
67.8

.20-

.(242)

65.9 63.2 67.8 55.8 64.6 65.2 64.9 56.7 58.7
25.1 29.0 23.B 30.3 25.0 29.2 27.4 34.2 34.8
8.8 7.8 6.5 13.9 10.5 5.5 7.7 9.2 6.5
.20- .08 .21- .25- .20- .16 .12 .04 .14

(30) (231) (240) (238) (240) (236) (234) (240)
_

(247)

18.0" 10.0 10.9 16.3 14.7 9.7 15.8 7.0 6.6
54.5 55.4 61.1 50.2 49.2 59.7 51.0 58.4 34.4
27.5 34.6 26.0 33.5 36.7 30.6 25.2 34.5 39.0
.32.28- .37- .23- .25- .10 .21- .18 .22-

(306) (231) (247) (219) (240) (238) (234). (243) (241)

18.3 23.0 19.3 22.3 '21.7 18.3 26.8 15.6 10.8
35.$ 34.0 46.5 35.6 40.0 49.1 38.4 45.3 54.2
45.1 42.1 34.2 42.2 38.4 32.4 34.9 39.1 35.0
.11 .12 .23- .06 .07 .19 .24- .06 .05

(301) .(230) (243) (233) (240) (234) (232) (243) (240)

wham on this
ladder 41.1youi
father Rand when
yov Vats

child'

Lov
Medium
High

Cramer's V
Total

:'here on this

ladder did your
grandfather
stand?

Low
Medium
High e

Cramer's V
Total

12.2

11.8

68.0

7.0
24.5

68:4

8.2
25.6

66.3

7.5

16.7
75.8

14.7.

18.4

66.9

8.8
21.4

69.8

4.7

23.0 .

72.3

6.9

17.4

25.7

7.4

24.5

68.1

.23- .14 .23- .16 .14 .22- .32- .13 .33-.

(287) (228) (246) . (227) (39) (238) (231) (230) (241)

35.7 24.4 35.8 30.7 26.0 34.1 38.9 14.4 20.7
44.2 46.4 38.0 35.2 40.9 39.7 30.1 41.1 42.8

20.1 290 26.1 34.2 32.9 26.2 30.6 36.4 36.4

.23- .08 .15 .16 .14 .12 .33- .11 .19

(274) (222) (237) (199) (240) (229) (229) (236) (236)

50.3 32.5 55.4 44.5 39.2 63.2 41.3 25.2 27.2

39.4 46.3 27.2 22.2 35.6 37.9 28.1 51.1 46.0

10.3 21.2 17.5 33.4 25.5 18.9 22.6 23.6 26.7

.22- . .17 .12 .17 .17 .14' .41- .09 .19

(213) - (188) (206) (90) (240) (211) (199 (1821 (213)

if Lowest three steps on ladder: 2/ middle three on ladder: 3/ Higheaetbree ACA'S on ladder

(-) Minus sign indicates a significant (.05 level) negative correlation betvemn ehe

ErVorrrInit,W1/1Pre
32

(steps) and current pores
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was incorporated to simply represent the range

of socioeconomic status for the respondents'

estimate of their own well-being (past, present,

and future) compared to earlier generations.

For "the best week in the past year," 52%

(Kentucky) to 68% (Tennessee) of the respondents

indicated the three highest steps on the nine-

step ladder. For "the worst week during the

past year," this range dropped to a low of 3%

for Kentucky to 14% for Mississippi. Within

these extremes, respondents were asked "where on

the ladder were you most of the time, during

past year?" In eight states, 28% to 39% of the

respondents reported one of the top three steps.

Kentucky at 21% add Tennessee at 39% were again

the extremes. In all states except Georgia and

Virginia, these rankings were correlated with

above poverty status at the .05 level. Again,

the urban states appeared to provide a Gemeins-

chaft sense of community for its rural poor that

was not apparent in the more rural states.

In all states except Tennessee, zespondehts

estimated that they were equal to or higher on

this ladder five years ago than they were most

of the time during the past year. Estimates for

that time again excluding Kentucky (21%),,ranged

from 32% (Georgia) to 46% (South Carolina). Only

South Carolina, Alabama, and Florida respondents

showed a Iignificant correlation between the

"estimate for status" five years ago and current

"above poverty status".

In all states, the expectation was higher

five years from now than estimates of current or

past status. fifty-six percent (Kentucky) to

76% (Mississippi and Virginia) of the respon-

dents expect to have high statuses in five

years. In six states, these correlations are

significant with above poverty status. Those

above the poverty line more likely to expect a

higher status five years from now are South

Carolina, Alabama; Georgia, Florida, Tennessee,

and Kentucky. Except for 'Tennessee, those are

the states with the five lowest rankings most

times in ,the current ypar (1981). Not only do

higher income households expect to lead the

recovery from the current depressed situations,

but future expectations are appearing to be

consistent with current statuses. Compared with

"most of the time during the past year," shows,,

that about twice as many respondents expect to

be on the top three steps within the next five

years.

Regarding estimates of status for past

generations, 11% to 36% rank their fathers at a

20

high status and 10% to 33% rank their grand-

father at a high status. This compares with

this generation's current high ranking of 21% to

39%. All state samples gave their fathers more

high rankings, than their grandfathers, but

Virginia, Florida, and Mississippi give their

fathers higher rankings than they did them-

selves. Only in South Carolina and Florida,

the father and grandfather rankings were s gni-

ficantly related to above poverty status 0 the

current generation household. Simply, this

suggests that intergenerational mobility,

measured in terms of respondents' estimates of

present status, was not strongly determined by

maispotidents' estimates of parents' statuses.

5. AGENCY UTILIZATION AND CLIENT
SATISFACTION

The magnitude of this study made it virtu-

ally impossible to examine all facets of agen-

cies and their services relative to helping

disadvantaged families or persons to alleviate

or to escape poverty. The existence of scores

of both public and private agencies and services

forced the researchers to focus on eight major

public agencies. There were: 1) Employment

Security (job service); 2) Food Stamps; 3)

Farmers Home Administration; 4) Social Security;

5) Commission or Council on Aging; 6) Public

Health Services; 7) Mental Health; and 8)

Veterans Administration. Attention was limited

in this report to agency utilization. If the

agency or services in question had not been used

(Tables 5.1 to 5.8), respondents were asked why

service was never used (Tables 5.9 to 5.16). If

they had used the services, they were asked to

evaluate them (Tables 5.17 to 5.24).

Utilization of Employment Security (Table 5.1)

Of the 10 states, the range for the res-

pondents who have ever used the employment

security or job service agency was from 23% in

Tennessee to 2% in Kentucky. Mississippi had

the second highest percentage of users with 21%,

followed by North Carolinh and South Carolina

15% each.

An examination of the table showed s range

of 8% to near 0% for respondents who have used

employment security within the past year.

Tennessee, which had the highest percent of
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those who have eversused Employment Security,

also had the highest percentage of respondents

to use the agency within the past year. Florida

(7%) was second, followed by both Alabama (6%)

and, Mississippi (6%). Virginia and Kentucky

were lowest (near 0%).

Of the respondents presently using the

Employment Security or Job Services, the range

was 4% for Alabama to 0.0% for Kentucky. Florida

and Tennessee were second and third (3%). There

were no significant differences between states

with large percentages of black respondents

compared to those with high percentages of white

respondents. Considering that more than onk-half

of the households were on welfare or retired,

these figures are consistent with official

unemployment figures at the time of the survey.

Table 5.1, Eeploysent 5tcutity Utilisation

Have Ev g

States Used
Used In Asa You Prestos.
Fast Yeet ly titles Total

2 N

South Caroline 14.5 5.1 2.6 312
Notth Carolina 14.5 4.8 1.2 249
Alabama 7.5 5.6 3.6 )52
Mississippi 20.6 5.6 2.8 248
Askansas 11.0 2.7 1.6 255
Gtotgla 4.8 1.2 0.4 248
Florid. 14.2 6.3 3.3 240
tatiginit 2.7 0.4 0.4 259

Ti 23.0 T.? 3.2 248

Kentucky 1.9 263

Utilizationof Food Stamps (Table 5.2)

a
Food stamps produced the greatest range of

respondehts who have ever used the services, 49%

to 11%. Kentucky (49%) had the 'highest percen-

tage, while Virginia (11%) had the lowest.

Mississippi was second with 46%, Florida!(34%)

third, and South Carolina and Tennessee 'were

both fourth with 33% each.

The range of the respondents who had used

fad stamps within the past year was 39% for

Kentucky to nine percent in Virginia. Missis-

sippi was second with abama third with

29%, and Florida fourth th 211%. Tennessee

showed the greatest disperi y etween the "have

ever used" to that of "u d in past year"

decreasing from 33% to 18%.

As would be expected, the state by state

rank for those who were presently using food

stamps was similar to the !'ever used" category.

Again, Kentucky led all states with 37% of the'

respondents, Mississippi second (32%), Alabeek.

BEST CO i'SAIBLE

third (a%), and Florida fourth (25%), while

Virginialas last with 7%. With the exception

of.Virginia, all states had double digit percen-

tages with a range of 37% for Kentucky to IA'

for Georgia. For these samples, there were no

significant differences in food stamp utiliza-

tion.between states with high black populations

and high white populations.

Table 5.2. Food Stamp. Utilisation

Stitt.
Nave Ever

Used
Vied In Ate You ?taunt-

Total
Pest Stet ly 1.141$18

2 S
South Caroline 32.7 24.4 21.5 312

Adotth Satellite
labtat

32.5
32.1

23.3

29.0
20.5
25.8

249

252
Mistiatippf. 46.4 33.5 31.9 248
Arkansas 25.9' 20.4 17.2 255
Ciotti* 18.5 13,7 12.5 248
?load. 33.8 28.3 25.4 240
Virginia. 10.8 8.9 7.3 259
TatiteaS44 32.7 18.1, 14.9 248
Kentucky 49.4 38.8 36.5 263

Utilization of Farmers. Home Administration.

(Table 5.3)

The range of respondents' who have "ever

used" FmHA was 16% in South Carolina to 5% in

Alabama. Mississippi was second (15%), followed

by North Carolina (14%), Tennessee, and Georgia

(13% each). When the'respondents were asked if

they.had used PnHA within the past year, the

range was 12% in South _Carolina to 2% in

Kentucky.

Regarding present use of FmHA, the iange

was similar with 12% in South Carolina to 2% in

Kentucky. )e three states Mississippi, Arkan-

sas, and Georgia clustered near 9%. As expec-

ted, there were no discernible differencer-aiong

the states with regard to race.

Table 5.3. Fermate H014 Atniniattstion Utilisation

'Slates

Nava &vet Used to Ate You Fs
/Mad Pest Seat ly 0aind Total

2

South Catolina -16.4 12.2 1t.5 312

North Carolina 13.7 5.2 4.6 249

AltIttne 4,8 3.2 2.8 252

Missitpippi 15.3 8.9 11.c 268

Atkantts 12.5 9.4 8.6 255

Gtettis 12.9 7.3 8.5 248

Florid. 7.5 3.3 3.3 260

VI:Alois 9,7 6.2 5.0 259

Tennttset 12.9 6.9 6.0 248

Kentucky 6.5 2.3 1.9 263
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Utilization of Social Security (Table 5.4)

The data on Social Security generated

responses similar to those of Food Stamps, an

was utilized by more respondents than any of the

other agencies. The range was 43% to 26%, for

........t2toml/loho "have ever used" social security.

Mississippi being high and North Carolina low.

Florida was second (41%), Arkansas was third

(39%), and South Carolina fourth (31%).

Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and...Georgia

4 clustered slightly above 33%. Here again, there

were no discernible differences among states

with,high black populations as opposed to those

with high white populations. .

Responses to "used in the past year" showed

little variation from the response pattern for

the "have ever used" question. In all states,

there was less than a four percentage point

change (decrease) between the two questions.

The data on present use of Sociil Security

produced a range of 41% to 24%, with Mississippi

-high and North Carolina low. The remaining

eight states ranged from 38% to 29%. There were

no significant differences when the percentages

were viewed by states with large black popula-

tions versus large white populations.

Table 5.4. Social Security Utilisation

States

Nave Eves Used In Are You Preeent-
Used Past Year ly Vain* Total

South Catalina 37.2 35.9 35.6 312
North Catalina 26.0 23.7 23.7 249
Alabama 35.9 35.7 35.7 252
Niseissippi 42.7 40.3 40.7 248
Arkansas 39.2 37.3 36.9 255
Georgia 33.1 33.1 32.3 248

Florida 40.8 38.3 38.3 240
Vitalist* 33.2 29.7 29.0 259
Tennessee 33.9 29.4 29.4 248

Kentucky 33.5 31.9 30.0 263

Utilization of the Commission on Aging .(Table

5.5)

A high of 4% to a low of 0.4% of the
respondents reported "having ever used" the

Commission on Aging. Arkansas led all states,

while two states were tied for least usage

(Mississippi and North Carolina). Florida was

second (3%), Alabama third (3%), and South

Carolina fourth (2%). As was expected, there

were.no marked differences among the states with

regards to race.

22

Questions on "used in the past year" and

"present use" of the Commission on Aging produ-

ced identical percentages for all states except

South Carolina and Georgia. The range of per-

centages was four percent to zero percent. In

both instances, Arkansas was high and North

Carolina and Mississippi were low.

Table S.S. Commission on Aging Utilisation

Stet.
Nave ElnIV %Ad In Ars You Present-
Naed Peer Year ly tieing Total

2 2 N

South Carolina 1.9 1.6 1.3 312

North Carolina 0 249

Alabama 2 6 1.6 L.6 252

Miasiaelppi .4 248

Arkansas 3.9 3.9 '3.9 255
Georgia 1.2 1.2 0.8 246

Florida 33 2.5 2.5 240
Virginia 0.8 0.8 0.8 259

Teen sssss 1.2 0.4 0.4 248
Kentucky 0.8 0.4 0.4 263

Utilization of Health Services (Table 5.6)

The 10 states `sampled differed consider-

ably in percentages of respondents who "have

ever used" the Health Services. The range of

percentages was 25% for Florida to a by of 2%

for Virginia and Kentucky. Three states had

percentages of 20% or more (Florida, Tennessee,

and Mississippi), while the remaining states

with the exceptiOn of Virginia and Kentucky (two

percent) had ranges of 18% to 10%.

Of the respondentsvho used Health Services

within the. past year,- 910 range was 19% in

Florida to a low of twat percent in Kentucky.

There was a substantial decrease from "ever

used" to "used in the past year," with Missis-

sippi and Tennessee decreasing as much as 11%.

Table 5.6. Health Service Utilisation

Nave Ever
State Used

Used in
Past %est

Are You Present-
ly Using Tosal

N
South Carolina 14.1 7.7 5.4 312

North Caroline 17.7 12.0 9.2 249
Alabama 4.3 3,6 1.6 252

Nissiaaippi 22.2 10.4 7.7 248
Arkaneaa 4.8 6.7 5.9 255
Georgia 12.1 9.3 4.4 248
Florida 25.4 19.2 13.0 240
Virginia 2.3 1.5 1.3 259
Tea 23.0 12.1 8.5 248

Xemsucky 2.3 1.5 1.1 263

The data on present use of Health Se

showed a range of 15% in Florida to

Kentucky. Again, there was a decline f
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in the past year" to those "1 esently using," by

an average of 3%.. North Car line was sessod

with 9.2% of the respondents 'presently using"

Health Service, follgwed by Tennessee (A),

Mississippi 8%), and Arkansas (6%). No appa-

rent diffe;ences existed between states with

large black populations and .those with lar$

white populations.

Utilization of Mental Health Services (Table

5.7)

Of all agencies researched= Mental Health

had the lowest participation rate. The range for

those who nave ever used" Mental Health was 4%

in South Carolina to 0%in Kentucky., Turning to

those who have used Mental Health in the past.

year, Arkansas washigh .(2%), followed by South

Carolina; Florida, -Mississippi, and Tennessee.

Virginia and Kentucky were last with 0% of the

respondents.

The range of respondents "presently using"

Mental 'Health was 1.6% in Arkansas and Tennessee

to 0% in Virginia4and Kentucky. The remaining

states" clustered near 1% of preient users.

Except for a correlation between. percent black

and percent white having "ever, used Mental

Health services," no. consistent patterns were

revealed in regards to states yid; large black.

populations as opposed to those with large white

populations.

Tail* l.7. Mural !Wish Utilisation

;rata
Nava :oar
Used

'had In Ara You Present-
Past Year ly Using Total

I I
South Carolina 4.2 1.9 1,0 e 312
North,Carollaa 3.2 0,8 0.1 249
Alabama 2.0 0.8 v0.8 252
Mississippi 3.6 1.6 1.2 248
Arkansas 3,5 2.0 1.6 255
Caorgia 2.0 1,2 1.2 24$
Florida 1.7 1.7 0.1 . 240
Virginia 0.4 259
Tannoamm 24 1.6 24$
Xantemky 263

1

Utilization of Veterans Administration (Table

5.8)

...Ole data on "have ever used the Veterans

AdiBistration0- produced a range of lye for

Florida to a low of 7%, for Arkansas.

There was a decline again, from "have ever

used" to that of "used in the past year" catego-

ries; with Tennessee declining by almost 8%.

-
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The range for the "used in the past year"

category was 9% in Florida to 3% In Virginia.

The remaining states tended to cluster with less

than 3% separation.

The range for those "presently using" the

Veterans Administration was nearly 9% in Florida

to below 3% in Virginia. Again, there was no

significant relationship among the states accor-

ding to black-white population.

Table S.8. varerana Adulniatrarion Utilisation

Save :war
Star. .00*d

'had In Ara You Pm:a:m-
Pass Yasr ly Using Total

I I
South Carolina 7.7 4.5 4S 312
Sorrb Carolina 8.0 3.2 2.8 249
Alabama 10.3 5.6 4.0 252
Mississippi 9.7 5.2 4.8 248
Arkansas 6.7 3.9 3.1.w 2S5
Georgia ."----9:7-

.- - -3;2

240Florida 15.4 9,2 8.8
Virginia 3.5 3.1 2,7 259
Tannaaaaa 12.1 4,8 4.0 1 248
nontutky . 9.5 6.5 6.1 263

Table 5.9 through 5.16 report reasons for

"nonuse" from those "never having used". the

eight agencies or services. In all eight tables

reasons for nonuse have been grouped into five

categories: Income too high, Age or Transporta

tion (Mobility), Not needed, Lack of Informa-

tion, or other reasons. The lack of information

category included "do not know what it is" 'or

"where to go to get it".

Why Employment Security Never Used (Table 5.9)'

The range for "not needed" was 941 in

Tennessee to 61% in Kentucky. The remaining

categories had percentages in single digits

except the "lick of information" category which

had a response range of 34% in Kentucky to 1% in

Florida. Information problems were more fre-

quently reported by two other agencies. There

was no unique pattern in relation to percentage

black or white population of the states.

Tablo5:9. Inployment Ssturtry - Why Sarvita Nelms kai

Stars

Milb
Intone '144*

Not
limpW

Lack
Intor. Orhar

Valid
C4.1011

I % I % a

SC 0.4 2.3 84.4 4.9 8.0 264

NC - 3.S 83.2 9.8 3.3 173

AL 2.3 3.3 63.5 .. 26.6 2.3 222

MS 2.0 2.5 79.7 13.3 25 197

AA 0.5 2:1 73.4 21.9 1.1 188

GA 0.4 2.6 $4.4 9.1 3,5 231

PL - 1.8 94.0 1,2 3.4 167

VA 1.0 7.2 67.6 20.9 1.3 235

TN 0,5 1.0 94.2 3.2 1.1 185

NY 1.6 1:6 . 61.0 34.2 1.6 123
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Why Food Staps Never Used (Table 5.10)

The range for the "not needed" category was

87% in Georgia to 69% in Arkansas. The second

highest response category was "income too high"

with a range of 26% in Virginia to 6% in

Georgia. "Lack of information" was a problem

for no more than 3% in any state. "Nobility"

(too old or transportation) was reported as a

problem by -coly 'five respondents in the total

10-state sample.

Table 5.10. Food Awe - Why Service Neves Need

Stare
Nigh
locone

Age Not Lack

TrIneio# itstdt$ lofor.

2 2 l' 2

St 5-1----_,_..202-....r.ery
NC 14.5 79011, 2.4

AL 14.3 1.2 76.8 1.2

MS 22.7 q 74.3 3.0

At 25.3 - 68.8 2.7

GA 5.6 87.4 3.0
FL 15.5 1.0 80.6 0.8

VA 25.8 0.5 71.8 0.5

IN 22.5 .73.8 0.6
KY 10.0 2.0 86.0

Valid

a range of 28% in Virginia to 1% in Kentucky.

While "high income" was second most reported by

Kentucky respondents. This could'be interprets -

ted as equallent to "not needed". Information

on Social Security was lacking for tio more than

6% of the respondents (Arkansas).

zyr

?able 5.12. Social Security - Why Service Never lead

State

SC

NC
AL
NS
AN

Other Casa. GA
FL

2 N VA

4.0
6.5

3.2

3.0
3.1

1.4
3.1

2.0

1114h

Intone
$14

?saw.
Not

Needed
Lack
Infos.

2 2 1 1
- 0.5 91.2 1.6
. 73.3

2.1 1.8 79.3 3.6
5.0 - Y7.9 3.6
3.9 - 83.3' 5.9
1.9 - 9.14k 1.2- - 34.0 to
5.5 = . 60.8 5.5

----- ,-..16---.------,--..-36;0-----3:*

NY 10.7 - 68.2 1.1
168
132

154

197

129

221

160

50

Why MIA Never Used (Table 5.11)
t.

Again, the most frequent response category

was "not needed," ranged from 92% in Georgia to.

71% in Kentucky. For FmHA, the second category

with a high response rate was the "lack of

information" category with a range from 21% Vt

Kentucky to 5% in Virginia. Alabama was second

with 17% followed by North Carolina

Arkansas (12%).

?able 5.11. /UNA - Why Service Never Used

(13%) and

State
Nigh
Intone

Age
?sew.

Not
Needed

Lack
Infos. Othas

Valid
Cease

S S
St 0.4 86.0 9.7 3.9 257
NC 0.6 0.6 82.2 13.0 3.6 169
AL 0.4 1.8 76.2 17.4 346 222
MS 3.3 1.0 85.2 8.6 1.9 209
AR 2.2 0.5 81.8 11.8 3.7 187
GA 0.5 91.3 6.l 1.9 213
FL ,11 84.1 6.8 8.0 125
v4 11.8 1.4 79.0 4.6 3.2 220
TN 5.0 1.5 81.6 8.9 3.0 202
KY 7.9 70.6 20.7 0.8 126

1

Why Social Security Never Used (Table 5.12)

The range for the "not needed" category was

94x each in Florida and Tennessee to 61% in

Virginia. the "other" category was second with

24

Valid '

Other Caste

I

6.7 133

26.7 131

12.6 111

13.5 140

6.9 101
4.9 16;

5.0 101

28.2 163

-2.6 111

1.1 88

Why Commission on Aging Never Used (Table 5.13)

The "not needed" category was again the

most frequent response with a range of 88% in

Florida to 48% in Kentucky. The "did not know

where or what (information)" category yes

second, with a range of 41% in Kentucky to 8% in

Florida. The commission on aging service had

the most wide - spread information problem of any

agency in the study. Information appeared to be

more often expressed as "a problen" in the

predominately white samples.

Tole x.13. CoNwieeion on *slog - Why Service Never Used

Nigh Age Not Lack Valid
State Incase kenap. Needed Infos. Othas Caeca

SC

NC
AV*
HS
Al
GA

VA
IN
NY

0.6
0.4

2.9
1.5

6.3

1

0.7 $2.7
.5 73.5

'69.4
1.3 72.4

60.1
83.2
87.6
61.4

1.0 65.3
48.4

I

10.9
21.1
26.8
23.5

38.2
12.6

8.2
19.1
28.2
41.3

5.7
4.9
3.9
2.8
1.1

3.8
4.0,
16.6
4.0
4.0

300
185

232

246
178
237

147
241

198

126

Why Health Services Never Used (Table 5.14)

f

The range for the "not needed" category was

4% in Florida to 55% in Kentucky. "Lack of

information" category was second with a range of

40% in Kentucky ,to 0% in Florida. "Lack of

information" on health services was second to

the Commission on Aging's information problem.
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Table 5.14. Health Service - Vby Service Never tided

4

State
High

Income
Aga

Trains.
Not

Needed
Lack
Isior. Other

valid

Cads'

SC 0.8
1

73.6
. I
17.7

2

6.0
N

244
NC 86.6 7.3 6.1 144
AL 0.4 75.7 22.1 1.8 226

1.0 57.6 11.4 , 143

2.9 71.2 24.1 1.8 183
GA 1,0 86.3 11.3 3.4 203
FL t.5 0.7 93.5 137

5.3 71.4 9.7 3.1 :28
TN 16.2 74.9 6.7 2.2 179.
eKT 4.1 SS.3 39-.8 0.8 123

Why Mental Health Services Never Used (Table
5.15)

The not ,needed" category ranged' fiom 99%

in Tennessee to '78% in Kentucky for *mental

health service. The second largest category was

the "lack of information" category with a range

of 12% in Alabama to 0% in Tennessee. Mental

health services were most frequently reported as

"not needed" among the eight services.

Table S.15. Mantel NaaIth Service Why Service Never Used

State
High

Income

'Aga
Tromp.

Not
Needed

tack
Infos. Other

Valid
Case,

I . I
SC 97.7 0.6 1.7 297
NC 99.0 1.0 192
AL 0.8 67.6 11.6 262

*INS v 90.$ 9.2 238
AR 0.5 0.5 90.8 8.1 208
CA 0.4 96.2 2.1. 1.3 239
FL 94.7 5.3 - 188
VA
TN

2.1
0.4

$3.5
99.2

ll.,
Q.4

2.9
-

262

236
KT 1.3 78.1 4.0 16.6 151

Why Veterans

5.16) .

Administration Never Used (Tables'

The response rate was again highest on the

"not needed" category with a range of 98% in

Floridacto,58% In Kentucky. The second largest

category was "other with a range of ;6% in
Virginia to 0% in fljnrida. There were unique

or significant patterns revealed among the

states with large black populationsiversus those

with large white populations.

Tables 5.17 through 5.24 depict the res-

pondenttratingof theigervices rendered at the

eight agencies. These ratings were used to

Measure the attitudes and perceptions held by

clients. Moreover, ,they were indiQators- for

Mats. ,

. ' "LABLE

addressing client's satisfaction. The five most

frequent responses were "very'. good"; "good-

solved problem"; "good-did not solve problem";

"fair"; and "poor ". The response rate for

"faird'was combined with those of "poor" as the

"fair ". category had, %mostly, low percentages..

Aggregate responses to questions on age, sex, or.

race discrimination were included in brackets

for each table.

Tebla 5.16. votArvice - Why Serviassevar Ceed

State
High

tuft,
AO

Tramp.
Not

Needed
Lack

Infos. other
valid
Cased

SC 0.4 82.7 '0.4 16,5 284
NC 79.4 1.8 18.8 . 145
AL 1_4 80.4 14.3 3.6 148
MS 1 73.9 7.2 11.4 222
AR 0.8 92.1 4.7 2.4 126.
CA 0.5 0.5 95.2 0.5 3.3 211
FL 97.S 1.7 121
VA 0.5 63.2 5.6 26.1 218
TN 0.7 88.8 7.9 153

KT 23.1 57.7 19.2 t30

Rating of Service of. Employment Security (Table

5.17)

r
Respondents were asked to rate "the service

received" when they utilized the Employment

Service (Job Service in some states). The range

for zhe'"very good" category was 50% in Kentucky

(N a 4) to 4% in Arkanhas. North Carolina and

Tennessee reported percentages of 25% or higher

and three states responded lower. The rating of

"good, solved problem" category bad a range of

89% in Georgia to 18% in Mississippi. Three

states had percentages of 50% or greater,

Alabama (72%), Virginip (71%) and Arkansas

(52%). Except for Mississippi (82%), and

Florida (580, 50% or more of the evaluations

were in these two highest categories.

Table 5.17." Employment Security - Service Rating

State
Vary
Coed

Good
Solved

Problem

Good, Not
SOlved

Problem

Fair
to

Poor

Age. Sax
lace

Bider.

Valid
Csaaa

I I ,1

SC 11.8 46.1 13.3 22.2 45

74C 31.7 21.4 25.0 17.9 (7.1). 28

AL 16.7 72.2 11.1 (11.1) 18

MS 8.9 17.6 . 76.6 5.9 (2.9) 34

AR 3.7 51.9 25.9 18.5 27

CA 11.1 $8.9 9

FL
VA

'11.5
14.3

30.8
71.4

30:8
14.3

26.9
- .

(7.7) 26
7

TN 25.0 25.0 20.0 30.0 (7.5) 40

"AY 50.0 MU . 25.0 4

38,
25
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Rating of Food Stamps Service (Table 5.18)

The' range for the "very good" category was

50% in Virginia to 7% in South Carolina. Four

more states had percentage above the 10%

response level: North Carolina (38%), Florida

(34%), Arkansas (32%), and Mississippi (31%).

The majority of the responses were in the "good,

solved prbblem" category with a range of 72% in

SSUth Carolina to /9% in Arkansas. Arkansas and

Kentucky respondents give more than 10% of their

food Stamps service ratings in the "good, solved

problem" category. The "fair to poor" category

ranged from 289 in Arkansas to 4% in Virginia.

"Fair to poor" ratings were more frequent in the

states with larger proportion of black popula

tions. Also, indications of discrimination were

more frequent in these states.

Table 5.18. Food Sees** - ,Service Racing

State
Very
Cood

Good
Solved
Problem

Good, Not
Solved
PtobIam

Pair

to
Poor

Age. Sax
Race
Meer.

Valid
Cased

P 2 V
Sc 7.0 72.0 3.0 18.0 (2.0) 100
NC 38.4 41.1 5.5 15.0 (6.8) 73

AL 15.8 63.1 6.6 14.5 (2.6) 76

MS 314 54.3 7.6 6.6 (3.2) 92'

AR 32.3 29.2 10.8 27.7 (4.6) 65
GA 11.9 62.0 7.1 19.0 (4.8) 42
FL 33.8 53.V 1.4 11.3 (5.6) 71

VA 50.0 38.5 7.7 3.8 26

TN 18.0 70.0 3.3 8.2 61

KY 19.1 48.2 25.5 7.2 110

Table 5.19. FaMA - Service Rating

Stets
Very...

Good

Cood
SoIved1
probleg

Good. Not
Solved
Problem

Fair Age, Sax
to lace

Foot' Diner.
Valid
Cased

2 2 P 2 0
SC 19.6 64.7 3.9 11.8 / (9.8) 51

NC 34.8 43.5 8.7 13.0 (5.8) 34

AL 8.3 83.4 8.3 12

NS 52.2 39.1 8.7 23

AR 48.3 45.2 6.5 (6.4) 31

Cr )0.0 56.1 6.7 6.6 (3.3)' 30

11. t 50.0 35.8 7.1 7.1 14

VA 63.6 31.9 4.5 .- - 22

TN 13.0 69.7 4.3 13.0 (4.3) 9 23

bY 16.7 .75.0 . 8.3 (0.3) 12

Flits of FmMA ServLE (Table 5.19)

The 'range for the combined "very pod" and

"good, solved problem" category ranged 'from .95%'

in Virginia to 78% in North Carolina. The

remaining states had At least 83% response in

these high service ratings categories for PIMA.

26

On the "fair to poor" category, the range

was LA in North Carolina and Tennessee to 0% in

Virginia. "Fair to poor" ratings in South

Carolina (12%), Arkansas (6%), and Kentuck)S(8%)

were closely iaralleled by complaints of a8,.,

race, or sex discrimination.

Rating of Social Security (Table 5.20)

The range of responses on the two most

favorable social security categories was .96% in

Mississippi to 82% in Georgia. The "fair to

poorflcategory had a range of 11% in Georgia. to

I% in Mississippi. Age, sex and or race discri-

mination was mentioned by an average of.less

than 1% of all respondents.

Table 5.20. Solidi Secutity - Servile Rating

State

Very

Cood

Good
Solved
Problem

Good, Not
Solved
Ptoblam

Fait

to

Pool

Age. lex
Rage

Distr.

valid
Cases

S I

Sc 15.8 74.3 0.9 7.0 114

NC 61.6 34.6 3.8 64

AL 22.5 66.3 2.2 9.0 (1.1) 89

MS 63.5 32.6 2.9 1.0 (1.0) 104

AR 45.5 41.4 7.1 6.0 (3.0) 99

CA 31.3 51.1 6.3 11.3 (1.2) 80

VL 59.6 34.8 2.2 3.4 89

VA 42.4 _51.7 5.9 (1.2) 85

TN 20.8 72.7 6.5 - 7,

MY 36.3 51.2 7.3 5.0 (1.2) 80

Table 5.21. Commission on 41,g84.- Service Rating

Sceee
Very
Good

Good Good. Not
Solved Solved
Problem Problem

fait

to

Poor

Age. Sax
Race

Otter.

Valid

Caeas

I I

SC 50.0 50.0 6

NC 100.0 1

AL 16.7 66.6 16.7 (16.7) " 6

KS 100.0 1

AR
CA

70.0
triF 33.3

10.0
66.7

20.0 (10.0) 10 4'
FL 71.4 28.6 7

VA 50.0 50.0 2

TN 100.0
XY 100.0

Rating of Commission. on Agingl Service (Table

5'.21)
4,

-0
.14 Ten or fewer respondents per state ,rated

the Commissiob on Aging. Only in Alabama and

Arkansas, a total of three respondents gave

ratings in the "fair to poor" category.

39
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Rating of Health Service Ole 5.22)
1r

The range of responies for the two top

rating categories was 96% in Georgia and Alabama

to 75%4in Virginia ($ = O. Ironically, these.

two highly rated states were the only two states

with reports of discrimination by- the health

service. On the "fair, to, poor'' category,

responses rahied from.17% in Kentucky to 3% in

Mississippi.

Table 5.22. Health Service* - Service Rring

t

, Stara

Vary
Coed

Coed
Solved
troblen

Good. Not

Solved
Problem

flair

to
Poor

Aga. Sax
Race

Olacr.
valid
Caw

X
SC 20.9 74.5 4.6 43

NC 36.1 58.3 5.6 36
AL 37.5 58.3 4.2 (8.0) 24

KS 42.4 3.0 33

AR 40.0 3.0 12.0 25

CA 46.i 50.0 3.3 (3.8) 30

fL 44.4 42.6 3.7 9.3 54

vA 25.0 50.0 25.0 4

TN 29.2 56.2 8.3 6.3 $111 48

rr 66.6 16.7 16./ 6

Table 5.23. Mental Health Services - Service Racing

jtota

SC

KC
AL
Ns

AR

CA
FL
VA

TN

XY

very
Good

2
15.4

50.0

40.0
37.5
66.7

50.0

1190°.0°

Coed
Solved
coblea

deed. Not
Solved
treble'

Priv-Aga. Sax
to Race

Poor Olecc.

Valid
Case'

2 2, 2 2 N
53.8 7.7 23.1 13

- - 50.0 .. 6
80.0 20.0 - 5

20.0 * 20.0 20.0 - ' S

37.5 25.0 - 8

33.3 - 3

50.0 - 2

40.0 . S

Rating of Mental Health Services (Table 5.23)

' Only 'six state's samples had five or more

respondents who rated mental health service. She

range of responses in the top two categories was

100% in Georgia, Florida, Virginia, Tennessee,

to 50% in North Carolina. States with large

proportion of blacks werel'more likely to rate

the service "fair tot poor": South Carolina

(23%), North Carolina (SO%) and Mississippi

(20%).

Rating of Veterans Administration Service

treble $.24.

QO

The range of high ratings for the veterans

B"T C'P""LABLE
A$F

administration was 96% in Sou a to 65%

in Kentucky. "Fair to, poor" rat gs ranged from

a..40 of 19 in Virginia to 4% in South

Carolina.

Table 5.24.

;
veteran's Adniniscriaioo Service Rating

$

Stara
Vety

, Good

°Coed
Solved
Problem

Good, Nor
Solved

Problem

Fair Aga,
co

Poor

Sex.

UT,' vem
01acr. Casa'

op e N

SC 25.0 70.8 4.2 24
NC 60.0 26.6 6.1 6.1 4 15

AL 26.2 60.9 4.2 $.6 23

MS
AR

42.7

56.3

31.5
31.3

. 6.3 12.5
12.4 16

CA. 41.7 41.7 4.2 - 2

FL 55.6 29.6 7.4 7.4 (11.0) 21

VA- 38.1 42.9 19.0 21

TN 24.0 64,0- 0 23
XT 40.0 25.0 25.0 10.0 . 21? .

I

04

Agency Utilization and the Poverty *Index (Table

5.25) - AK

Responses to three questions about agericy

utilization we're tested by correlation with th%

poverty index: first were the'responses to the

question "have you .ever used" (the respective

agencies)?;;-second wasg;the question'. "why

services were never used?" for those respbnding,

negatively to the first quest4n; and third, was

the question "how would you rate*e service ?"

for those resphndbig",yes" to tile first question.

Those Anntinns and' agencies that correlated

with the poverty index are discussed below

.1.

Ever Used Employment SectiVity: For Missi-

ssippi and Florida; the chi square test between,

householders' use of employment security and the

poverty index was statistically significantat

p = .10; there was a Tow degree ofassociitionk

between this variable and the povergringex

Why Sever Used Employment Security: For Aft

South Carolina, North Cirolina, Mississippi,

Florida, and Kentucky, the chi square test

between households* reasons for nonuse of

employment security and the poverty, index was

statistically siggificant at .05, whillrVA

was significant at p,= .10; there was a low

degree, of association. In each, state, 'the

prespondirce of households ab poverty who.

never used the service'said the i e was "not

needed," while a siinifics tentage of

households below poverty in each "tate expressed

a "lack of knowledge" as the tsonv
9,

27
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Table 5.25. Summary of Chi Square Tests of Independence and Phi/Cramer's V Measures of

Association to Identify Significant Relationships Between Agency Items and the

EoveYty Index

Agencies SC. NC AL MS AR GA"..° FL VA TN KY Itix

Employment Security

Ever Used .05' ,.08 .07 .13+ .12 .04 .13+ .00 .02 .05

Why Never Used .25* 27* .38 .31** .18 A ..31 .27* .23+ .25-- .30*

How Service Rated °.34 , .25 .29 .26 .38 .25 x.45 .45 .32 .58 .

Food Stamps

Eve Used .48*

ver Used .21*

.46*

.35*

.37* .36*

.27* .2741

.46*

.31*

.31* .52*

.30+ r39*

.25*

.29*

.41*

.25*

.34*,

.39+

How Service Rated .39* .29 .21 .09 .35+ .27 .15 .38 .37+ .23

PsHA

Ever Used .03 .10 .05 .11 .04 .08 .10 .02 .10 .12

Why Never Used .27 .26+ .24+ .32* ..30* .23+ .34* .29* .28* .23

How Service Rated .19 .56 .59 .38 .09 .43 .57 .39 .40 .25

, 1

Social Security

-Ever Used .22* .25* .25* .27* .31* .29* .40*. .33* .32* .21*
4#P

Why Never Used ......2* .13 .41* .32* .29 1 .33* .28* .20 .25 .19

How Service Rated ..18 .26 .15 .26+ .26 .36 .10 .31* .21 .19

/E.4-

. 46
r-lAw4'

Commission on Aging "Ever Used .11 .07 .01 '4141,:08 .14* .06 .09 .15 .09 , :015,

Why Never Used .23* .33 .31* . .27* .33* .31er" : .20 .30* .38*

Hv Service Rated .45 .55 - .5 - .20
.i.

Health Service. .

,Ever Used .00 .17* .11 .07 .11 .19 .04 .04 '.22* .10

Why NeverUsed .33* .28* .37* .23* .26* .40* .20 ,.:15 .28* .32*

How Service Rated .33 .35 .19 .21 .34 .24 ;39+ .56 .49* .32
d k.

Mental Health 1

Ever Used .06 .07 .15+ .00 .15* .04 .05 .04 .13 i -

Why Never Used .09 .08 .19+ .23* .16 .07 .07 .16 .06 1 .14 ,

How Service Rated .27 .58 - .76 .47 .50 .50 .16 -

...,..-

Veterans Administ.ra-

` Lion
. .

Ever Used .07 .06 .13+ .04 .02 .08 . .02 .05 .02 .35

Why Never Used .12 .16 .16 .24* .13 , .20+ .33* .16 ..18* .05

How Service Rated .27 .70 .30 .31 .42 .32 .42 .09 .26 .34

,

'28

*Chi square test'significant from 0.0500 to 0.0000 level of probability

+Chi square test marginally significant fiOm .0501 to 0.1000 level of probability

41
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Ever Used*Food Stamps: For all states the

chi square test between househoAd use of food

stamps and the poverty index was statistically

significant at p = .05; there was a moderate

degree of association for South Carolina, North

Carolina, Arkansas, Florida, and Tennessee,

while there was a low degree of association for

Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Virginia, and

Kentucky.

Why Never Used Food Stamps: For all states

except Georgia and Kentucky, the chi square test

between households' reasons for nonuse of food

stamps and the poverty index was statistically

significant at p = .05. In all states, nearly

90% of households above poverty indicated "not

needed" or "income too high" as reasons for

nonuse of fol.:stamps. While the majority of

never user households below poverty also answer

in these categories. A significant percent gave

"lack of knowledge" or "other" r s for non-

use of food stamps.

How Food Stamps Service is Rated: The chi

square test between households rating of food

sta4s service and the poverty index was

statistically significantoat p = .05 for South

Carolina and p = .10 for Arkansas and Tennesiee.

There was a moderate degree of association fior

South Carolina and a low degree of association

for Arkansas and Tennessee. User households

below poverty in South Carolina indicate both

high satisfaction and dissatisfaction with food

stamps service while above poverty households

rated the service "fair to good ", In Tennessee,

above poverty households* were generally less

satisfied than below poverty households, while

in Arkansas the reverse was indicated.

Why FwIIA Service Never
(

Used For Virginia,

Mississippi, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, and

Tenddlsee the chi mquarg. test between house-

holds' reasons for nonuse o FmMA and the

poverty index.yas statfsticalIrrsignificant at p

= .05. It was significant at p = :10 for North

Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama. There was a low

degree of association between this variable and

the poverty index. Larger percentage of above

poverty users stated "not needed," while some of

the below poverty users mentioned "lack of

knowledge of the service" for not using it.

Ever Used Social Security: For South

Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi,

Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Virgini , Tennessee,

and Kentucky the chi square test b tween house-

hold use of social icurity andCCC the poverty

index was statistically significant. at p = .05;

there was a low degree of association for all

states except Florida, which had a moderate

degree of association. The data suggested

households below poverty used the service more

frequently.

Why Social Security Nevir Used: For South

Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and

Florida, the chi square test between households

reasons for nonuse of social security.and the

poverty index was statistically significant at p

= .05; there was a low degree of association for

South Carolina, Mississippi,' Georgia, and

Florida, while there was a moderate degree of

association for Alabama. In All states about

95% of the households above poverty mentioned

that the service was "not needed" while those

below poverty mentioned "not needed" or "do not

know" about service.

Mow Social Security is Rated: The chi

square test between households' rating of social

security and the poverty index was statistically

significant at p = .05 for Virginia ana'p = .10

for Mississippi. There was a low degree of

association. Suggest user households above

poverty were more satisfied.

Ever Used Commission on Aging: For

Arkansas, the chi square test between household

use of COA and the poverty index was statisti-

cally significant at p = .05; there was a low,

degree of association, suggesting that the below

poverty households were frequent users.

Why Commission on Aging Never Used For

South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia,

Florida, Tennessee, and Kentucky the chi square

test between the households' reasons for nonuse

of COA and the poverty index was statistically

significant at p = .05; there was a low degree

of association, More than 80% of the move

poverty households stated that the service was

"not needed" while those below poverty gave

either "lack of knowledge" or "not needed'"as

their reason.

Ever Used Health Service: For North

Carolina and Tennessee, the chi square test

between household use of health service and the

42 29



poverty index was statistically significant at p

= .05; there was a low degree of association,

suggesting below poverty households were

frequent users.

Why Health Service Never Used: For South

Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi,

Arkansas, Georgii, Tennessee, and Kentucky the

relationship between household reason for nonuse

of health service and the poverty index was

' statistically significant at p =.05. There was

a low degree of association for South Carolina,

North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas,

Tennessee, and Kentucky, while there was a

moderate degree of association for Georgia.

Above poverty households, except in Georgia,

find the services "not needed, while below

poverty households stated either "lack of

knowledge" or "not needed" as reasons, for nonuse

of the service.

How Health Service is Rated: The chi square

test between households* rating of health

service and the poverty index was statistically

significant at p " .05 for Tennessee and p " .10

for Florida; there was a low degree of associa-

tion for Florida and a moderate degree of asso-

ciation for Tennessee suggesting ,sore above

poverty household satisfaction for Florida and

vice versa for Tennessee.

. Ever Used Mental Health Service: The chi

square test between the households' use of

mental health service and the poverty index was

statistically significant at ,ta = .05 for

Arkansas and p = .10 for Alabama; there was a

low degree of association. 'The data suggest

households below poverty were frequent users.

Why Mental Health Service Never Used The

chi square test between the households' reasons

for nonuse of mental health services and the

poverty index was- statistically significant at p

= .05 for Mississippi and p " .10 for Alabama;

there was a Lew degree of association between

this variable and the poverty index. More than

90% and 80% of the above and below poverty

households respectively, reported this service

as "not deeded". From among the below poverty

households in the states a significant number

stated "lack of knowledge" as the reason.

Ever Used VA Service: For Alabama the chi

square test between household use of VA sere,

"0

Of

and the poverty DmMeatwas statistically sigisi-

tics* at p = .10; there was a low degree of

association between this variable and the

poverty index, suggesting households above

poverty in the Alabama sample used the service

more,frequegtlythan Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,

Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. .

Why VA Service Never Used: The chi square

test between the households' reasons for nonuse

of VA service and the poverty index was statis-

tically significant at p = .05 for Mississippi,

Florida, and Tennessee and p * .10 for Georgia;

there was a low degree of association. Except

for Mississippi, in these states more than 95%

of-the above poverty households said the service

was "not needed". In the other three states

i.e., Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee, about 10%

of the below poverty households indicated some

lack of knowledge.

AGENCY DIRECTORS QUESTIONNAIRE

The nine agencies surveyed with the agency

questionnaire were Employment Security or Job

Service, Food Stamps, Farmers' Home.Administra-

tiOn, Social Security, Commission on Aging,

Health Services, Mental Health, Veterans Admini-

stration, and Vocational Rehabilitation. These

nine agencies in the three sample counties of

each state were surveyed. In all, 270 question-

naires were mailed during the suMmer and fall of

1981. Serious consideration with field teaching

of both unobtrusive methods and the survey was

conducted prior to 1181 (Howie, et. al; 1982).

To assure a high response rate for the

mailed questionnaires, a series of follow-up

techniques were util i d, These included sub-

sequent telephone cal as reminders to the

directors, additional mailing to replace ques-

tionnaires that had been lost or misdirected,

and 4- ited number of.postal card inquiries

when t promised response date was expired.

Of 70 questionnaires mailed to agency

directors, 217 or 80% were returned. Insome
seances, resmses were sent from the state or

-ret
distrtct 'aft:WI which encompassed two or more

counties for that agency (e.g., in one state the

Vocational Rehabilitation agency director's

questionnaire contained data for the entire

state instead of the three target counties).

Six of the 217 questionnaires were listed in the
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"other" category (e.g., Children's Home

Shelter). In the first instance, data were

extrapo- lated for the target counties and in

the second case six questionnaires were deleted.

This report, therefore, .was based on the 211

usable questionnaires that comprised the final

data set. ".

Agency Data Analysis

Descriptive analyses and inferential stati-

stics were applied to the data set. When chi

square statistics were used, many of the cells

had insufficient numbers (less than 5 in a cell)

and, thus, did not meet the criteria for valid

chi square tests. The dependent variable

(agency) was collapsed from large, medium, and

small agencies to a dichotomy of large (500

clients or more) and small (499 or less). This

procedure also produced far too many cells with

less than five. All of the analyses resulted in

chi squares with 20% or more of the cells with

less than five.

An attempt to utilize analysis of variance

showed that the instrument was delimiting in

that it failed to discriminate or *duce
variance within agencies among the states. In

the case of federal agencies or agencies

following specific guidelines, there was little

variation in responses to the items by the

respondents (i.e., Employment Security was

almost universally identical is answers received

from state to state).

Consulation with two statisticians provided

no additional alternative inferential statistic

for which analyses of the data set would be

appropriate at this juncture. This gave posi-

tive re-enforcement to the decisions that

descriptive analyses be utilized.

Response Rate of Agencies (Table 5.26)

Of the agencies returning the mailed ques-

tionnaires, Employment Security in all states

completed and returned all questiondaires (3

from each state, 10 states). Thus, Employment

Security had 14% of the total questionnaires

returned. However, two other agencies (Farmers

Home Administration and Health Services) were

almost equally responsive with 28 of 30, for a

response rate *of 94% which is a very high return

rate for a mailed questionnaire or survey

(Dittman, Mail. and Telephone Surveys, 1978).

Farmers Home Administration and Health Services

41
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each had 13% of the. total questionnaires

returned.

The Food Stamps agencies returned 18 of 30

questionnaires they received, which represented

60% ofthe total, the lowest response level, and

RehabilitatiOn, with a 3% response

rate, was second lowest.
..,-

Table 6. 26 . Ruporms Lots* Of Awe**

Questionnaires at %saber
Assncy Sent Responding P

Employment Security 30 30 100.0
rood Stamps 30 18 60.0
',armee* Home Adminietratiat 30 28 94.3

Social Security 30 24 80.0
Commission on Aging 30 20 66.7
Health Services 30 28 94.3
Mantel Health 30 24 80.0
veteran's Administration 30 20 66.7
vocational Rehabilitation 30 19 63.3

Table 5.27. Staffing of Assoc!** and Average Nunber of Full
and Part -tide Employees

Agency

So.

Pull -

Time

Average
No. of
NIL-Time

No.
Part-
Time

Average
Ho. of

Peet-,Time

Employment Security 355 11.8 48 1.6
rood Steeps 371 20.6 51 2.8
Termer's Rosa Ads. 106 3.8 19 0.7
Social. Security 729 30.4 50 2.1
commission an Aging 201 10.4 120 6.0
Realtb Service 580 20.7, 88' 3.1
Mental. Reath 859 35.8 146 6.1
Veterans Adm.. 752 37.6 11, 0.6
Vocational Rehab. 1930 101.6 34 1.8

Staff by Agency (Table 5.27)

It was revealed that the average number of

tall-time employees by agencies showed that

Vocational Rehabilitation had the greatest

number of all agencies with 101.6 per agency.

Following Vocational Rehabilitation and ranking

second was Veterans Administration with an

average of 37.6 full-time employees. Mental

Health was ranked third with 35.8 and Social

Security was fourth with 30.4 full -time

employees per agency.

In contrast, Farmers Home Administration

had the least number of tall-time employees with

an average of 3.8 per agency. Commission on

Aging was ranked eighth with 10.4 per agency and

Employment Security was seventh with an average
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of 11.8 per agency.

Analyses of the data on the average number

of part-time employees reported by agencies

showed_that Mental Health was ranked first with

an average of 6.1 part-time employees. Commis-

sion on Aging was second with an average of 6

and Health Services was third with an average of

3.1 part-time employees per agency.

Veterans Administration had the Lowest

average among the part-time employees at .06 per

agency. Following Veterans Administration was

Farmers Home Administration with an average of

0.7.part -time employees and Employment Security

was ranked seventh with an average of 1.6 part-

time employees per agency.

vtb1 5.28. Avstags Number of Clings Pat Neagh by
sgsnsiss

Food Stamps haTthe largest Client/full-time

employee ratio with 124 clients; Commission on

Aging was second with 80; Farmers Home Adminis-

tration was third with 63; Social Security was

fifth with 62; Health Services was sixth with

60; Mental Health was seventh with 20; Veterans

Administration was eighth with 16%; and Voca-

tional Rehabilitation had the Lowest Cllent/

full-time employee ratio with 5%. The low ratio

for Vocational Rehabilitation and Veterans

Administration may be attributed to the need'and

quaiifications required of their clientele.

Client Satisfaction Survey by Agency (Table

5.29)

Agency Directors were asked if formal

client satisfaction surveys were conducted at

their agencies.' Of the total sample, 36% of the

directors responded positively. Vocational

Rehabilitation had the highest number of units

conducting client satisfaction surveys (79%).

By contrast, Farmers Home Administration

reported only one unit conducting client satis-

faction surveys. Of the remaining agencies

surveyed, the percent of units conducting client

satisfaction surveys ranged from 17% for Food

Stamps to 54% for Mental Health,

Agency So.

So. of

Clisncs
Par Month

sysugs No. Clients/
of elLancs fail-Tina
Par :bath employes

Empiaymanc Stem:icy
food Scoops
:trues Haut Adm,
Social Sscattcy
Commission on Aging
Paalch StrvIcao
Mencal 3salcb
Yscacans Adm.
Vocscional RAO.

30

18

28
24

20

28
24

20
19

22.216
46,120

6.723
44.900
16,460

34.911
17,471
11.181
9,900

741

2.562
240

1,871

823

1.247

728

599

521

62.5

124.3

63.4
61.5
79,5

60.1

20.2

15.9
5.1

Clients Per Month b (Table 5.28)

blo 5.29. Client Satisfaction Sarvsya by Agencies

When the umber of clients served by agen-

cies per mont was examined, the Food Stamps

client load was the largest. Food Stamps.repor-

ted 464120 or 22% of the 210,682 clients served

per month by the agencies responding, The mean

number of clients was 2,562.

Social Security had the second largest

client load or clients served per month with

44,900 or 21%. The mean number of clients

Agency No.
Ciisnc Survsys

Conducted Puristic

tapIoynenc Socucicy
Food Scamps

formor'a Soma Adm,
Social Saco:icy
Commission on Aging
:Keith Services
Mongol Health

Vacavans 4da.
VOCotialloi Rehab.

'30
18

28

24

20

28

24

20

19

Ysa
14

3

S

12

13

IS

46.7

16./-
3.6

20.8
40.0
42.9

54.2

20.0
18.9

Total 211 75 35.5

served per month by Sociai.Security was 1,871.

The third largest agency in this category

was Health Services, which serviced 34,911

clients per month. Health Services had a mean

of 1,264 clients or 17% of the total clients

served by all agencies,

-Faimers----Home_Administratioh served the

smallest clientele of 6,723 or 3% of the total.

The mean number of clients for ,this agency was

240.

Upon examination of the number of clients

served per month divided by'the number of full-

time employees revealed the following ratios:

32

Most Pressing_Needs by Agency (Table 5.30)

Each agency was asked to list its most

pressipg needs in rank order. Table 5.30

demonstrates that "staffing" was the most pres-

iini'need for six of the nine agencies. For

more than 60% of the Employment Security, Food

Stamps, FmNA, and Social Security county

agencies responding. Staffing was the most

pressing need. Vocational Rehabilitation was

the only agency for which no unit indicated

45
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"staffing" as the most pressing need. However,

74% of the Vocational Rehabilitation units

listed capital as most pressing. "Capital" was

also the most pressing for 46% of Mental Health

agencies. "Transportation" was most important to

4C% of the Commission on Aging units and 29% of

the Mental Health units.

0
Tole 5.30. Asuncion Nome Preemie, Needs by Alencr

Asancy No. Staff

Better

?salines
Trains-

port CaPical

2 2 2 2
Employmest Security 30 66.7 13.3 3.3 0.0
Food Scamps 18 61.1 0.0 11.1r. 11.1
Parser's None Ads. 28 71.4 3.6 0.0 14.3

Social Security 24 62.5 8.3 12.5 0.0
Cossission oa A1101 20 13.0 3.0 40.0 30.0
Wealth Services 28 32.1 . 21.4 28.6 7.1
Motel Health 24 68.2 0.0 20.8 SSA
Veterans Ads. 20 '30.0 5.0 10.0 25.0
Vocational lebab. 19 0 u 3.3 13.8 73.7

Table 5.31. Nankin, of Node of Publicity by all Abancias

Node of
Publicity let

8
Newspaper 36
IsdiotTV 16
brochures 21

Referral 22

Triends/Ralatives 21

SOC. ear. SailleSC 11

Don't Pub.

e'"Other 7

No Answer 41

41.0111000111M

bid .3rd Tote&
lot, Ind
or 3rd

S 8 a 2
30 16 102 48.3

35 27 88 41.7
24 36 81 36.4
23 26 71 33.6
17 17 SS 26.1
16 15 42 .19.9
8 11 25 :1.6
4 S 16 7.6

34 58 153 72.6

Modes of Publicity Ranked by Agencies (Table

5.31)

Agency directors were asked to rank the

sources of publicity for their agencies. As

illustrated in Table 6, the newspaper ranked

first, second, or third by 48% of 211 agencies,

as the most frequently used mode for publici-

zing agencies and their services. Radio/TV

ranked second, while brochures came third.

Transportation Provided by Agencies (Table 5.32)

Of the agencies surveyed two agencies

provided no transportation for clients (Employ-

ment Security and Farmers Home Administration).

Commission on Aging agencies had the greatest

percentage (85%) which provided transportation.

Vocational Rehabilitation was second with 68%.

DP:r1
4- .1 I!

.

Mental Health and Food Stamps agencies were next

with 63% and 61% of their agencies providing

transportations. Only one of the Social

Security agencies 'provided transportation for

clients.

Table 5.32. Transportation Provided for Clients by
Agencies

Aaescy No.
Transportation

Provided Totsel

Employment Security 30

SOO . 'X
00

Food Stamps 18 11 1,1-

Farmer's None Adm. 28 0 - i0.0
Social Security, 24 1 4.2

Commission on Asia, 20 17 13:0
Neslch Services 28 1. 9- 32:1
Mental Haelth 24 13 .62.5
veterans Ads. 20 ; 6 p- 30.0
vocational Iehab. 19 13 66.4

Summa Directors'. esttonnair

_ -

The preliminary ate analysis on major

variables of the agen directors' questi nnaire

revealed, that 270 questionnaires iled

to agency directors, 217 were returned. ere

were 211 usable questionnaires: in the data set.

Employment Security or Job Service was most

responsive of all agencies researched. All 'of

their questionnaires were returned. By compari-

son, only 60% of the Food Stamps questionnaires
. - .

were returned. 7".4:1

The variable, staffing of agencies, showed

Vocational Rehabilitation had the greatest

number of idllTatime employees: (101.6 per unit

average). Farmers Home Administration had the

fewest full-time employees per unit with 3.8

average per unit. The client_._ to full-Ome

employee ratiR revealed FoOd Stamps had the

largest ratio (124.3 to .1), while Vocational

Rehabilitation had the lowest (5.1 to 1).

Sir the variable, "client satisfaction"

. surveys conducted, only 36% of all agencies

responded that they did. Vocational Rehabilita-

tion had the greatest percent 99%) of agencies

conducting client satisfaction.surveys.

The newspaper was ranked as the major mode

of publicity by all agencies, while radio/TV

was second. -

Only 34% of all agencies responded that

they provide transportation for their clients.

Of agencies providing transportation, Commission

on Aging was first (85%)Oollowed by Vocational

Rehabilitation (68%) and Mental Health (630.

46
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the majOr variables analyzed, Vocational-Rehabi-
,

Iitatiop was consistently in the forefront with

respect to intensity of services to clients.

Although these data do not lend themselves

to inferential statistics, responses to specific

questions indicated merit to the types of

queries contained in the instrument,

Regarding ageicysi most pressing needs,

"staffing" supersedes "capital'!. This may imply

that even with budgetary cuts, agencies in the

rural southern region have problems securing

qualified or adequate staff with bhe funds

available. Finally, regarding publicity tech-

niques, referral ranked fourth to the newspaper,

radio /TV, and ,brochures. Which may indicate

that there probably were loophbles in inter- and

intra-agenoy communications (Howie and Phillips,

1981).

.Further comparisons among. counties within

states may reveal systematic differences at the

local level that are masked by the aggregation

of state data 'found here. Individual counties

in the state samples vary widely on racial

composition and client loads per agency office.

These differences may average out in the state

samples.

6. VALUES, ATTITUDES, AND BELIEFS

Over the past three decades, the heaviest

concentrations of rural families deprived of the

essentials of a decent living and suffering from

continuing poverty,have been in the South (the

White House, 1979). This persistence of poverty

can be attributed to multiple causes: physical,

economic, social, demographic, political, cultu-

ral., or psychological. The significance of the

role of psychological forces such as values,

attitudes, and beliefs in the persistence of

poverty has been well expressed in a controver-

sial, but once pogerful. notion, that poverty

perpetuates itself due to the distinctive

cultural values of the poor in capitalistic

societies (Lewis, 1966; Kaplan, 1.967). In recent

years; alongside general, economic prosperity, we

have seen many revealing studies of the poor and

concerted government efforts to deal with

persistent poverty; but poverty persists in our

society. This suggests an inherent shortcoming

in our understanding of poverty and efforts to

help the.poor. While in more recent years the

failure of poverty programs has been better
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understood In political terms (VaLentine,,198;

Leacock, 1971; ).1bynethan, 1969), thus shifting

the blame away from the poor, a greater under-

standing of ;he psychological profile of the

people involved should still be useful.

Following Berelsen and Steiner (1967) and

Rokeach (1968: ix), for the purpose of this

survey, the concepts of values, attitudes, and

beliefs are taken together as a functionally

integrated cognitive system. In practice, they

are used interchangeably for this study of

psychological profiles of respondents.

More concretely, this study is needed .

because a comparatively large 'lumber of rural

families live with disadvantageous social and

economic conditions in the South (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, 1978, p. 5). To overcome these dis-

advantages and to escape from poverty, the poor,

in general, considers it importint that ,their

children get better. educations and better jobs

(Ireland and Besner, 1.968). Thus, this survey

included measures of parental expectations of

education end job opportunities for their

thildren.

In sum ary, the psychological profile

studied here consists of two major, dimensions.

First, there are certain cultural value traits

identified by advocates of the culture of

poverty thesis as distinctive of the poor. 'play,

are low. sell-esteem, fatalism, powerlessness,

alienation, present-time orientation, and

dependence. Also included is a set of measures

to, observe general attitudes about work. Second,

personal, educational, and career expectations

by respondents for both themselves and their

children are presented.

CULTURAL VALUES INSTRUMENT AND RESPONSES

The data used here to study the psycholo-

gical profile were collected from the heads of

households sampled in each of the 10 southern

states. The respondents were asked the same

questions on values, beliefs, and attitudes.

The questionnaire included eight items regarding

cultural or psychological value traits, seven

items about attitudes towards work, three items

abodt educational and career opportunities of

children, and Ilkitems concerning conditions and

problems closelymiated* work 'and ,

employment opportilnitlee. Items for value

traits and attitudes toward work all conformed

to a five point Likert-type scale, allowing one
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of five responses: "strongly agree," "agree,"

"uncertain," "disagree," and "strongly dis-

agree". The remaining items were all structured

as closed questions for specific responses among

fixed alternatives.

Items compiled in this instrument were

selected through pretesting from several

instruments contained in those books edited by

Miller (1964), and Robinson, Rusk, and Head

(1968).

The eight items for value traits listed

below were asked of respondents during the

interview with the following statement:

I am going to ask you a number of questions

that deal with you and your feelings about your-

self and your family. There are no right or

,wrohg answers to these questions so be as honest

as you can in each response. After I read each

statement tell me whether you Strongly Agree,

Agree, are Uncertain about, Disagree, or

Strongly Disagree with it.*

1) I am able to do things as well as

other people.

2). The secret of happiness is not

expecting too much out of life

and being content with what comes

Your way.

3) It it important to make plans for

one's life and not just accept what

comes.

4) I wish I could have more resped for

myself.

5) certainly feel useless at Imes.

63 king plans only brings ppiness

because the plans are hard to fulfill.

7) With things as they are today a person

ought to think only about the present

and- not worry about what ii going to

happen tomorrow.

8) Whenyou are in trouble only a relative

can bq depended upon to help you out._

About attitudes towards work, seven items

were asked in the same way as the above items..

The statements were as follows:

9) Work is proof of an individual's worth

to himself.

10) A person should do all in h1s power to

earn a living.

11) If I had enough money to support

myself and my family, I would never

work.

12) When looking for a job a person ought

to find a position in a place located

near his parents, even if it means

losing a good opportunity elsewhere.

13) Work is something I do in order to

earn some money.

14) If you have the chance to hire an

assistant in your work, it.is always

better to hire a relative than a

stranger.

IS) A responsible individual is one who

keeps his job.

Factor Analysis (Table 6.1)

The value traits and attitudes towards work

statements were factor analyzed as shown below.

State by state frequency distributions of

indexes constructed for each identified factor

were observed. Also responses to the remaining

questionnaire statements were also analyzed and

are presented here in terms of percentage

distribution of frequencies for each item. The

Pearson's correlations were. computed to deter-

mine the significance of association between

these items and the poverty index. In each

table, the .10 states are listed in order of

percent black households possibly to determine

any potential significance of race in this

study. Also, in all the tables except Table

'6.20, nonresponses questionnaire ,items were

treated as missing data and excluded from the

analyses.

The above 15 items were arranged,randoely

in the questionnaire rather than being grouped

by certain traits or orientations. Therefore,

they were factor analyzed to determine their

factor structure. As reported in Table 6.1, the

summary of factor loadings by factor matrix

using the principal factor with iterations

indicated significant Loadings on one factor for

eight of the 15 items despite differences among

the 1.0 states. The dominant factors identified

as "low self- esteem" and "dependence" accounted

for, on the average, 47% of the total variation

in these items among the 10 states with a
standard deviation of 6%. The items which have

correlations of e.35 or higher were considered

significant loadings, and tended to cluster

together. These items are identified by

asterisks in Table 6.1. The remaining items

failed to load on the initial factor extracted

from the data primarily because of poor wording,

content, or the factor analytic technique used

to define the best linear combination of items.

To achieve theoretically more meaningful

factor loadings, the varimax rotation procedure
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_Table 6.1. Vector Losdings of Items Related to Values, Attitudes. end Beliefs

Variables SC tic AL MS AR OA FL ' VA TN ' Xi

Self-Totten

I an Ole to do thing s 0 er pe

1 vilify/ could have more respect for myself (4)*

I certainly feel useless et times (S)*

When you ars in trouble only s relative can be
depended upon to help you out (8)*

Pinellas

.50

.61

.57

.20

.34

.57

.54

.16

-.26

.39

.37

.63

.60

.63

.43

.44

.32

.16

.62

.65

.56

.43

.60

.33

.24

.68

.66

9.2t.fl
.40 .45

.53 .57

.58 .48

.19 .21

.36, .10

.53 .56

.66 .65

.55

.43

.59

.22

.37

.52

.52

.31

.25

.16

-.01

.29

.34

.4U

.46

.40

.62

.32

.29

.70

.70

.10

-.24.

.25

.35

.63

.65

.zo

.23

.33

.48

.30

.10

.46

.45

S
.31

.39
.

.53

.29

.26

.49

.68

AS

.48

.53

.35

.46

.62

.62

.79'

.26

.32

.09'

.01..

.20

The secret of happiness 'is not expecting too such
out of life end being content with what comes
your Way (2)

It is important to make pions for one's life and
not just incept whet comes (3)

Present-time Orientation

With things as they ere todsy s person ought to
think only about the present and not worry
snout what is going to hsppen tomorrow (7)*

Making plans only brings unhappiness because the
plans ere bard to fulfill (6)*

Work as a morel duty

Work is proof of an individual's worth to
himself (9)

Aperson should do all in his power to ssrn a
living (10)

A responsible Individual is one who keeps his
job (IS)

Work as burdensome

.24

-.09

.29

.45

.57

.52

.13

--.21

.0

.41

.26

'IP

.44

.53

.08

-.10

.44

.20

.57

.61

.08.

.22

-.13

.35

.16

.43

.38

.22

-.15

.27

' .28

.77

.58

b

.26

.14

I

.29

.25

i

.57

..)

.63 '.26

( If I bad enough money to support myself end my
family, I would never work (11)

Work is ionetbing I do in order to ssrn sone
money (13) , .

Dependency in relation to work

When looking for s job a person ought to find s
'Afton in a place located near his parents,
en if it means losing s good opportunity
***where. (12)*

)'you belie the chance to hire en assistant in./4 your work, it is always better to hire a
relative than s stranger (14)*

X of Valence Explained 55.8 47.5 52.6 53.8 45.8 39.5 ,47.6 39.3 45.6 46.6

*Items that correlated strongly with the first principal lector with iterations for the majority of the states.
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was utilized. This procedure yielded six

different factors. Factor 1 (items 1, 4, 5, and

8) seems to .reflect a trait of4mself-esteem.

Faitor 2 (items 2 and 3) appears to characterize

a trait of fatalism. Factor 3 (items 6 and 7)

is concerned with present-time orientation.

Farasor.-

sent a view that work is a duty, a moral obliga-

tion, and a source of self-respect. Factor 5

Canis 11 and 13) seems to indicate a view that

work is a burdensome and unpleasant way pf life.

Factor 6 (Items 12 'and 14) appears to reflect a

trait of dependence on family and relatives in

connection with work.

To analyze these six traits, responses to

all 15 items were converted into the form of a

five point scale. However, since some items

were worded positively and others were worded

negatively, all the responses were score0 in a

consistent way so that agreement with one item

and disagreement with another could indicate the

same direction of traits, as was. also done for

the scores used in the two factiir analyses

above. Thus the scale gives five points to each

firmly positive response, four to each positive

response, three to each uncertain response, two

to each negative response, and, one to each

firmly negative respons4. Then each respondent

was assigned six mean scores, based on their

respondes to the respective 15 items represen-

ting the six different traits. This procedure

provides summary statistics for each trait which:

accounts for a three way distribUtionbf the

responses. Average mean scores greater than 3.4

indicate positive direction of a trait or'

orientation, whereas average,mean scores smaller.

than 2.6 indicate negative direction. In

addition, average bean scores between 2.6 and

3.4 are considered here as neutral or uncertain.

These three way distributions of average mean',

scores are presented bere.in terms of percentage ,

distribution of frequencies for the purposes of

measurement, comparison and discussion.

Levels of Value Traits (Table 6.2)

Several studies of psychological and perso-

nality characteristics of the poor indicate that

low self-esteem, fatalism, and present-time,

orientation are among several distinctive traits.

dominant among the poor. Lewis (1966, 23)

Concludes "the poor has a strong'feeling of

fatalism, helplessness, dependence and inferio-

50

city...., a strong present-time orientation with

relatively little disposition to defer gratifi-

cation and plan for the future...." ,According

to Ireland and Benner (1968: 7-8),LI"fatalism,

present-time orientation, authoritariahism, and

concreteness are major value themes prevalent

among the poor.' p an

more light on psychological conditions of the

'poor, and argues "most of the poor do not feel

hope, futility or even 'despair with any

intensity....kere is little feeling of accom-

plishment, little feeling of confidence, Or

belonging, or fulfillment...."

Self-esteem: The concept of self-esteem here

means that the individual respects himself,

consideri himself worthy, but recognizes his

liatatiops and expects to grow and improve

(Rosenhgrg, 1965). Conversely, low self-esteem

can be 'characterized in terms of inferiority,

helplessness, withdrawal, or retardation.

According to Singer (1964), "low self-esteem is

the central dimension in the syndrome of

depression." To measure self-esteem on

positive, middle, and low dimensions, the

concept is here operationalized with four items

clustered together by factor analysis.

A. close examination of the self-esteem

column in Table 6.2 reveals that more than a

half of the rural population 47.alfthiF-itates

but Mississippi and Kentucky have very positive

self-4teem. The sizes of the respondents

having such high self-respect ranged from 63% in

Arkansas to 50% in Florida, whereas in Kentucky

an MississiPpi the percents were only 43 and'

40, respectively. Conversely, low self-esteem

is . expressed by less than a 'quaiter of the

responOnts in all states but Mississippi and

Kentucky. The smallebt frequency of low

self-eiteem were observed in Virginia with nine

percent. while Mississippi and Kentucky reached

27% each. Throughout the South, a relatively

greater number pf the rural population appeared

to respect themselves, consider, themselves

worthyand useful, and believed that they were

as able as-others in doing things.
. 411

Fatalism: A trait of fatalism is widely assumed

as another notable characteristic of the poor.

Fataliim is defined here as a resignation to an

uncontrolled. future in the face of which one

feels helpless, because he believes all events

are predetermined. Therefore, people with a,

fatalistic view of the world tend to see no
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Table 6.2. Levels of Self-Esteem, fatalism, and Present-time Orientation

Self-Esteem

2.6-
3.4

Mean Score

fatalism' Present-time Orientation
Mean Score

State

-Kaan-Sommuk
0.0-
2.6 3.4. Total 2.6

2.6-
3.4 '3.4* Total

0.0-
2.6

Z.15,
3.4 3.4 Total

(N) z z x (N)

SC 18.3 25.6 56.1 312) 10.6 39.1 50.3 (312) 31.1 24.0 44.9 (312)

NC 22.1 24.5 53.4, (249) 15.3 57.4 27.3 (249) 30.9 23.3 45.8 (249)

AL 24.0 23.6 52.4 (254) 12.6 51.6 35.8 (2S4) 31.5 24.4 44.1 (254)

MS 27.0 32.7 40.3 (248) 19.8 48.0 32.3 (248) 42.3 27.4 30.2 (248)

AR 11.0 25.9 63.1 (255) 20.4 45.1 34.5 (255) 32.9 25.5 41.6 (255)

GA 18.1 2646 '55.2 (248) 15.3 43.5 41.1 (248) 26.6 27.8 45.6 (248)

FL 20.0 30.0 50.0 (240) 21.3 41.7 37.1 (240) 42.9 16.7 40.4 (240)

VA 8.9 33. 0 57.5 (259) 16.6 53.'3 30.1 (259) 37.1 20.1 42.9 (259)

TN 14.9 32:3 52.8 (248) 13.7 58.1 28.2 (248) 26. 22.2 49.2 (248)
KY 27.0 30.0 43.0 (263) 28.1 47.9 24.0 (263) 33.3 18.6 47.5 (263)

Average 19.1 26.5 52.4 17.4 48.6 34.1 33.7 23.0 63.2

Table 6.3. Attitudes Towards Work in Rural South

State

Work as a Duty
MeariScore

0-.0- 2.6-

2.6 3.4 3.4 Total

Work as a Burdensome
Way of Life

Mean Score
0.0- '2.6-

2.6 3.4' 3.4 Total

Dependency

Mean
0.0-
2.6

in Relation
to Working

Score
2.6-
3.4 3. Total

I I (N) z 2' X (N) (N)

SC .3 18.9 80.8 (312) 23.7 35.6 40.7 (312) 6.1 7.4 86:5 (312)

MC 4.0 17.3 78.7 (249) 20.9 43.8 35.3 (249) 8.8 8.8 82.3 (249)

AL ,.1.2 17.3 81.5 -(254) 24,0 44.1 31.9 (254) 16.1 18.5 65.4 (254)
HS 1.2 11.3 87.5 (248) 26.2 46.4 27.4 (248) 18.1 12.5 69.4 (248)

AR 1.6 17.6 80.8 (255) 21.6 46.7 31.8 (255) 11.8 17.6 70.6 (255)

GA 1.2 11.3 87.5 (248) 33.9 38.7 27.4 (248) 9.7 14.5 75.8 (248)

FL 3.8 13.3 82.9 (240) 20.0 44.6 35.4 (246) 18.8 9.6 71.7 (240)
VA .4 13.1 86.5 (259) 31.3 40.2 28.6 (259) 6.6 9.3 84.2 (259)
TN 1.2 13.3 85.5 (248) 16.1 44.0 39.9 (248) '10.5 8.1 81.5 (248)

KY 2.3 9.1 88.6 (283) 31.2 46.8 22.1 (263) 9.9 22.1. 68.1 (263)

Average 1 1.7 14.3 84.0 24.9 43.1 32.1 11.6 12.9 75.6
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'point in planning and to accept whatever happens

to thin. The opposite of the fatalistic out-

look is the value trait of control whichcharac-

terizes a person's confidence that he can exert

influence over his future, and that he can make

things happen as he planned.

As reported in Table 6.2, a considerably

large number of the rural people in all the

states except South Carolina, fell into the

middle range of the fatalism scale, ranging-km,

58% in Tenneksee to 42% in Florida. An interes-

ting finding is that South Carolina appeared to

be the only state in.which half of the respon-

dents (50%) felt that they' can exert influence

over events in their lives, while in other

southern states only about one-third of the

respondents shared such a strong confidence in

themselves, on the average. The number of

people with the value of control was consider-

ably larger than the number of people with the

fatalistic outlook in every state but Kentucky.

In Kentucky alone, people with the fatalistic

outlook (28%) outnumbered people with the value

of control (24%), and the 28% was also the larg-

est among the 10 southefn states. In the other

nine states, the percentages of the respondents

with the fatalistic view ranged from 21% in

Florida to 11% in South Carolina.

Present -time Orientation: Present -time- orienta-

tion is also considered by many as another out-

standing cultural trait shared by the poor. This

orientation has been known as just opposite to a

value of the middle -class society which empha-

sizes "deferred gratification" -- saving income,

and postponing pleasures today in order to reap

greater benefits tomorrow. In this regard, the

present-time orientation can be conceptualized

as a manifestation of "instant gratification" --

spending one's money and enjoying what one has

while it lasts. Furtheftore, the orientation

refers to one's tendency to defer plans fill the

future and think only about the present.

As Table 6.2 indicates, in every s\itte

except Mississippi more than 40% of the al

people showed the value of future planning or

, their life. On the otheiSand, however, it as

interesting to note that a somewhat sizes Ie

number of people in all states were stron ly

oriented to a life style emphasizing t e

present. In fact, more than 30% shared

present-time orientation in all the states b t

Georgia (27%) and Tennessee (29%). More intere

ting, in Mississippi and Florida there were mo e

present-time oriented _Beale than future

oriented people.

Table 6.2 also reveals that among the

negative aspects of the three value Sraits

discussed here, the present-time orientation was

the most widely shared slue among people in the

rural South than tne otner two in a nc*rmivc

sense. Given the fact that in the rural. South

there are a considerable number of people who do

not have money to save and who have to worry

about daily subsistence, it seems understandable

to see such a strong pattern of present-time

orientation among rural people. Furthermore, a'

cursory examination of Table 4.2 shoWs no

distinctive patterns of racial and geographical.

correlations with cultural value traits of

self-esteem, fatalism, and present-time orienta-

tion.in the rural South.

Attitudes towards Work (Table 6.3)

In the American tradition, work has been

largely viewed as a moral duty and a fundamental

basis of social and economic life. This tradi-

tion was deeply rooted in the ideas of puritani-

sm. Puritanism, Max Weber (1958) argued, had

exalted the meaning of work from a painfuIoece-

salty to a moral duty, making it a valued

activity and a source of self- respect. In our

socieq, therefore, the emphasis has been on the

virtues of a good, hard day's work, not just as

a means of supporting Life but also a rewarding

experience for the individual in terms of one's

dignity and self-esteem.

In recent years, however, the old Protes-

tant work ethic on labor, seems fo be fading in

the face of an increasng and persistent feeling

of alienation many worker...feel in their Working

lives. In this respect, the Work in America

report (1973, pp. xv,'xvii) stated4 "Significant

numbers of American workers are dissatisfied

with the quality of their working lives. -Dull,

repetitive, _seemingly meaningless tasks, offer-

ing little challenge or autonomy, are causing

discontent among workers at, all occupationql

levels." Particularly, people in low-status

joks are ikely to feel that their work is not

satfitying, rather, is degrading and

dehumanizing, so that hey

alienation and frustratia-

part of their lives.

Furthermore, in view of the

most of the poor are antagonist

larger culture's values (Levi

feel a sense' of

r
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1966), it may
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economically disadvantaged individuals are sore

also be safe to assume that many socially and

likely to consider work as a painful necessity

to stay alive than is a moral duty conceptu-

Slimed in the Protestant wqrk ethic.

Work as a Moral 'Duty: Of the three sets of
general attitudes towargia work geneated by

factor analysis, the flail/tett includes three

_item representing a view that work is'a sacral
duty. As re rted in Table 6.3, dore'than 80%

of the rem in every state except North

Carolina see to value the old Protestant work

ethic; ranging from 89 in Kentucky to 81% in
South Carolina ind in Arkansas , as well.

Slightly less than 80% of the sample shared the

view in North Carolina (79%).

Work as a Burdensome Way of Life: When they

were asked if work means no more than a Cool of

earning money, approximately one quarter of the

rural Vopulation in the South, on the average,

was likely to accept a view of work as a piinful

necessity for living or as an unpleasant way of
life. As shown in Table 6.3, the proportions.of

the respondents having such a negative view,

however, vary extensively from state to state,

ranging from 34% in Georgia to 16% in Tennessee.

Of the 10 states it is important to note that

Tennessee was the only state which had less than

20% of the people with.such a negative view.

Dependency in Relation to Work: The third set
of general attitudes towards Work reflects

dependent feelings towirda family and relatives

in connection with employment oppbrtunity.and

hiring employees. As shown in Table 6.3, the

percentages of mean scores 0 3.4 or higher,

indicating i sense of independence or autonomy

were mach larger than the percentages of mean

scores of 2.6 or less which represent a feeling

of dependency. The range of independence from

their parents or.family, when accepting employ-.

meat or from theireeletives when.hiring someone

to help their work,t.ranged from 87% in South

Carolina to 65% in Alabama. On the other hand,

dependent feelings ranged from 19% in Florida to

6% in South Carolina. Florida, Mississippi, and

Alabama appeared to have had almost twice as

many people with dependent feelings as the other

states.

Finally, as anticipated, it was observed in

Table 6.3 that no distinctive patterns of racial

and geographical influence appeared in the-rural

40
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South in relation to the general attitudes

towards work.

AND ADULTS

Next, educational and employment opportu-

nities of children were examied. While present -

time orientation tended to dominate'adult values

in this study, it is widely assumed that econo-

mically underprivileged families tend to empha-

size 'values of education and better jobs for

.their children as means of ,improving their

standard of living% Therefore, it is interes-

ting sto Learn aboue their views or feelings.

about educational or employment opportunities

for their children in their community.

Parents' Expectations for Children's Educational

Attainment (TabIe66.4)

Respondents were asked about how much scho-

oling they think most of their children will

complete. Table 6.4 shows en interesting pattern

of the respondents' realistic estimates of their

children's educational achievement throughout

the rural South with few minor exceptions. In

almost all states, the most frequent responses

were, in declining order, "high school. diploma,"

"college degree," "some college," "not finish

high dchopl," and "graduate or profeiiionil".

Noticeable exceptions from this geniral patrlyn

appeared in Arkansas and Kentucky: the formr

had "college degree," "high schibl diploma,"

"some college," "graduate or professional," and

"not finish high school," whereas the latter had

"high school diploma" "some college," "not

finial} high school,". "college degree," and

"graduate or professional" in descending ordei.

As reported in Table 6.4, the percentages of

people only expecting their children to complete

high school ranged from the highest of 55% in

Kentucky to the loweSt of 29% in Arkansas, with

an average of 45% among all the 10 southern

states. On the other hand, the proportions of

the respondents expecting their children to

complete college raged from 44% in Arkansas to

12% in Kentucky, with an averag of 26% through-

out the rural South. Incontr st, the percent-

ages of "some high school" respo es only ranged

from 2% each for Virginia and Alabama to 9%' in

South Carolina with exceptions for Miisissippi

and Kentucky where the percentage was 14% and

13%, respectively.
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4.
Table 6.4. Percentage Distribution of_Rmayondmmt4L-EverserrITA-51-E-Iucational Achievement by yotheir

-ftiften

at

Not Finish High School
States High School Diploma

South Carolina
North Carolina
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

Average 1 7,0

z

8.6
0.7
1.9

14.4

5.1
5.0'
4.1
1.9
7.0
11.0

z

41.8
46.5
48.1

48.5

29.2
41.9

;46.8
/ 19.4

* t42.7

57.8

44.7

. .

Some

College

18.6
14.0
21.1
15.2

22,1
24.1

19,4

14.6

15.5

18.1

College Graduate Or
Degree Professional

,

1 t 1

22.5 6.4 '
. 25.D 5.8 - ...'

23:1 . 1.8;
21.2 0.81 *It
44.2 /". 8.0
24.5. 4,y1

20.1
b,

12.5
46:91 , :0000.0

29.9, ;,,, 5:17- -
7, 12.4 1,2

7

25.5. 4

Parents' Perceptions of Their Children's Future

in Community, (Table 6.5).

441

Respondebts were asked whether theyyadvise

their children to leave their cominnity in ordet

to be 'successful. In each Of the 10 states,'es,--

reported in Table 6.5,mote than 13% of the par-'

'ents definitely wanted their children 0% 'Ape.

their community. Comparing all the 'states,thq.
t

. "

* ..0 4

Total

. PA ,../.
' 1 ti `,..,-L-

.10e.0 204
"1000 172

;10D.4 1P56 ' ;-
10040 "182 -irt'
10,60 144.--.7--

100.0'. -11
. . v.
1.2.: 4

100.0 151
100.0

.'' '
161 -'o -- ..

4

ilost frequent r(sponses of "yak, to a great.

extent"ofere in Arkansas (10%), Georgia-(21%),.

Ke4tucky (22%), ard in the temaihihg,sta6s,:

ranged from 2O to 13%. :/it....Antrait,Parents;in

Mississippi (42%), :South CIFOlilis and - forth

Ceolins_(37% eaCh).Alsbams (,4%), and Virginia

.,(20%) were,mu&more proneklisnAil,b other states

to say.they_were,Alikfinit417 not "advisipg their-

4hildren ilave their communities ;Por a

fuccessta 'career.

Table 6.5. Parents' Perception a the Future sflisir,Children in4the'Commudity

States

South Carolina

ttorAb Carolina
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkapses

Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

Average Z

-Great Extent Somevhai. ..Uninr44

11.4 .
16.4
16.01 '
19.6
30.2
22.7
19.9 -'
14.4
15:9
21.5

19.1
. _

T
18
12.8. -;

c 11i6

15.7
7.3y,

4.2.' 1.4 -

46 13.57
26.6 -_7,9
26.-41 _ 10.6
1743 0
43.9. ,

22.

coprilv.Apou-,

110

Mot VAry
Ruch. ;Not Total

.14.9

21.0

11.6
20.6

4' 27.1
24.2

24.5

20.7
6.9

15.8

24(.0

4 "r -

-17;1
17.0
14.1
42P. 1

21.D

rz-.

c10o.()

100.0 119 .

0:0 221
100.0. 214-;

' 405
U.S 4 100.0 .4.207 . o

_ 21.1 .100.0 116 ..-

28.1 - 1410.0.2 *-21Z
i06.0 214

12,3 100.0 228 -

21.0

.t.

1

g

4,1 -7:1,0s.,

-4



Table 6.6. Parents' Estimate of Job Opportunities for Children in the Community

States Great Butent Somewhat
Not Vary

Unsure Muth
Definitily

Not Total

2

South Carolina 0.7 6.9 6.3 13.5 72.7 100.0 304
North Caroline 3.3 114 2.9 34.3 47.8 100.0 245

Alabama 5.2 4.8 2.8 24.0 63.2 100.0 250
Mississippi 0.8 9.4 7.3 23.3. 59.2 100.0 245
Arkansas 5.6 5.6 3.2 10.8 74.7 100.0 249
Georgia 1.3 - 10.5 7.5 MO 52.7 100.0 239

' Florida 2.1 5.5 4.2 30.0 58.2 1.00.0 , 237
Virginia 2.8 3.1 9.1 27.6 57.5 100.0 254

. Maumee 1,2 14.8 3.3 . 45,9 34.8 lop.o 244
Kantutky 0.4 '3.9 1.6 2210 72.2 100.0 255

Avsrege 2.3 7.6 4.8 . 25.9 9.3 19/

'*

Table 6.7. Interest in Training for Better Job (Read and Spouse)

Tea No
States Read Household Spouse Read Household Spouse Read Household

Total
Spouse

2 « 2 2 x 2 N 2 N

South Carolina 39.3 25.6 60.7 34.3' 100.0 (295) 100.0 (254)

North Carolina 42.5 34.5 57.5 43.5 100.0 (200) 100.0 (177)
Alabama 44.4 30.8 55.6 29.4 100.0 (241) 100.0 (201)

Mississippi 40.0 25.2 60.0 36.3 100.0 (240) 100.0' (234)

Arkansas 29.0 24.3 71.0 42.6 100.0 (252), 100.0 (251)

Georgia 35.2 23.2 64.8 41.2 100.0 (236) 100.0 (233)

Florida 33.8 20.2 66.2 38.8 100.0 (234) 100.0 (185)
Virginia 32,9 28.6 67.1 45.0 100.0 243) 100.0 (238)

Tennessee 35.7 29.6 64.3 48.8 00.0 (241) 100.0 (214)

Keetutky 22.4 15.9 77.6 75.0 100.0 (254) 100.0 (220)

Averse. % 35.5 25.8 64.5 43.6

Table 6.8. Job Types Interested ip Training For (Read and Spouse)

. States

Professional

Tethnical
& Kindred Worker

Bead
Household Spouse

Manager or
Administrator
.

.

Vaad
Household Spouse

Sales Worker

Read
Household Spouse

Read
Household

.

Total

Spouse

/\

2 2

South Caroline 82.9 82.8 14.3 10.3 2.9 6.9 100.0 (35) 100.0 (29)

orNorth Carolina

Alabama
82.9
77,.4

83.3
82.1

12.2

20.8
13.9

12.8

4.9
1.9

2.8
5.1

100.0
100.0

(41)
(53)

100.0
100.0

(36)
(39)

Mississippi 92.5 75.9 5.0 17;2 2.5 6.9 100.0 .(401 100.0 (29)

Arkaeses 90.9 .85.7 4.5 14.3 4.5 .0 100.0 (44) 100.0 (35)

Georgia 78.0 65.7 20.0 17.1 2.0 17.1 100.0 (50) 100.0 (35)

Florida 78.6 69.2 16.7 .0 4.8 30.8 100.0 (42) 100.0 (13)

Virginia '9.2 82.1 . 17.0 15.4 3.8 2.6 100.0 (53) 100.0 (39)

Tennessee 7#.r. 87.1 16.3 6.5 6,1 6.5 100.0 (49) 100.0 (31)

Kantutky 75.9 '71.4 13.8 14.3 10.3 14.3 I00:0 (29) 100.0 (14)

Average % 78.5 14.1 12.2 4.4 9.3
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Parents' Estimates of .Job Opportunities for

Children in Cohmunity (Table 6.6)

Respondents were asked whether there were

enough jobs for the young people in their commu-

nity. Generally, the responses were extremely

negative in each of the.10 states as revealed in

Table 6.6. When the responses of "definitely

not" and "not very much" were collapsed, it

appeared that it:every state more than 80% of

the respondents believed there were not enough

jobs for the young people in their communities.

For all states except Tennessee (35%) and North

Carolina (48%), more than a majority of the

respondents answered the question.with the "no,

definitely not" response. The highest.frequen-

cies of this response were in Arkansas (75%),

South Carolina (73%), Kentucky (72%), and

Alabama (63%). On the other hand, no states had

more than 6% of the respondents reporting that

there were enough jobs in their communities to a

great extent. Next respondent perspectives on

their job mobility was observed.

Interest in Training for Better Job (Table 6.7)

Respondents and their spouses were asked

whether tOey were interested in training for a

new or better job. The percentages of positive

responses were higher among heads of households

than theirspouses in every state. The positive

responses ranged among the heads of.households

from 44% in Alabami to 22% in Kenttcky, whereas

among the spouses,,from 35% in North Carolina to

44.

16% in Kentucky. Interestingly, Kentucky had

the smallest number of heads of households as

well as their:spouses interested in training for

anew or better job when compared with those of

the other.states.

Types of Jobs Interested in Training for (Table

6.8)

Only the respondents and spouses who

expressed interest in "training for a better

job" were asked to'name specifically a kind of

job for which they would like to be trained. A

relatively small number of households responded.

Therefore, caution should be used when interpre-

ting the distributions by types of job for which

they would like to be trained. More than three-

quarters of heads of households in every state

mentioned professional, technical, or kindred

jobs, white more than three-quarters of spouses

indicated the same type of jobs except house-

holds for Kentucky t71%), Florida (69%), and

Georgia (66%). In general, the frequencies of

occupational types mentioned by heads and

spouses were in declining order: "professional,

technical or kindred worker," "manager or

administrator," and-"sales worker".

Distance Willing to Travel for a Job (Table 6.9)

Respondents and their spouses were also

Asked about how far they were willing to travel

from their home to the job, if employment for

which they qualify was not available in their

Table 6.9. Maximum Distance Willing to Travel for the Job (Head and Spouse)

States

Less Than 19 Miles

Head
Household Spouse

20-39 Miles
Head

Household Spouse

4 -up Miles
Hes

Household Spouse

Total
Head

Household Spouse

I I Z Z I ININ
South Cavolkaa 44.0 .53.4 45.7 44.2 10.4 2.5 100 (232) 100 (120)
Norm Carolina 44.1 52.2 45.3 44.5 10.6 3.5 100 (170) 100 (117)
Alabama 42.4 47.4 23.4 33.1 34.1 19.5- 100 (205) 100 (118)
Mississippi 56.8 54.5 21.4 26.3 21.9 19.2 140 (169) 100 ( 99)
Arkansas 41.3 44,0 52.2 49.5 toe 6.5 6.3 100 (213) 100 (127)
Georgie 47.4 54.5 35.1 29.7 17.5 15.8 100 (171) 100 (101)
Flotida 12.1 34.8 35.1 3$.2 32.8 27.0 100 (171) 100 ( 89)
Virginia 38.6 51.1 34.4 33.3 .26.9 15.6 100 (145) 100 ( 96)
Tennessee 47.8 48.7 30.2 31.1 22.1 20.1 100 (199) 100 (119)
Kentucky 55.7 54.3 31.9 32.6 12.5 13.1 100 (169) 100 ( 92)

Average 1 45.0 4 .5 35.5 36.3 19.5 14.3
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Table 6.10. Preference of Child Cere While Working

Ststss Grondpsrent

South Carolina

Votth Corollas
Alabssa
Mississippi
Atkansss
Gsorgis
Plorida
Vitginie
Tennessee
Kentucky

2

23.0

29.3
20.8
27.0

29.2

33.3
23.3
29.3 .

.1.

Others Day-Cars Uncertain
Neither

'Should ?ova

i

45.9

26.7
41.6
27.0
36.9 ..

20.8
26.7.

15.5
33.3
43.4

2

17.6

5.3
6.5

12.7
3.1

16.7

Z5.6
.0

14.3

1.2

0

2

2.7

6.7

6.5
6.3

.0

6.3
1.2

8.6
-2.4

9.6

2

°
10.8

32.0
24.7
27.0
30.8
22.9
23.3
46.6
23.8
21.7

2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

N

74

75

77
63
65,,
48
86
58
84

83

Average x 26 31.8 10.3 26.4

Table 6.11. Opinion on Responsible Party fot Providing Jobe for People

States
Government &

Private Business
Only

Government

Only Privets
Business Uncertain Neither Tool

2 2 2 . 2 2 2 N

South Catalina 71.9 6.5 4.5 15.2 1.9 100.0 310
North Carolina 65.7 9.9 6.2 15.7 2.5 100.0 242
Alabama 63.9 9.2 10.0 7.6 9.2 100.0 249
Mississippi 68.1 12.1 9.7 9.7 0.4 100.0 248
Arkansas 55.5 17.7 11.8 9.1 5.9 100.0 254
Georgia 69.4 2.8 7.7 12.1 8.1 100.0 248
?loci& 68.2 1.3 19.9 4.7 5.9 100.0 236
Virginia 55.4 9.6 11.2 18.3 , 5.6 100.0 251
Tennessee 70.0 5.3 13.8 5.7 5.3 100.0 247
Kentucky 54.7 5.9 8.3 21.3 9.8 100.0 254

Average 2 64.3 8.0 10.3 11.9 5.5

44
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immediate area. As Table 6.9 shows, "less than

19 miles" responses ranged from 57% in Missis-

sippi to 32% in Florida among the heads of

households, and from 55% in Mississippi and

Georgia to 35% in Florida among the spouses.

Whereas, "20-39 miles" responses ranged from 52%

in Arkansas to 21% in Mississippi among the

heads of households, and from 50% in Arkansas to

26% in Mississippi among the spouses. In

general, "40-up miles" were the least frequent

responses in all states except in Alabama and

Mississippi where the "40-up miles" responses

were more frequent than the "20-30 miles"

responses. Finally, it is interesting to point

out that the differences between the heads and

the spouses were almost unnoticeable, as shown

in Table 6.9, even though the spouses were

somewhat more prone to prefer shorter distances

to travel than the heads of households.

Preference of Child Care while Working (Tabl

6.10)

Respondents were asked how their children,

if any, were cared for if they were employed.

On average, more than one-quarter of the respon-

dents throughout the rural South expressed their

preference for grandparents as babysitters while

they..,wer working away from home. An almost

equally large number of the respondents mention-

ed "others" as th'eir choice for babysitting

their children as reported in Table 6.10. "Day

.care" was the least frequent response in all

states except in Florida where this response

(26%) was more frequent than "grandparent" and

"neither should" responses (23% each), but less

frequent than "others" response (27%).

Responsible Party for Providing Jobs (Table

6.11)

Respondents were asked whether the govern-

ment or private business should be responsible

for providing jobs for people. More than half

of the respondents in each state felt that both

the government and private business should be

responsible for providing jobs. The frequency

distributions of this response varied from state

to state; ranging from 72% in South Carolina to

55% in Virginia. On the other hand; a rela-

tively small number of the respondents felt that

government or only private business was respon-

sible for providing jobs. In the "only.govern-

ment" response, a range from 18% in Arkansas to

1% in Florida was observed. Whereas, for the

"only private business" response, the range was

from 20% in Florida to 5% in South Carolina.

Some people felt neither government nor private

business was responsible for providing jobs,

ranging from 10% in Kentucky to 0.4% in Missis-

sippi%

Next, problems in securing employment in

the community were explored. Respondents were

asked to evaluate the extent of the following

problems:

1) Discrimination by age

2) Di ;crimination by race

3) Discrimination by sex

4) Limited job opportunities

5) Lack of transportation

6) Not enough training or education to

get a good job

7) Knowing where to look for a job

8) Knowing the right people

They were asked to tell whether they

thought each of the problems Oas a "serious

problem," ,somewhat of a problem," or "not a

problem" securing employment in their

community.

Discrimination by Age (Table 6.12)

In general, age was not perceived by many

as a serious problem in securing employment.

The percentage distributions of "serious

problem" response ranged from a high of 23% in

Alabama to a low of 6% in Arkansas, with an

average of 15% throughout the rural southern

states. However, the'percentage of "somewhat of

a problem" response was more than double those.

of " serious problem" response in every state

except Alabama. More than half of the respon-

dents in Arkansas and Mississippi felt that age

was "not a problem" in securing employment.

Table 6.12. *pinion on 01serininacion by Age in Securing

Employmenc

Scares

Soma Carolina
North Carolina
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Virginia
Te

Kentucky

Average

58

Serious

?retries

Soseuhac a
?rabies

So

Problem

18.1 49.' 32.1

16.3 38.3 45.4
23.4 :9.8 46.1
14.1 29.1 56.8
6.3 29.9 63.8
15.5 41.2 41.3
15.3 40.0 44.1
16.6 14.4 49.0
16.4 46.3 17.3

11.3 43.0 45.

15.3 8.2 46

tech

t

100.0 299

100.0 240
100.0 248
100.0 234
100.0 254
100.0 245
00.0 235
100.0 253
100,0 244
;00.0 256

45



Discrimination by Race (Table 6.13)

rxoept in South Carolina (28%), Tennessee

(45%) and Alabama (47%), more than half of the

respondents felt that race was not a problem in

securing a job. Conversely, "serious problem'.

responses ranged from a low of 4% in Kentucky

where almost all,respondents were white to a

high of 27% in Alabama. When "serious problem"

and "somewhat of a problem" were collapsed, more

than 70% of the respondents in South Carolina,

where 65% of the respondents were black, felt

that race was a problem in securing employment

in their community.

Table 4.13. Oploion on Discrininatioo by Kass 14 Securing

Employment

States
serious
Problem

Scuevhst a
Problem

NO

Ptoblett Total

I N
South Carolina 26.5 45.6 27.9 100.0 298

Notth Catalina 15.4 34.2 30.4 100.0 240

Alabama 26.7 25.9 47.4 100.0' 247

Mississippi 14.8 19.9 65.3 100.0 236

Atkansas 5.9 27.6 66.5 100.0 254

Ceotsis 17.1 32.7 30.2 100.0 245

flotida 12.2 37.1 50.7 100.0 229

intents 23.1 25.9 51.0 100.0 255

Tennessee 19.9 35.4 44.7 100.0 246
Kentucky 3.9 37.9 56.2 100.0 256

Average 16.6 32.2 51.2

4

Discrimination by Sex (Table 6.14)

Like the percentage distributions of the

"race" responses, more than a half of the

respondents felt that sex was no problem in

securing employment except in South Carolina

(30%) and Tennessee (48%). The two highest

percentages of "no problem" response' were

reported in Arkansas (78%) and Mississippi.

(70%). In contrast, the highest percentage of

"serious problem" response Was observed in

Alabama (21%). It was noted that Alabama had

the highest percentages of "serious problem"

responses among all states, not only to the sex

discrimination issue, but also to'racial and,age

discrimination issues.

On the other hand, ...serious problem"

responses were 3% in Kentucky, 5% in Arkansas,

9% in Florida, 10% in Mississippi, and from 12%

to 21% in the remaining states. Sex was also

perceived as "somewhat of a problem" with a

range 'of 17% in Arkansas to 54% in South

Carolina. When "serious problem" and "somewhat

46

of a problem" responses were combined, South

Carolina the highest percentage (70%) of the

respondents among all states who considered sex

a problem in getting a job in their community.

110 reported earlier, South Carolina had

exhibited the highest percentages for discrigi-

nation by race and age when the two categories

were combined.

Table 6.14. Opinion on Discrimioatioo by Sex 16 SesutloS
Employment

Serious

States Problem
Somewhat a No
Problem Problem Total

South Catolins
North Carolioa
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Coors's
Florida
Virginia
Tenn
tentueky

15.4

11.7
21.0

9.7
4.7

13.5

9.4
15.0
12.6

3.1

54.2

37.9
27.0

14.9
17.3

31.4
37.8
28.9

39.4
37.5

Ix I N
30.4 100.0 299
50.4 100.0 240
52.0 100.0 248
70.3 100.0 236
78.0 100.0 254

55.1 100.0 245
52.8 100.0 233
56.1 100.0 253
48.0 100.0 246
59.4 100.0 256

Average 11.4 33.1 55.3

Table 6.15. United Job Oppottuniti s loSecutiog
Employment

States

Serious

Ptoblem
Somewhat a No

Problem Problem Total

South Catolina
North Catalina
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Usorsis
Florida
Virginia
Tennessee
Kentucky

58.3
35.7
66.1
43.0

51.4
44.3
45.5
49.8

57.1
78.5

33.3
49.0
15.7

45.1

34.8
37.4
38.5
36.7
33.1
18.4

N
8.3 100.0 300

15.4 100.0 241

18.1 100.0 248
11.9 100.0 235

13.8 100.0 253
16.3 100.0 246
16.0 100.0 231

11.5 100.0 253
9.8 100.0 245

3.1 100.0 256

Average I 53.2 34.4, 12.4

Limited Job Opportunities (Table 6.15)

Limited job opportunities was perceived as

the most serious problem here in terms of_secu-

ring employment. "Serious problem" responses

were moat frequent in all states except North

Carolina and Mississippi where "somewhat of a

problem" responses slightly outnumbered "serious

problem" responses. The responses of "serious

.problem" ranged, from 79% in Kentucky to 36% in

North Carolina, with an average of 53% through-

out the ten rural southern states. In contrast,

a relatively small number of the respondents in

59 E7,11 VAIIABL5



of the respondents in each of the 10 states said

that limited job opportunities was not a problem

at all, ranging from 18% in Alabama to 3% in

Kentucky.

. -

Lack of Transportation (Table 6.16)

As expected, lack of transportation also

appeared to be a serious problem to a large

number of the respondents. In fact, the lack of

transportation was either a "serious probl&m" or

" somewhat of a problem" to more than a half of

the respondents in all states except in North

Carolina, Arkansas, and Tennessee. The percen-

tage distributions of "serious problem" respon-

ses ranged from a high of 34% in South Carolina

to a low of 12% in Tennessee. When "serious

problem" and "somewhat of a problem" responses

were collapsed, more than a half of the respon-

dents had a problem of transportation in

securing employment in all states except in

Arkansas (47%), North Carolina (43%), and

Tennessee (43%).

Table

States

6.16. Lack of Transportation in Securing Employment

Serious Somewhat a lie

Problem Problem Problem - Total

2

South Caroline 34.3
Vetch Caroline 13.0
Alabama 26.1
Missiaeippi 16.7
Arkansan 13.8
Georgia 19.7
Florida 14.3
Virginia 26.3
Tennessee 11.6
Kentucky 12.6

2

37.7
29.8
24.5
33.5

32.8
34.8
31.6

.25.1
31.0

38.6

2 Z N
28.0 100.0 300
57.1 100.0 238
49.4 100.0 249

49.8 100.0 239
53.4 100.0 253
4$.S 100.0 244

45.1 100.0 233
48.6 100.0 255
57.4 100.0 242

48.8 100.0 254

Average Z. 19.0 32.4 48.3

Lack of Training or Education (Table 617)

Lack of training or education was' also

viewed by many people in the rural South as,

another serious problem in securing employment

community.. More than three-fourth of

the:raspoidents inall states except Mississippi

amiriinia selected lack of training or educa-

tion-Ala eithe a "serious problem" or " somewhat

of Si problem" in fibding .a job. The lack of

training 'or education was 4100 frequently

mentioned as a serious problem in Kentucky

. 00%Yt touch CarOlina (480, Alabama (47%).,

_ ,Tenn' ease. . (40:41-, and in the remaining states

- tat

with a range of 31% to 23%. In contrast, the

frequencies of "no problem" response ranged from

31% in Virginia to 10% in Kentucky,

Tibia 6.17. Lack oT Training or Education in Securing
Employment

,

States
Serious
Problem

Samavhat 14

Problemi

No

Problem Total

2 2 2 2 11

South,garollna 47.8 38.1 14.0 100.0 299
North Caroling 27.2 50.6 22.2 100,0 239
Alabama 47.4 28.5 24.1 100.0 249
Mississippi 28.2 45.7 26.1 100.0 234
Arkansas 23.2 52.11 24.0 100.0 254
Georgia 30.9 44.4 24.7 100.0 243 '

Plorlds 24.9 54.1 21.0 100.0 229
Virginia 23.2 46.1 30.7 100.0 254
Tennessee 40.2 41.1 18.7 100.0 246
Kentucky 50.2 40.0 9.8 100.0 255

Avaraga Z 34.3 44.1 21.S

Lack of Job Information (Table 6.18)

The most frequently mentioned responses in

almost all states to "lack of job information"

as a problem in securing employment were in

decreasing order: "somewhat of a problem," "no

problem," and "serious problem". "Somewhat of a

problem" responses ranged from 58% in Kentucky

to 31% in Alabama, whereas "serious problem"

responses ranged from a high-of 38% in Alabama

to a low of 12% in Florida.

Table 6.18. Leek of Job information'in Securing
Employment

States

Serious

Problem

Somewhat a
Problem

No

Problem* Total

2 2 2 2 N

South Carolina 35.4 52.2 12.5 100.0 297

North Carolina 13.6 48.4 37.6 100.0 242

Alabsse 37.8 30.9 31.3 100.0 249

Mississippi
Arkansas

23.9
18.9

45.3

52.4

30.
g:

Georgia 26.3 46.3 27.5 100.0 240

?lands 12.4 57.9 :29.4 100.0 233

Virginia 24.0 37.6 18.4 100.0 2Sa
Tennessee 27.5 41.0 31.6 100.0 244

Kentucky 20.8 58.0 "21.2 100.0 255

Average 2 24.1 47.0 211.9

Knowing the.Right People (Table 6.19)

In the rural South, it is interesting to

note that s surprisingly large number of house-

hats believe It important to know the right

people to get'a job. More than three-quarters

so



of the respondents in all states felt, that

knowing the right people in securing a job was

either a "serious problem" or "somewhat of a

OrOblee. Except for North Carolina (20%), more

than one-quarter of the respondents ranging from

28% in Arkansas to 46% in Tennessee had express-

ed that knowing the right people was a "serious

problem" in being hired.

Table 6.19. Knowing the Right People In Securing

teploymant

Serious

States Problem

Somewhat a
Problem

No
Problem Total

2 2 2 N

SoUth Carolina 44.4 43.4 12.1 100.0 297

North Carolina 20.3 46.9 32.8 100.0 241

Alabama 45.4 30.5 24.1 10010 249

Mississippi 41.9 38.1 19.9 100.0 236

Arkansas 27.6 44.1 28.3 100.0 254

Georgia
Florida

32.5
27.5

40.3

50.6

27.2
21.9

100.0
100.0

243
233

virginia 30.6 34.5 34.9 100.0 252

TOTIO44$4!

Kentucky

46.1

42.2
37.9
51.6

16.0

6.3
100.0
100.0

243
256

--Amarage 2 ' 35.9 41.8 22.4

Present Situation in Terms of Ability to Work

(Table 6.20)- -

Finally, respondents were asked to describe"

their present situation, selecting one of the

following three fixed alternative responses:

(1) not able to work at all; (2) able to work

but limited in amount of work or kind of work I

can do; and (3) able to work but limited in kind

or amount of other activities I can do. In

Table 6.20, missing data were included for ana-

lysis because the missing data in this case can

be treated as an alternative response reflecting

that individuals had no restraints whatsoever in

terms of ability to work 'and in terms of enga-

ging themselves in other activities.

Throughout the rural South, on the average,

little more than one out of five heads of house-

holds were "not able to work at all". This res-

ponse was most frequently reported in Arkansas

(33%), Mississippi (30%), Florida (27%),

Kentucky (27%), and South Carolina (23%), while

it was least frequently noted in North Carolina

(14%), Virginia (15%), Tennessee (16%), Georgia

(22%), and Alabama (23%). In addition, a large

number of people in almost sll states fell in

the category of "able to work but limited in

amount or kind of work I can do," ranging from a

high of 46% in Arkansas to a low of 23% in

Virginia. Equally interesting, the proportions

of the third category (limited in amount of

other activities) were also relatively high in

most states, ranging from 36%.in Tennessee to

17% in Alabama, with some exceptions for

Mississippi (2%), and Virginia (7%).

Value, Attitudes, and Beliefs-with the Poverty

Index (Table 6.21)

Pearson correlation coefficients were

computed here to determine the significance of

Table 6.20. Present Situation in Term of Ability to Work

States

Not Able
ro Work
at All

Able to Work
But Limited
in Amount of
Work I Can Do

Able to Work But
Limited in Amount

of Other ACtivities
'I Can Oo Missing Data Total

2 I

South Carolina 23.4 32.1 24.4 20.2 100.0 312
North Carolina 13.7. 40.6 21.1 18.1 100.0 249
Alabama 22.6 40.9 16.1 19.8 100.0 254
Mississippi 30.2 23.4 2.0 44.4 100.0 248
Arkansas 32.5 . 46.3 19.6 1.6 100.0 255
Georgia 21.8 .40.3 23.8 14.1 100.0 248

Florida 27.1 35.8 30.4 6.1 100.0 240

Virginia 15.4 23.2 7.3 54.1 100.0 259
Tennessee
Kentucky

I 16.1
26.6

39.5
42.6

35.9
25.1

8.5
5.1

100.0
100.0

.248
263

Average Z 22.9 36.5 21.3 19.3

.61
no.
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Table 6.21. Summary of Pearson's Correlation (r) Tests to Identify Significant Associations.ef

Values, Attitudes, and Beliefs About the Self and Work With the Poverty Index*

Values, Attitudes

and Beliefs SC NC AI. MS AR GA FL VA TN KY

Self-esteem

Item 1 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
4:

++ ++ ++ ++

Item 4 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Item 5 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Item 8 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 44. ++ ++ ++ ++

Fatalism

Item 2 ++ 44. 1111 44.

Item 3 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 44.

Present-time Orien-

tation

Item 6 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Item 7 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Work as a Moral Obli-

gation

Item 9 44. 44. ++

Item 10 ++ ++

Item 15 44. ++ ++T 44.

Work as a Painful WaY

of Life

Item 11 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ;hi
Item 13 ++ ++ ++

Dependency in Relation

Co Work

Item 12 ++ ++ ++ ++ 44. 44. ++

' Item 14 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Expectation of Child-

ren'i Educational

Achievement 44.

Perception of Child-

ren's Future in

Community

Estimate of Job Opportu-

nities for Children in

Community,

++

++ ++ 4 1111

+

*Kay - Test

+ 0 Test

++ = Test

not significant within

marginally significant

significant from 0.0500

0.1000 level'of probability.

from 0.0501 to 0.1000 level of probability.

to 0.0000 level of probability.
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associations between the°38 social psychological

variables studied and the poverty index. The

results are presented in two tables.

In Table 6.21, 18 variables concerned with

value orientations toward the self and work and

with educational and employment opportunities of

children, were examined' for their probable

relationship with the poverty index, state by

state. Of the 180 ,Pearson's correlation

coefficients computed in Table 6.21, 110 (61%)

yielded significant correlations and 14 (7.8%)

indicated marginal correlations. Data analyses

for the southern rural population studies,

showed that cultural value traits were

significantly associated with the poverty index

in every state. In fact, all four item varia-

bles of self-esteem and both item variables of

present-time orientation, among the three value

traits, were the attributes that tended to be

significantly associated with the poverty index

at probability levels of 0.05 or lower in every

state, except the item four variable of self-

esteem in Kentucky. Two fatalism variables

appeared to be comparatively less often associa-

ted with the poverty index throughout the 10

rural southern states than the self-esteem and

presenttime orientation variables.

Seven variables, representing general

attitudei towards' work, yielded -far fewer fre-

quencies of significant associations with the

poverty index than the cultural value variables.

Only item 14 variable of dependency in relation

to work, as shown in Table 6.21, was signifi-

cantly correlated to the poverty index in each

of the 10 southern states. Variables of "work

as a moral duty" and "work as a painful way of

life" were less . frequently related to the

poverty index than the variables of dependency.

Unlike the dependency variables, there was no

evidence of a consistent trend of significant

correlations with the poverty index throughout

these rural states with respect to the variables

of work as either "a moral duty" or "a painful

way of life". .

As displayed in Table 6.21, three variables

for educational and employment opportunities for

children in the community' showed fewer differen-

ces between the poqr and nonpoor in terms of

their perceptions of educational and career

futures of the young people in their community.

Exceptions in the three variables for the signi-

ficant associations with the poverty index in

50

probability levels of 0.05 or lower were repor-

ted only in Virginia for the variable of "chil-

dren's educational attainment," in Alabama for

the variable of children's career future in the

community, and in North Carolina and Alabama for

the variable of "job opportunities for the young

people in the community ".

Job-Related Issues and the Poverty Index (Table

6.22)

. In Table 6.22, 14 variables, representing

various .aspects of conditions and problems

closely related to work or employment opportuni-

ties of rural families, were examined for their

associations with the poverty index. Of the 170

Pearson's correlation coefficients computed,

47%, or abqut one of every two, yielded evidence

of significant correlations at the 0.05 level of

probability or lower. M additional 15 coeffici-

ents (0.9%) were marginally significant. Of the

14 variables, only the variables for "transpor-

tation" and for "present situations of physical

ability to work" as a serious problem in secur-

ing employment emerged as significantly related

to the poverty index in probability levels of

0.05 or lower in all the states with only one

exception (Virginia) in the case of the present

situation variable. Other variables such as

"interest in training for better job" by spouses,

"distance to travel" by spouses, "discrimination

by age, race, and sex," "lack of information,"

and "knowing right people" appeared to have, in

more than five of the 10 southern states,

significant or marginal correlations with the

poverty index. However, the correlations of

these variables with the poverty index were

hardly consistent throughout the rural South.

In summaty, it should be noted that

throughout the rural states there are very dis-

tinctive and consistent social psychological

attributes which characterize the poor in

general. From the cultural value perspective,

almost all of the rural poor in the South were

heavily affected by present-time orientation,

low self-esteem, dependency, and fatalism in a

declining order. In addition, they were also

severely hampered by the lack of transportation

and physical disability or vety limited employ-

ment opportunities in their struggle to improve

their standard of living.
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Table 6.22. Summary of Pearson's Correlation (r) Tests to Identify Significant Associations of

Job-Related Issues with the Poverty Index*

Job-Related Issues SC NC AL KS AR GA FL VA TN KY

Interest in Train ins

- afor Better Job

Head

Spouse ++ ++

Kinds of Job.Prefered-

for Training

Bead ++ ++ 4- 4+ -

Spouse . - ++ ++ ++ ++ - ++

.

Distance to Travel If

Employed

Head - ++ ++ ++ ++

Spouse * ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 44

Kinds of Chid Care

Preferred f

Employed -- ++ ++ 14

Responsible Authority

for Providing

Jobs ++ 44 4-1. ++

Kinds of Problems in

Securin& Job

Discrimination by:

Age - - ++ ++ ++ 44 ++ ++ -
Race ++ - - + 44 44 ++ ++ -
Sex - - ++ 44 + ++ ++ ++ ++

Limited Opportuni-

ties 44 ++ -

Transportation ---- ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Lack of Training -- - - ++ - - -

Lack of Information + . ++ ++ ++ - +
.414

++ ++ -

Knowing Right

People 44 44 + 44 e+ ++

Present Situations of

Physical Ability .to

Work - ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

*Key to symbols: - = Test not significant within 0.1000 level of probability.

+ * Test marginally significant from 0.0501 to 041000 level of probability.

++ = Test significant from 0.0500 to 0.0000 level of probability.
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7. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

There is a wealth of information of

consumer behavior. Some writers are concerned

with the consumption of goods, others are

concerned with marketing and still others are

concerned with production. Thus the meaning of

consumer behavior is difficult" to pin down.

Traditionally, consumer behavior has been used

to simply refer to the consumption of good and

services. In the present study it is used in a

such broader sense. It is used to refer to

producing or growing food, buying groceries,

sources of credit, perceptions or food prices,

housing arrangements, state of repair, problems,

and related phenomena. Consumer behavior is

Aso used to refer to medical insurance

practices and household income. Although most

activities are viewed as being encompassed by

the term consumer behavior, the list in the

present study is not exhaustive.

In this section, behavior regarding home

food production, grocery shopping patterns,

housing tenure and maintenance, medical

insurance and household income was evaluated for

the 10 samples.

Grew Vegetables at Home (Table 7.1)

In all states, over 65% of the respoidents

grew vegetables at home at one time or another,

i.e., always or sometimes. Virginia with 80%

and Kentucky with 81% were the two highest.

Only four states: Mississippi, Arkansas,

Georgia, and Florida had more than 30% of the

respondents who never grew vegetables at home.

Table 7.1. Croy Vegetables at Nose

Step Alvaya Somettes Never Total

2 2 2 2 N

South Carolina 39.5 32.8 27.7 100.0 311

North Carolina 51.4 24.5 24.1 100.0 245

Alabama 43.0 33.1 23.9 100.0 251

Ni nisi 48.4 17.3 36.3 100.0 248

Arkansas 44.9 21.3 33.9 100.0 254

Georgie 15.2 33.6 31.2 100.0 247

Florida 28.4 38.6 33.1 100.0 236

Virginia 48.1 32.2 19.8 100.0 258

Tasneesee 46.4 43.8 29.8 .100.0 248

Kentucky 58.3 22.8 18.9 100.0 259
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Raised Animals for Meat (Table 7.2)

In Kentucky, a high of 47% of the respon-

dents sometimes or always raised animals for

meat. In Florida, Mississippi, Virginia, and

Tennessee, only 21% to 23%faised animals for

meat. Other state samples were intermediate.

Table 7.2. Raise Animals for Meat

State Always Soaetimes Never Total

2 ti
South Carolina 16.1 10.9 73.0 100.0 311
North Carolina 21.6 9.8 68.6 100.0 245
Alabama 17.5 19.5 62.9 100.0 251
Iftealseippi 14.1 7.7 78.2 100.0 248
Arkansas 12.2 13.0 74.8 100.0 254
Georgie 15.9 15.9 68.3 100.0 246
Florida 8.5 12.3 79.2 100.0 236
Virginia 10.5 11.6 77.9 100.0 258
Tesnessee 11.3 11.7 77.0 100.0 248
Kentucky 12.0 34.5 53.5 100.0 258

Kept a COW or Goat for Milk (Table 7.3)

Respondtts in Kentucky kept cdws and/or

goats for milk more than in any other state.

Kentucky with 25%, more than any other state,

doubled Alabama with 12%, and more than tripled

all the other states. The other states ranged

from 3% for Florida to 7% for Mississippi.

Table 7.3. Keep %Cow or Goat for MIN

States Alwaye Sometimes Never Total

2 2- 2 2 N
kouth Carolina 3.2 1.9 94.8 100.0 310
Ndrib Carotins 2.9 2.0 95.1 100,2 245
Alabama. 6.0 5.6 88.4 100.0 250
lassiasippi 2.0 4.5 92.7 100.0 247
Arkansas 2.0 2.8 95.3 100.0 254
Geotgie 1.2 4.5 94.3 100.0 247
Florida 0.8 2.1 97.1 100.0 238
Virginia 1.9 2.31 95.7 100.0 257
Ts/masses 2.8 2.81 94.3 100.0 247
Kentucky 7.4 17.1 75.5 100.0 257

Raised Chickens for Eggs (Tabl'7.4)

In Kentucky, 40% of the respondents raised

chickens as compared to 10% for Virginia. All

other states ranged from 16% for Florida to 29%

for Alabama. In the first four tables (7.1 -

7.4), the three urban states, Georgia, Florida,

and Virginia, usually had the smallest percents-
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gee of sample households that always rais d

chickens.

table 7.4.' lalas Chickens for ESNs

State Almay4 Sometimes Never Tot 1

2 2 T T N

South Carolina 11.5 9.6 76.8 100.0 311

North Carolina 12.2 6.9 80.8 100.0 '245

Alabama 18.8 1 10.8 70.4 100. 250

Mississippi 11.6 8.1 80.5 100.0 266

Arkansas 11.0 6.3 82.7 100.0 254

.Georpla 10.9 8.9 80.2 100.0 247

Florida 8.5 7.6 83.9 100.0 236

%finials 6.6 3.5 89.9 100.0 257

Tennessee 11.3 6.5 82.3 ' 100.0 268

Ientmeky 28.0 12.1 59.9 100.0 257

.

Ta01, 7.3. Muses! imins Gnmri46

Critic Me4-644.66 f004-66004
Swiss 4 Cash Cub 44 Cass Create 46.6 Total

4 N
Sts Carats. 3.8 73.6 16.4 2.3 160.0 31.1

Wfth C61.1104 7.7 46.24 19.1 6.1 100.0 264
A10404 10.0 46.9 21.8 2.4 100.0 231
NW/664pp' 13.7 82.0 21.4 6.0 100.0 244
Att.60446.. 6.3 71.1 1$.4 0.4 100.0 232
Cassia 20.2 72.3 3.3 2.0 100.0 247
flor14 3.3 70.3 23.3 0.4 too.* 234
Vir1141. 1.1 04.3 6.6 1.2 100.0 237
7600664 12.3 71.0 14.1 1.6 100.0 144
ta660417 9.7 31. 11.9 20.1 100.0 231

104144166 40e per6e0 vto 44rtect for toed

Source of Purchasing Power for Groceries (Table

In all states, cash was most often selected

as the basis for buying groceries. Food stamps

and cash in combination ranked second in all

states except Kentucky and Georgia. Georgia

respondents named credit and cash as the second

most frequently selected means of paying for

groceries and those from Kentucky named food

stamps, credit, and cash second. Food stamps,

credit, and cash ranked fourth except for

Kentucky respondehts who named credit and cash

fourth. Only-North Carolina had a respondent

who used barter.

Source of Credit for Groceries (Table 7.6)

The majority of the respondents in each

state, except South Carolina (36%) and Florida

(36%), indicated that for groceries the grocer

was rile main source of credit. Arkansas had the

highest with 92%; 'Mississippi (86%) and Kentucky

AttaillABLE

(84%) were the second highest, while Alabama

(56%) and Georgia (SS%) were lowest. In all

states, the respondents received less than 9% of.

credit from their neighbors, relatives, and

bosses combined. South Carolina (60%) and

Florida (59%) indicated other sources as their

main creditors.

1111. 7.6. Souses 01 credit for Greetrtto

SUS*

South Catotlo.
0404 cato16444

Alsbat
061661661m1

6216ease

canoe
Pieties

stroni
744044646

ranway

Gratis $410bOt 11414$6,0 1066 0044r tacit
s

38.3 1.7 1.7 1.2 94 100.0 172
40.0 0.3 1.1 L. 38.9 100.0 118
36.0 3.2 14 0.4 36.9 100.0 232

66.1 .1.9 1.1 1.4 4.3 100.0 104
92.2 2.2 2.6 0.6 2.2 100.0 170
$4.6 0.4 1.7 14 42.0 100.0 230
36.3 0.4 2.6 1.7 39.0 100.0 234
64.1 3.1 2.6 3.1 26.1 100.0 . 44
60.7 1.0 2.0 34.3 100.0 201
42.6 1.4 2.6 0.8 114 100.0 213

table 7.7. Look for Salsa on Groesrial

Stotts' Always Sometimes Navas total

1' 2 2 2 N

South Carolina 75.7 15.9 8.4 100.0 309

North Carolina 57.2 27.2 15.6 LOCO 243

A16176U6 .58.2 35.9 6.0 100.0 251

Mississippi 58.5 33.1 8.5 104.0' 248

Arkanses 67.2 25.7. 7.1 100.0 251

Georgia 63.7 27.8 8.6 100.0 245

Florida 62.3 31.4 6.4 100.0 236

Vits1A1s 65.5 29.0 5.5 100.0 255

?amasses 64.1 27.4 8.5 100.0 248

tolcucky 49.8 47.1 3.1 100.0 257

Looked for Sales Before Buying Groceries (Table

7.7)

Over 49% of the respondents in all states

said-that they always look for sales before

buying groceries. South Carolina was the

highest with 76% and Kentucky was the lowest

with 9%. Those respondents who sometimes looked

for sales fell within a range of 26% to 36% for

all states except South Carolina with 16% and

Kentucky with 47%. For those respondents who

never looked for sales, the percentage was less

than 10% in all states except North Carolina

which had 16%.

Bought Groceries Locally (Table 7.8)

In South Carolina, a low of 38% of the

respondents "always" bought groceries local.y

'
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while a high of 44% "never" bought groceries

locally. The "alwlys local buyers" for other

states ranged from 45% in Alabama to 67% in

Tennessee. For "never local buyers," North

Carolina had 25% and all other states (except

South Carolina) had below 20%. There was a

slight tendency for predominately black samples

to "never buy locally" and white samples to

"always buy locally".

Table 7.8. auy Ctoteriss locally

444°

States Always Soectimes Never Total

2 2 2 2 N
Sough Caroline 38.3 17.7 44.1 100.0 311
North Corollas 45.9 29.5 24.6 00.0 244
Alabama 44.6 61.0 14.5 T00.0 249
Mississippi 66.8 31.2 2.0 100.0 247
Ackanass 65.8 37.5 16.6 100.0 233
Georgia 58.3 32.8 8.9 100.0 247
Florida 57.4 34.0 8.5 100.0 235

Virginia 48.4 33.3 18.2 100.0 251
Tennessee 67.5 26.0 6.5 100.0 246
teneucky 59.7 36.8 3.5 100.0 238

Table 7.9. Receive Fair Prices on Groceries

States Always Soestives Never Total

t t t t *
South Caroline 15.4 39.0 43.6 100.0 300

North Carolina 63.0 29.8 100.0 242

Alsbaus 31.6 50.0 184 100.0 250

Mississippi 26.1 19.9 100.0 281

Arkansas
Georgia

25.2
27.9

;0::
55.5

24c8
16.6

100.0
100.0

254
247

Florida 29.9 51.3 18.8 100.0 236

Virginia 26.2 57.6 16.5 100.0 237

Telnessee 34.3 53.5 12.2 100.0 245

Kentucky 31.3 63.2 5.8 100.0 258

Received Fair Prices on Groceries (Table7.9)

South Carolina had only 15%/f respondents

who felt that they flatware received fair prices

on groceries while the other states ranged from

25% to 34%. From 63% to 50% of the respondents

felt that they sometimes received fair prices on

groceries in all states except South Carolina

which had 39%.' and North Carolina, 43%. Only

one-fifth, o ss of the respondents felt that

they never re ived fair prices on groceiies in

all the states except Arkansas which had 25%,

North Carolina, 30%, and South Caroline, 46%.

Again, the predominately black samples were less

likely to report receiving fsir prices on

groceries..
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1.

Respondents that either Owned, were Buying,

Rented or Lived in Rent Free Home (Table 7.10)

Table 7.10 shows that in all the states,

68k'to 84% of the respondents either owned or

were buying their homes.- Less than 20% of the

respondents"were renting exceit, in Florida which

had 24%, and Tennessee 23%. As for "rent free"

dwellers, the percJntage was less than 10% in

all states except Mississippi, Georgia, and

Keytucky which ranged fron11% to 16%.

Table 7.10. Percentage of Respondents that Ova. Rent. or
Live in Nose Rant Free

States Own Buying

South Carolina 47.7 31.9
North Carolina 42.4 35.4
Alabama 58.6 16.7
Mississippi 49.6 19.0
Arkansas 57.3 21.6
Georgia 54.8 21.8
Flotids 44.5 23./
Virginia 57.8 - 26.4
Tennessee 45.9 24.8
Kentucky 58.0 17.9

0

Rant Rent -Free Total

2

11.9
14.8
18.3

1$.7
13.7
12.1
24.2
9.

22.8
13.6

0.4 100.0
7.4 100 4
6.4 400.0
15.7 00.0
7.S 100.0
11.3 100.0

7.6 100.0
6.6 100.0
6.5 100.0

100.0

loale 2.11. Amooat of Lona ibis Mouser ttttt natilrollr Sirs as

V
PO
243
251

248

255
248
236
258
246
25;

Stets. 1 143 Ow 1112 14:2* 12423 24 Total

% % % % %. % % 4 a

South C414iine 28.3 42.) 6.7 4.3 1.8 1.1 13.0 144.0 164
Oortr. Carolina 20.) 20.4 3.0 2.1 .4 1.7 l 100.0 224

Alsbant

nioaisaippi

32.8

43.2

34.0

28.0
8.3

3.2

2.3 2:1

4.7

1.3

1.6

lifl

1$.)
100.0

100.0

240

102

arkn 30.2 37.0 1.) 2.4 .4 .8 12., 100.0 244

Coornio 1.2 33.3 3.4 .8 1.3 .9 121.8 100.0 233
Florida 48.3 24.0 7.0 4.7 3.1 .0 11.2 100.0 ile
oirstois 26.1 41.8 10.8 4 ).4 1.2 2.0 la.) 100.0 251
teuus... 47.2 17.6 3.4 4.6 2.3 1.7 10.4 100.0 241

mocstey 34.3 34.3 15.3 3.4 3.2 o4 14.7 100.0 142

Acres of Land that Residence Sets on (Table

7.11),

In all states, the majority of the

respondents lived on five acres of land or less.

The range was from 67% for Kentucky to 81% for

North Carolina. The respondents who lived on 6

to 25 acres of land ranged from 7% for4Georgia

to 19% for Kentucky; and those that lived on 26

or more acres ranged from 9% for North Carolina

to 19% each for, Mississippi and Georgia.

Approximate Value of Residende (Table 7.12)

In all states, from 11% (South Carolina) to

36% (Alabama) of the respondents estimated the

674" o VU
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current market value of their homes to be less

than $15,000. For those respondents 'who valued

their homes 550,000 and up, South Carolina and

Virginia were the highest with 40% and 41%
respectively. All other .states ranged upWards

from13% (Kentucky) to 34% (Tennessee). MI,
Mississippi and Kentucky respondents reported

median housing values of less tip $25,000,

while Tennessee, South Carolina, and Virginia

had median values above $35,000.

taole 7.11. tostoRisme Cu woof Wu* of 7O4f4itt4 (soop)

1343 12.25 15.25 25-20 30. lots'

$0.60 060106 11.0 1).0 18.5 21.3 0.0 100.0 200

North Corollas 16.8 9.6 12./ 10.1 22 2 100.0 OA
£1060 22.6 11.2 12.2 44.1 413.7 100.0 11$

060.10t1011 11.9 17.1 11.2 13.1 10.6 10.0 138

&tufts.* 11.1 114 16.5 17.1 10.6 101.0 761

Coorgt 30.7 17.7 16.2 U.3 11.6 101.0 1$1

016r10. 10.0 21.1 /1.6 16.0 13.1 101.0 102

800660 11. $.6 11.6 40.2 110.0 ' 108

tennosoof 21.7 11.$ 10.0 18.7 13.8 100.0 111

7aM044117 10.41 21.3. 1.6.$ 9.0 13.1 10.0 166

Toble 1.13. Mumbut of Rooms 14 R661oe4es

.

States 1.2 3 4 5 6 Tot41..

2 '2 2 2 2 24 N

South Coto066 1.0 4.9 16.7 31.4 46.1 100.0 306
7100th CataLiba 0.8 4.1 14.3 33.2 47.5 100.01 244
Al6bom 4.4 13.2 15.2 16.8 46.4 , 100.0 230
SLU1sitippl, 1.6 6.0 22.2 _35.9 34.3 100.0 248
Atkasses t.t. 1.2 15.7 35.7 45.9 100.0 255
Ototsie 0.8 6.5 21.5 25.2 45.940 100.0 246
TLC:title 1.8 7.2 20.9 28.9 41.3 100.0 235
Yits1416 0.0 1.3 11.2 26.0 60.5 10e.O 258
Tanneette 0.4 5.2 21.4 24.2 44.8 100.0 244
rRest y . 0.4 6.9 26.3 34.7 31.1 100.0 259

Number Of Rocein Residence (Table 7:13)

Respondents were asked to give the number

of rooms in their homes !excluding porchef,

halls, and ,bathrooms. In all states except

Alabama (78%), over 90% of the respondents lived

in homes .which had four roma, or more. Only.

Virginia respondents (.60%) eported, more than

50% living in' homes with six or more rooms.

Five rooms was the median for all samples except

Virginia.

State of Residential Repairs (Table 7.14)'

At least 51)% Of the 'respondents fan all

stateioneeded eithei major'or minor repairs to

theirT,bouses. Residences needing major repair

work ranged from 10%(Virsinikto 29% (Missis-

ZII.41
111/A/LADLE

*

i
g:':. . .

sippi)- Highest percentages needing no:riiiirs

were recordell in Mississippi (46%), Virginia

(45%), and Arkansas (41%); the lowest were in

4.

"Georgia (29%).and South Carolina (30%):

,. .

000 ' 16 Soto of Utt000ttot Atom .
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Nrifi!?toms K000 Names Neo0 No \
/OW topttro , Repairs ,..A0tAtts Jiti,ot
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too!

'16

10.101 0:4t0114111 1.1' 26.1 Ica 1.9 100.0

MOCIKC4C21164 57.$ 14.3, 36.6 . 1.1 100.04011}S

61.1600 A 36.4 10.0 25..6 0.0 100.0." 130
Mt Opt 15 0 10.1. 45.6 0.0 100.0 6 6
4MNAOAS 39 0 20.1 40.6 0.4 100.0

Goorgit 48.4 20.) ,29.5 1.0
24,1

0 tttttt 18.3 26.4 )5.5 04.0 05.0 ',

0ttit0it 40.1 $.7 100.0 139

tear 19.5 20.2 16.9 OA 100.0 248.

lostocky 29.04 11A ' 15 1 2.5 100.0 154

hole 7 13. LAst intiklt* 666 ttttt {41 14#46t

6

0.;69t poet waster
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. 'loos Ampalts 7(04{444 NOV k4O41f Ot**7 tool
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Soft% Grotto& 61.6 9.0 1.1 .0.7 14.0 100.0 11,
Mort* tuella& 14.5 .. 9.6 0.6 12.) 10.9 100.0 134-
414440*

t*,
51.761. 10.3 3.7 11.4 20.0 161

*to61.60,1 51.86 $.5 1.2 11.4 3.8 100.0 157
441.6606 60.5 7.0 3.1 13.3 11.1 Leo.* 1)7.
Gargle 55.0 6.5 6.5 1.1 16. 100.0 176
7104146

9ttgiato

40.7

se.)

0.4

6.1

2.5

6.8
12.4

6.1

u.1 10.0 126
16.1. 0 131 alit 4

ton446644s
. 60.5 4.5 1.3 29.. ss.t"'Ioo.dt 133

0.64evesy 54.0 17.1 3.7 2.0 t44. 100.0 16.4

Woes tot tooloOe o,..0otot10.

What Inhibits Residential Repairs Cradle 7.15) ..:

- In all states, the majority sof. the

respondents reported that they could not afford

repairs to their residences. Tht range vatlied

from 63% for South Carolina to 41% for

Tennessee. As the' percentage of black families

in each state sample decreased, the percentage

that-, could not a ord .the repairs also,

decreased. Four s tes 'Arkansas ,(61%),

Georgit (54%),_ Ken cky (55%), and Virginia

(57%) deviate lightly gram this, observa-

tion., Respondents who were unable to repair

their homes due to phyeical problems ranged from

6% (Georgia and Virginia): CO 12% (Kentucky).

Respondents answering "ddiPt know how to dip the

,repairs" ranged from 946% (North Carolina) tn.

(Virginia). The prdpcitipti of the responses

that indicated that the manager would not repair

'their residences tensed from 6% (Virginia) to

31% (Mississippi). Other reasons why repairs

were not done accounted for 6% ( Mississippi) to

28% (Tennessee).'

, 55
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Table 7.16. Housing,/roblems

Simian None

?robins
With

Manager

House
Too

Expensive
Needed
Repair

Too Much
To Care
For

Location
Inconve-

nient
Danger
Noise Other Total

I N

South Carolina 81.4 0.0 0.6 12.5 0.3 0.3 0.6 3.8 100.0 310
North Carolina 74.9 3.2 0.8 16.1 0.4 0.4 0.0 6.8 100.0 243
Alabama 77.4 0.8 Q.0 15.1 0.4 1.2 0.4 3.2 1004 249
Mississippi 65.3 1.2 0.0 26.2 0.0 0.4 4.8 100.0 244
Arkansas 63.6 0.8 2.0 30.2 0.4 0.0 2.0 3.1 100.0 254
Georgia 79.4 0.0 0.8 12.5 0.4 0.4 2.8 4.0 100.0 247
Florida 71.7 0.8 0.4 16.3 0.0 0.4 1.6 7.1 100.0 231
virginia 84.6 0.0 1.9 3.1 0.4 1.5 0.4 9.7 257
Tennessee 79.5 1.0 0.6 11.1 0.0 2.2 0.8 4.6

100.0
100.0 244

Kentucky 71.8 0.4 0.4 14.4 0.4 2.7 0.8 9.1 100.0 253

Housing Problems (Table 7.16) %
a

For a clearer understanding of housing

problems, respondents were asked for their

general evaluations of their homes. The extent

to which the respondents indicated that they

lived in a good residence ranged from 64% for

More than

indicated

matter.

40% of respondents in six states

that race of neighborhood did not

Table 7.17. Ptetsrante for Racial Cereppaitioa of

Neighborhood

Arkansas to 81% for South Carolina which

suggests that people in general, are tolerant of

minor house repair needs (reported in Table

7.14). In response to the general_ evaluation

item, a low of 3% in Virginia and a high of 30%

in Arkansas responded that they disliked their

residence because, the houses needed repairs.

Problems with the manager, house too dangerous

dangerous or noisy were reasons listed by fewer

than a total of 5% of the respondents' in each

Scats Yes No Doesn't Matter

South carotin&
North Carolina
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Georgia
tic
Virginia
Taaasaaaa
teatutby

2
43.3

39.8
47.6

50.2
43.5
63.6
59.3
24.6

50.2
81.6

2
8.8
8.6
8.8
2.4
2.7
4.53[..
7.0
18.0
2.7

2

42.7

31.4
43.4
47.4

33.3
32.0
34.9
66.4
31.8
15.7

.state.

Preference for Same Race in Racial Composition

of Neighborhood (Table 7.17) 6

The majority of respondents in fivelstates

had a strong preference for living in a neigh-

borhood where the residents were of the same

race. Same race pre(trences ranged from 27%

(Virginia) to 82% (Kentucky).

While Kentucky respondents, whose percen-

tage of black households was 14, showed the

strongest preference for living in a same race

neighborhood, there was no general relationihip

between the racial composition of the samples

and preference for same race neighborhoods.

The respondents who did not have a preference

for neighbors of the same race ranged from 74

( Mississippi) to 18% (Tennessee).
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Total

100.0
100.0
100.0
190.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

308
244
230
247

254
247

234
254
235

255

Table 7.18. Respondents' Malting for Subsidised Sousing by
rime

Setae 0-12 13-36 Total ,

South Caroline
Nortb corgi=
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas-
Csorgis
florid.
Virginia
Ts
Nonsuch,

2
100.0
50.0
$7.3

80.0
0.0
50.0

70.0
0.0
50.0

85.7

2 2 $
0 100.0 3

50.0 100.0 2

12.5 100.0 8 .
20.0 109.0 5

100.0 100.0 2

50.0 100.0 10

30.0 100.0' 0
COI 100.0 0
50.0 100.0 4
14.3 100.0 7

Respondents Waiting for Subsidized Housing by

Time (Table 7.18)

The number of respondents in waiting for

subsidized housing ranged from 10 persons in

Georgia to zero persons in Florida and Virginia.

69 pr:PT ppm/ ovt:t 91;
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Of the $3 respondents who were on some states'

:14mitting lists, seventeen reported waiting !me

than 12 months, five in Georgia, and three in

both Tennessee and Florida.

Medical Insurance Coverage and Adequacy (Table

7.19)

Respondents with health or hospitalization

insurance coverage, including Medicare and

Medicaid, ranged from 88% for Virginia to 70%

for Kentucky. Of the respondents who were

covered by medical insurance, a low of 54% for

Arkansas and a high of 87% for Alabama felt that

their insurance was adequate.

Teblo 7.19. 044p0adesc.'.114.41cal Insusanc4 Cov4T484 404
A44.tuae7

StOC44 TIN T44 11

South C4Tolias $1.0 (310 70.$ (233)
NoTtli Corollas 8314 (242) 77.$ (212)
Alabass 86.1 (251) $7.3 (204)
Miss1441,11 79.$ (2o1) 73.0 (200)
Ask42448 77.2 (234) 54..1 (201)
044n$14 $6.3 (240) 74.3 (216)
T10r1d4 764 (236) $2.4 (107)
Ylralais 88.0 (259) 86.7 (241)
T4=4.444 84.6 (247) $3.3 (107)
Keutuck7 70.3 (259) 64.3 (197)

1.014 7.10. 004440414 !new (000'4)

Siam 0.0 0.5 4-12 12.23 Total

0

Smelt tarollso 37.7 23.4 21.1 04.4 11.0 100.0 120

noorn Carotins 23.3 24.1 1-1.1 20.? 0.1 105.0 202

alatana 20.7 35.3 12.7 23.5 1.1.0 100.0 200

wisaiiaioni 14.1 35.4 11.4 11.0 3.0 100.0 240

asraalas 10.1 21.4 24.3 1.4 204.0 251

Glottis 27.2 25.1 11.2 10.1 13.2 100.0 210

nosiaa 14.3 20.3 12.0 23.0 80.2 100.0 214

tenntiota
23.4
1S 2

10.0
21.4

14.,
21.0

21.1

20.4
20.4

20.0
200.0

100.0
315

230
lanolin/ 11.7 *4.0 10.5 u.. 3.2 100.0 220

Household Income (Table 7.20).

Respondent households earning incomes less

than $4,000 per year ranged from 14% for

Virginia to 30% for Mississippi. Respondents

earning incomes greater than $25,000 ranged from

3% for .Kentucky to RI% for Tennessee. The

median income for sample households fell below

$8,000 in South Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi,

Florida, and Kentucky. The remaining four

states had sample median income which ranged

from $8,000 (Arkansas and North Carolina) lo

r "1 ":"! MAILABLE

$1,000 (Virginia).

Household Primary Source of Income (Table 7.21)

Between 46% (Mississippi) and 69%

(Tennessee) of the respondents, recorded wages

and salaries as their primary source of income.

The second most frequently reported category was.

"other transfer payments" including social

security.. The range was 6% (North Carolina) to

42% (Mississippi). Least frequent were respon-

deals recording receipt of aid to families with

dependent children and food stamps, which ranged

from below 1% (Virginia) to 11% (Arkansas).

Third, other primary sources of income including

rents and interests ranged from 3% (Alabama) to

31% (Florida).

:able 7.21. 414.4444414 ?rigor, Soares of :now

WO
Cane

Vow :tole

sots
hoe-

Woos Other on local

Sawn C4/0110li S0.5
Soria Gasoline 42.2
Alabam 0.0
Niastaalpoi 44.0
krianS&S 00.0

42.5

1801101 44.1

0240014 64.4

Tes0es4.4 40.2

I404440, 52.4

4 0

34.2 L0 244 2.1- 100.0 .310

4.3 2.0 :44I LS 100.0 224

30.0 CO 3.2 0.0 100.0 119
02.3 1.4 7.3 0.4 200.0 244

24.3 U.i. 10.1 0.0 100.0 235

27.1 4.3 22.2 CO 100.0 247

14.4 4.4 31.0 C 4 200.0 221
U.$ 0.0 12.2 2.7 100.0 139
ICS 0.0 0.0 8.0 100.0 244

MA 5.4 30.2 2.0 100.0 214

Tall. 7.22. laniaono10 3asoralarr Soon* at Isom.

5taroo 1454111

Ottaer
:rano.

ANC I.
loot.

Stoops Other

No Soecod.

err
lace= *0 Total

t 0 0 0 1
faun Carolina 0.3 0.7 23.2 1.0 01.5 0.4 100.0 330

Osstli Carolina 7.5 2.2 1.0 IC0 59.2 1.1 100.0 32$

Alabama 13.2- 12.0 U./ 9.2 00.0 2.0 100.0 200
Nloalsoilopl 1.5 22.1 13.1 1.2 00.0 2.0 200.0 244

Arkasoaa 3.5 3.5 3.1 20.2 14.0 2.0 100.0 254
Coosal. 20.4 5.1 0.2 13.9 05.5 23.1 100.0 260

?Tonna 0..5 1.0 0.2 11.1 57.4 0.0 100.0 230

/trellis 12.0 1.0 3.2 1.5 55.4 10.3 100.0 230

rattraoao* 4.2 9.4 2.0 20.1 50.5 0.5 100.0 244

rannick. 3.0 2.0 23.3 21.3 02.3 5.4 200.0 154

Household Secondary Source of Income (Table 41irPfr

7.22)

Between 42% (Kentucky) and 76% (Arkansas)

of the respondents reported no secondary source

of income. Only 4% Otrkansas) to 17% (Georgia)
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of the respondents recorded wages and salaries

as a secondary source of income. Other sources

of secondary income including interest, rents,

and dividends was the most prominent variable.

Sample proportions fell between 7% (Mississippi)

to 21% (Kentucky). Aid to families with

dependent children and food stamps was the

second most frequently reported secondary source

of income. Sample proportions were between 2%

(Tennessee) and 23% (Kentucky).

Consumer Behavior and the Poverty Index (Table

7.23)

Grow vegetable at home: The relationship

between growing vegetables at home and being

above the poverty line was significant at the

.05 level for Georgia and Florida and the .10

level for Arkansas. However, Kentucky sbowed a

significant (.10) degree of association in the

opposite direction.

Raise animals for meat: For Florida and

Tennessee, the relationship between this

variable and tbe poverty index was significant

at the .05 level of probability with a low

degree of association. In Tennessee, poverty

households were more likely to raise animals for

meat, while in Florida tbe above poverty

bouseholds were more liable to do so.

Keep cow or goat for milk: Alabama and

Tennessee showed a signiificant, but low degree

of association at the .65 level of probability

between the practice of keeping a goat or cow

for milk and poverty status.

Keep chickens for eggs: Poverty households

in Alabama, Tennessee; North Carolina, and

Kentucky showed a significant, but.low degree of

association with keeping chickens for eggs.

Alabama and Tennessee were.significant at the

.05 and ftrth Carolina and Kentucky at .10

level.

Means of buying groceries: In all states,

a moderate to low association with the poverty

index_ was significant at the .05 level of proba-

bility. The below poverty households sanded to

use a combination of cash or food stamps and

cash, while the above poverty households used

cash more frequently. to pay for their groceries.

58

From whom respondents received credit to

get groceries: Relationships were significant

for Alabama, Florida, and Virginia at the .05

level of probability and South Carolina,

Arkansas, and Tennessee at the .10 level of

probability. The Cramer's V association was

moderate for Virginia and low for the rest. In

all the states a minimum of 40%' of the below

poverty households tended to get credit from

their grocer, while the nonpoverty households,

except in Arkansas, got their grocery credit

mainly from othe'r sources. In Arkansas, 94% of

the above poverty households got credit from tbe

grocer.

Looking for sales: Below poverty house-

holds in Tennessee were more likely to always

look for sales. The relationship to the poverty

index was significant at 0.05 level with a low

degree of association.

Buying groceries locally: South Carolina,

Georgia, and Virginia showed mixed, but signi-

ficant relationships at the .05 level with a low

degree of association. In South Carolina and

Virginia, the above poverty households tepded to

buy their groceries locally more often than the

. poverty households. This relationship was the

`opposite for Georgia.

Receiv fair prices on grocerles: South

Carolina and ississippi showed significant, but

opposite re ationships at the .05 level of

probability. The above poverty households in

South Carolina were more likely to report

receiving fair grocery prices than tbe below

poverty hduseholds. In Mississippi, tbe

opposite was observed.

Owned, were buying, rented, or lived in

home rent free In all states except Tennessee,

there was a significant relationship at the .05

level of probability with a low degree of

association. Only in North Carolina and Florida

did the below poverty households tend to own

their residence more frequently than the above

poverty households.

Amount of land that home sets on: Below

poverty bouseholds in Virginia were more likely

torelways live on a smaller piece of land. The

relationship with the poverty index was signifi-

cant at .05 level with a low degree of

association.
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Table 7:23. Summary of Chi Square Test of Independence and Phi/Cramer's V Measures of Association to

Identity Significant Relationships and Magnitude of Correlation Between Consumer Behavior

1 and the Poverty Index

catiimer .8:417tiv i o r SC NC AL MS AR GA FL VA TN KY

Grow vegetable at home .05 .03 .07 .11 .16+ .16* 47* .07 .08 .15+

Raise animals for meat .03 .10 .07 .06 -.08 .12 .25* .09 .16* .06

Keep a cow -or goat for milk .06 .06 .18* .06 .08 .04 .09 .08 .27* .05

Raise chicken for -eggs .12 . .15+ .24* .11 .09 .03 .05 .06 .18* .14+

Means fOlbuying groceries .50* .49* .37* .50* .40* .31* 75%10 .29* 52* .45*

Receive credit for groceries .

from Whom .22+
.r.

.13 .20* .12 .23+ .12 .33* .40* .19+ .13

Look, for sales before buying

groceiles .11 .02 .05 .12 .03 .04 .04 .11 .13+ .05

Buy groceries locally- .16* .03 .04 .09 .02 .20, .10 .16* . .10 .06

Receive fair prices on

groceries .20* ./1 .03 .18* .03 .05 .11 .12 .07 .05

Owned, were buying, rented,

or lived in home rent free .24* .26* .25* .22* .24* .14* .35* .20* .13 .23*

Amount of land that hone sets on .12 .17 .11 .08 .17 .10 .13 .24* .16 .12

Current value of home and land .23 .38* .36* .32* .44* .40* .29* .47* .35* .40*

Number of rooms in residence .20* .30* .35* .23* .28* .33* :31* .13 .20* .18+

Repairs of residence .27* .39* .31* .28+ .31* .28* .30* .17+ .26* .35*

Why repairs:are-not done .3$* .51* .38* .19 .28* .44* .42* .29* .32* .24

Is this a good-Tesidence- .27* .30* .29* .20* :26* .14* .10 .13 .12 .22*

Why not a good residence .59* .50* .64* .32+ .38+ .51 .53* .31 .37 .42

Neighbors same race .01 .10 .03 .04 .14 .05 .12 .13 .11 .12

Waiting list foi government/

subsidized Wining .04':_- - '.15* .10 .03 .13 .23* .05 .06 .07

How long on waitinilist .50 .31 1.00 .14 - .41 .20 .12 .88 .20

Family health & insurance"- .26* .32* .21* .12* .21* .16* .40* -.15* .23* .16

Adequate family insurance .30* .36*. .38* .22+ .24* .33* .43* .18* .30* .15+

Personal yearly income .80* .67* .66* .68* .68* .71* .74* .62* .69* .66*

Primary source of income .38* .36* .32* .42* .49* .33* .62* .47* .31* .39*

Secondary source of income .44* .36* .4l* .38*. .22* .32* .36* .36* .26* .27*

.

*Chi square r st significant at the 0.05 to level of probability.

+Chi square test marginally significant at.the 0.10-levet of piobability.

7. - r
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Current value of homes and lend: In all

states, except South Carolina, there was a

significant relationship between poverty and

this variable at .05 level, but the degree of

association was low for North Carolina, Alabama,

Mississippi, and Tennessee. In general, the

value of houses in which most poverty households

lived was lower than that of the nonpoverty
households.

Number of rooms in residence: All states

except 'Virginia and Kentucky showed a signifi-

cant relationship in the expected direction

between the number of rooms and the poverty
index at the .05 level of probability.

Repairs of residence: For South Carolina,

North Carolina, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,

Florida, Tennessee, and Kentucky the chi square

and Cramer's V association were significant'at

the .05 level and for Mississippi and Virginia

at the .10. Souses of below poverty households

in all states were more likely to need major

repairs while the nonpoverty households were

more concerned with minor repairs. However, the

degree of association between this variable and

the poverty index was low.

Why repairs are not done: In all states

except Mississippi and Kentucky, the chi square

test between the households reason for no repair

of residence and the poverty index was statisti-

cally significant at the .05. The Cramer's V

association was moderate for Georgia, Florida,

and North Carolina, but it was low for.the rest

of the states. More than 40% of the below
poverty households in each state stated that

they could not afford the repairs. This reason

was less frequent among nonpoverty households.

Is this a good residence and why: For all

states except Florida, Virginia, and Tennessee,

housing problems and he poverty index relation-

ship was statistical) significant at the .05

level of probability. Cramer's V association

was low for all of thee states. More than 12%

of the below and 21% of the above poverty house-

holds stated dissatisfaction with their houses.

Nekds repair was the single main reason in

approximately 67% of each state sample.

Neighbors same race: For all states, the
Chi square test between racial preference for

neighborhood and the poverty index showed no

60
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significance. The Cramer's V association was

low to negligible.

Waiting list for subsidized housing: For

Alabama and Florida, the chi square test between

the need for subsidized housing and the poverty

index was statistically significant at the .0g...,

.level. About 5% to 9% of the below poverty

households of both states stated that they had

been on the waiting list and less than 1% of

those above poverty were waiting.

Family health insurance: For all states

except Kentucky, the relationship between family

health and insurance and the poverty index was

statistically significant at the .05 level. 'the

Cramer's V association was moderate for Florida

and low for the rest of the states. A maximum

of 30% of the below poverty households mentioned

that they did not have family health insurance,

while less than 15% of the above poverty

households mentioned the same problem.

(

Adequate insurance: For South Carolina,

North Carolina, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,

Florida, Virginia, and Tennessee, the chi square.

tesi'between adequate insurance and the poverty

index wasstatistically significant at .05, and

for Mississippi and Kentucky at the .01 level of

probability. The Cramer's V association was

moderate for Florida and low for the remaining

states. For the poverty households in each

state; a maximum of 38% clal.med inadequate

insurance while less than 21% of the above

poverty households claimed the same problem.

Personal yearly income: For all states,

the association for households' income and the

poverty index was statistically significant ati

the .01 level. The Cramer's V association

ranged from a low of .62 for Virginia to a high

of .80 for South Carolina.

Primary source of income: FOr all states,

the chi square test.between primary source of

Lome and the poverty index was statistically

significant at the .05 level of probability.

The Cramer's V association was moderate for

Mississippi and Arkansas, and low for the

remaining states. The major source of primary

income vas stated to be wages and salaries.

Which was reported as the primary source of

income by a minimum of 43% and 76% for the below

and above poverty households, respectively.'
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Secondary source of ,income:
-

For all
.

states,._ the relationship between secondary

source of income and the poverty'index was

statistically significant at the .05 level of

probability. The Cramer's V association was

moderate for South Carolina and Alabama and low

for the remaining states. The major source of

secondary income reported by below poverty

households was all types of transfer payments,

with a range among the states from 13% to

36%. The second major source for above poverty

households was found to be wages and salaries

'plus other sources ranging from 13% to 34%. In

all states, the importance of transfer payments,

for below poverty families exceeded its

importance to above poverty families as a

secondary source. Similarly, abo.ve poverty

families found wages, salaries and other sources

of income more important than did below poverty

families.

O
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED SAMPLING PROCEDURE FOR RR-I SURVEY

The KR-1 sample procedure is based on 10

state samples of at least 240 respondents each.

The multistage sampling procedure includes three

sample counties within each state, at least_30

sample clusters within the three counties and

finally eight sample households within each

sample cluster.

County sample frame (stage 1) and sample:

The KR-1 sample procedure is based on 10

state samples of at least 240 respondents each.

The 10 state samples or replications were

derived by first defining the list of counties

that met the following criteria:

1. Less than 30.01% urban (incorporated

places of 2500 or more in census of

1970).

2. $ore than 400 black population in all

blacks (approximately 200) was the

states but Kentucky. In Kentucky,

lower limit.

3. These counties in each state were

arrayed by their median incomes (1970).

The lower one-third of Ole array (one-

half in Arkansas) were defined as the

population of 400 or more. This,popu-

lation of 107 counties in 10 stetes may

be described as racially-mixed, rural

counties with low median family

incomes.

Finally, the list of qualifying counties

for each state was arrayed by percent black,

lowest to highest. A random starting point

between zero and one-third of the total popula-

tion for all counties in the array was determin'

ed by use of a table. of random numbers. In the-

array, the county with a population interval

that straddled the random starting point was

selected. The second county selected in the

array had a population interval that straddled

the starting point plus one-third of the total

population for the array of counties. The third

county selected from the array was the one with

a population interval straddling the number

equal to the sum of the starting point plUs two-

thirds of the total population. In general,,,

this procedure yielded a predominately white

county and a one-half black, one-half white

county and a predominately black county. See

Table Al attached.

Sample size:

Within these three counties for each state,

sample size? (n) were assigned in proportion to

each sample county's population. Cluster sizes

were set at eight households: Thus, with a

minimum sample size of 2100, each estate would

have a minimum of 30 clusters. A county would

have as many clusters as multiples of eight, or

part. thereof, fit into its proportionate sample

n, e.g., a county with a sample of 81 would

yield eleven clusters. Since 11 x 8 equals 88,

the actual sample size expected is also 88.

Cluster sample frame (Stage 2) and sample:

National geological survey maps (20

series) with a 15 minute by 15 minute grid

superimposed were used to define the sampling

frame of clusters. Towns of 1,000 population or

more were arrayed by population size. Clusters

were allocated to the town "strata" vs. the

county
l)
,"stratan in proportion to population

size. On the list of towns, the clusters

were assigned in proportion to population size.

Town clusters willsbe located on detailed maps

to be procured from the National Geological

Survey series (711 or 15 minute map) and the

Bureau of the Census (county.' and enumeration

district maps). 4

/

Clusters in the remainder of the county

were assigned starting points by random sampling

of intersections of the 15 minute grids. Acrid

lines were numbered 1 to 9 from the bottot to

the top and left to right. Two-digit numbers

were read from a list of random numbers, the

first digiV(Voting a vertical axis and the

second a horizontal axis. The first such Win-

ed "grid intersection" is used to specify the

entry point into the northwest quadrant, i.e.,

78 s.
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North to the first road and left. The "grid

intersection", sampled second provides the

starting point for entry into the northeast

quadrant by moving due east to the first road

and turning left. Similarly, the third quadrant

sampled, the southeast quadrant of'the third

"grid intersection" is entered by moving due

South to the first road and to the left, the

fourth quadrant (southwest) by moving West and

left, etc. until starting points for all clust-

ers are identified. No intersection was sampled

more than once. All of these starting points

have been located on the thirty county maps and

the appropriate starting direction has been

noted. As defined below, the survey supervisors

will do the "ground truth" work on the clusters'

in their respective states.

Samling Households:

The first eight households found, according

to the following procedures, will constitute a

sample cluster. After entering each sample

quadrant on the first road to the left of the

starting point, proceed in a serpentine fashion.

That is, at the first intersection, take the

firsWright turn; at the next intersection take

a left turn,' etc. The first eight households

identified (exclude vacant houses) on this

serpentine route will be included in the sample.

The survey supervisor will photograph (prefera-

bly with Poloroid) each sample house, number the

photos I through 8, and draw their location On

the map. Each photo should have sufficient

description on the back to aid the interviewer

in finding the house. Names and telephone

numbers of householders would help.

Cluster Boundaries:

Dead end roods, loops, county lines, and

boundaries of towns and clusters already

included in the sample will be treated as "dead

ends." All of these "dead ends" are cluster

boundaries. If the serpentine route runs into a

cluster boundary or "dead.end," return to the

last intersection. If the lase turn before the

"dead end" was to the left, turn left again from

the "dead end" road, or, if the last turn was

right, turn right again. It is possible that

V
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all roads from an intersection but one are "dead

ends." If still more households are needed to

complete the cluster after all -\roads have been

explored to their end, return to the second

previous intersection and turn right or left as

previously defined for that intersection.

Cluster Maps and Identification:

Clusters will be marked on county census or

city maps by survey supervisors in each state.

The sample households must be identified,

photographed and Narked on the map. The inter-

viewers will be supplied maps, photographs, and

directions prepared by survey supervisors to

find the sample households. Clusters will be

numbered sequentially witHin,counties. State,

county, cluster, and household identification

numbers will be prerecorded on maps, photo-

graphs, and questionnaires.

Respondent Refusal:

In the event one or more of the eight

households refuse to respond as defined by
procedures in the questionnaire, the ninth

household ationg the serpentine route iou'd be

interviewed, etc. until the cluster of eight

interviews are obtained. Before substitutions

are made for any of the original eight

households, clearance should be given by the
survey supervisor. Substitute households

interviewed should be identified by their

sequential identification number along the

prescribed serpentine route.

RR-1 Sampling Subcommittee

Gerald C. Wheelock, Chairman

Alabama A 4,K University

Robert Phillips

South Carolina State College

Randall White

North Carolina A & T University

Richard Stuby

Economic Development Division

ESS/USDA
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table Al. Sample Fru* of Rural. Low-Incoae. Mixed-Rat, Counties and Sample Countits* by State
Selected In Proportion to Population Sits with Random Start

PIPS COUNTY I BLACK POP 1976 CUM POP RS+(SI) PIPS COMM I SLACK POP 1976 CUM POP RS+(SI).

ALABAMA

01041 CREN
01129 WASH
01107 PICKE
01035 CONEC
01099 MONRO*
01105 PERRY
01119 sum
01065 HALE
01131 WILCO*
01063 GREENE
01085 LOWND

ARKANSAS

05025 CLEVE*
05013 CALHO*
05073 LAFAY*

FLORIDA

12077 LIBERT
12133 WASH*

12063 JACKS*
12125 UNION

.

120/9 MADIS*
12065 JEFFER

.

GEORGIA

13309 ' WHEEL

13101 ECROL
13267 TATTN
13003 ATKIN
13167 JOHNS*
13271 TELFA

13249 SCHLE
13221 OGLET

13269 TAYLO
13251 SOW.
13093 DOOLY
13133 GREEN*

13197 MARIO
13007 BAKER
13079 CROP
13163 JEFFE
13289 TWIGG
13307 WENT
13239 QUITH
13061 CLAY
13265 TALIA
13037 CALM
13259 STEWA*

13263 TAYLO
13141 EANCOC

KENTUCKY

21121 160X
'21147 MCCRE*

21231 WAYNE
21171 MORRO*

21051 CLAY*

21011 BATH
21053 CLINT°
21057 CUM

.

28.7

29.9
41.7
44.7

45.5
58.7
66.2

66.4
68.5
75.4
76.9

19.7
32.2

43.3

14.3
20.2

28.4

28.9

43.8
55.8

29.5

30.8
30.9
32.0
32.1

34.5

3474::

44.8

46.7
50.1
51.8

52.4
53.0
53.2
54.5
56.3
60.4
61.1
61.7

62.4
63.1
64.4
67.8
73.8

1.5
1.6

1.8

3.0
3.4

4.3
4.8

6.4

(000)
14.1
16.9

21.1

15.6
21.8
13.4

17.7

15.5

15.0
10.7

13.4

(000)
'446.6

5.4

9.6

(000)

4.1

13.0

10.5

37.8

15.0

9.8

(000)

4.9
2.1

17.1

5.9
7.8
114
8.1

3.0
8.1

13.0
10.9
10.5

6.2

3.6
6.6
16.5

7.9
2.3
2.0
3.5
2.2
6.7
5.6
6.4
9.3

(000)
14.7

27.4

21.2
6.5

11.9

9.1
8.7
6.9

4

(000) (000)
14.10
31.0 22.1

. 52.1

67.7- +(58.1)
89.5 80.2
102.9

120.6 +(58.1)
136.1
151.1 138.3
161.8
175.2

(000) (000)

6.6 4.5

12.0 11,7

21.6 18.9

(000) (000)
4.1

17.1 13.7

+(30.1)
27.6
65.4 43.7

*(30.1)
80.4 73.7

90.2

(000) (000)

4.9

7.0
24.1

30.0
37.8 36.8

494. +(63.0)
57.2.-

60.2
61.3

81.3

12.2
;42.7 98:8
108:9 +(63.0}
112.5
119:1
135.6

143.5
145.8
147.8

151.3

153.5
160.2

165.8 162.8
172.2

181.5

(000) (000)

14.7

42.1 12.4

-63.3 41344211)
69.8 4.(30,0)

81.7 72.4

90.8
106.4

99.5

.

MISSISSIPPI

28041 GREEN
28079 . LUKE*
28061 JASPE
28005 AMITE
28107 PANOL
28069 KEMPE
28119 QUITH*
28135 TALLA
28099, MARSH
28051 HOLM
28103 NOM*
28157 WILKI
28053 EMU
28143 TUNIC
28063 JEFFE

NORTH CAROLINA

37017 BLADE
37093 HYDE
37177 TYRRE
37093 HOKE*

,

37103 JONES
37007 ANSON
37015 BERM

37131 NORTH
37185 WARRE*

SOUTH CAROLINA

45053 JASPER
45039 FAIRY*

45061 LEE
45065 NCCOR
45089 WILLI*

45027 CLARE*

TENNESSEE

47029 COCKE*

47007 BLEBS
-47097 LAM*

47047 7AYET*

VIRGINIA
r

5i079 GREEN
.51113 MOHO
51125 NELSON
51145

:=0
51109 LOUIS*
51083 RALIFA

.

51037
:gt,!

51111 LOREN
51029 BUCKI

.51007 AMELI
51049 COME
51131 NORTH
51025 BRUNS*

51039 ,CRABIO

22.0

35.7

50.4

54.8
57.4

60.2

62.0
64.8
65.8
67.6
68.1

72.7

75.3

'

39.0
41.3
43.4
44.2

45.1

46.4
56.6,

59.0
59.9

57.1
59.4

59.8
60.3

60.9
.

62.0
,

(000)

2.8

5.5
, 33.7
N

61.2

10.7

20.4

28.6

36.4

36.6

38.6

38.8

34:41

43.2

4417::

52.3

.58.4

74.2

(000)
8.6

18.0.

16.4

13.0
27.5

10.1

14.0

18.0'

26.9

14.2

. 13.1

10.1

22.0
10.8

8.8

(rs

5.6

18:7

9.6

221:1!)

22.9
16.2

(000)

13.8
20.2

17.7

8.1

35.3

27.4

(0004

22.6

23.7

(000)

6.7
10.0

11.7

10.6

16.9

37.6
12.7

29.5
12.3

10.9

8.5
7.0
15.4
15.8

6.5

(000)

8.6

26.6

93.6
107.6

125.6

152.5

166.7

179.8
189.9

211.9
222.7

231.5

(000)

28.8
34.4

38.2
56.5

66.1

110.9
.

133.8

150.0

(000)

13.8
34.0

51.7

122.5

'(000)

27.6

36.4

59.0

82.7

(000)
6.7

16.7

iiii
62.5
100.1

112.8
142.3

154.6

165.5
174.0
181.0
196.4

212.2
218.7

BEST AVAILABLE
a

80,

(000)

19.0
+07.0)

. 96.0
+(77.0)

'173

. '

(000)

45.3

'0(50.0)

4,(:::;)

145.3

(000)

+41;

1..(74g1)

114.6 .

+7:93)4
.1..p

IN)

67.5

(000)

56.4
+(72.9)

129.3
16(72.9)

202.2

RS + Random Start
SI Sample Interval
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Department of Agribusiness Education
P.O. Box 12 t

Normal, Alabama 35762:
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